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Geospatial methods for advancing efforts to eliminate human
African trypanosomiasis

Joshua Longbottom

Abstract

Gambian human African trypanosomiasis (g-HAT) is a neglected tropical disease caused by
Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, transmitted by tsetse flies (Glossina). A World Health Organi-
zation (WHO) led programme to eliminate g-HAT, based on large-scale detection and treatment of
cases alongside vector control, has reduced the global number of cases reported annually from a
peak of 37,385 in 1998 to 565 in 2020.

The WHO aims to eliminate transmission of g-HAT by 2030. To meet this goal, there is a pressing
need for better mapping of cases, vectors, and interventions against g-HAT. Such maps will provide
evidence that the elimination goal is being achieved and help guide interventions against persistent
and/or re-emerging hotspots of transmission. g-HAT is a highly focal disease, requiring high spatial
resolution analyses (<100m) which can identify vector and or transmission hotspots with high
precision and accuracy. Increasing the resolution of geospatial analyses enables the utility of
estimates in spatially targeted policy and programmatic decisions.

This thesis aims to make an important contribution to the need for better maps and geospatial
(spatially derived) models of cases, vectors and interventions in Uganda, a country which
experienced an epidemic of g-HAT in the 1990s (13,842 cases, 1990-1999) but is now approaching
the elimination goal (194 cases, 2010-2019).

The thesis comprises four related studies. First (Chapter 2), a review of published literature on
geospatial models of g-HAT and associated vectors revealed that most endemic countries have
contemporary estimates of g-HAT risk, but there are large spatial and temporal discrepancies in
the completeness of tsetse mapping. Second (Chapter 3), cost-distance analyses were performed
to provide a rational basis for the positioning of entomological monitoring sites. The utility of satellite
imagery at two different spatial resolutions (0.5 & 3m) were compared, and an improved approach
for monitoring tsetse in Koboko district, Uganda was produced. Third (Chapter 4), the cost-distance
approach was applied to quantify geographic access to Uganda’s national network of diagnostic
facilities for g-HAT. Paired with a simulation-based method, I showed how Uganda might reduce
its number of diagnostic centres from 170 to 51 and still meet the targets of ensuring that ≥50%
of the at-risk population live within 1-hour of a diagnostic facility and ≥95% live within 5-hours
travel. Finally (Chapter 5), a 10-year time series of tsetse catch data from 569 individual monitoring
sites was analysed to produce a spatio-temporal geostatistical model of tsetse abundance. By
incorporating data on the deployment of Tiny Targets to control tsetse, I estimated that this
intervention has reduced the abundance of tsetse by ∼88%.

The results from the empirical studies are discussed in the context of improved strategies and
policies for monitoring the spatial and temporal dynamics of g-HAT and tsetse populations.
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1
Introduction

”As for the future, your task is not to

foresee it, but to enable it.”
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry

General introduction

This thesis explores the ability of methods within the field of spatial epidemiology to

generate high-spatial resolution outputs (3-30m) which may assist in neglected trop-

ical disease elimination efforts, with a particular focus on Gambiense human African

trypanosomiasis (g-HAT), also referred to as ‘sleeping sickness’. The overall hypothesis

is that micro-level applications of geospatial methods can help identify remaining foci of

g-HAT, and provide cost-effective approaches for surveillance of both vector and disease,

ensuring that limited funding associated with this disease has the largest impact. Within

the first half of this chapter, I describe the biology and epidemiology of human African

trypanosomiasis, highlighting current knowledge. Following this, I introduce the field of

spatial epidemiology, describe commonly used methods and detail how these approaches

may be employed to aid sleeping sickness elimination, with a primary focus on vector

biology. The aims of the thesis are stated, with the overarching objective being the

application of geospatial analyses to provide insights and information which will aid g-HAT

elimination efforts.
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Chapter 1. Introduction 1.1. Human African trypanosomiasis

1.1 Human African trypanosomiasis

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT), also known as sleeping sickness, is a neglected

tropical disease (NTD) occurring within sub-Saharan Africa [1]. Neglected tropical

diseases are defined as diseases which:

“ 1. Disproportionately affect populations living in poverty; and cause

important morbidity and mortality including stigma and discrimination

in such populations, justifying a global response

2. Primarily affect populations living in tropical and sub-tropical areas

3. [Are] relatively neglected by research – i.e., resource allocation is not

commensurate with the magnitude of the problem - when it comes to

developing new diagnostics, medicines, and other control tools [2]. ”
Two forms of HAT occur: Gambiense (West African), referred to henceforth as g-HAT, and

Rhodesiense (East African), referred to henceforth as r-HAT. Both forms of the disease are

caused by infection with a subspecies of the protozoan parasite Trypanosoma brucei, with

T. b. gambiense and T. b. rhodesiense resulting in g-HAT and r-HAT respectively [3]. Each

type of HAT exhibits a distinct pathology and spatial distribution, with both being almost

always fatal if left untreated [4]. The Gambian form, g-HAT, is endemic within western and

central Africa, and the Rhodesian form, r-HAT, is found in eastern and southern Africa [4].

Sleeping sickness has been targeted for elimination by the World Health Organization

(WHO), with differing goals set for 2030 [1]. Briefly, g-HAT has been targeted for

interruption of transmission, whereas, r-HAT has been targeted as elimination as a public

health problem (EPHP) (definitions given in section 1.4). These targets are feasible given

the recent and historic trends of the disease. Novel methods and their application to the

context of HAT are required however, to measure attainment towards these targets and
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to ensure their success. The essential methods should include advanced diagnostics

with increased sensitivity and specificity, new treatments, new methods of vector control,

and the novel application of spatial epidemiological approaches to quantify and identify

remaining disease foci.

1.1.1 Geographic distribution

Human African trypanosomiasis is constrained to sub-Saharan Africa, limited mostly by

the distribution of its vector, the tsetse fly (Glossina). In total, 36 countries are considered

endemic for sleeping sickness - 24 are endemic for g-HAT and 13 for r-HAT, with one

country, Uganda, being endemic for both forms. Sixteen endemic countries have reported

sleeping sickness cases within the last year, 12 g-HAT endemic and five r-HAT endemic

countries (with Uganda reporting both g-HAT and r-HAT) (Figure 1.1) [5]. Of the remaining

20 WHO classified endemic countries, 16 have not reported any new sleeping sickness

cases for over a decade (Figure 1.1). Transmission of the disease within some of these

16 countries appears to have ceased, i.e., Togo, which had EPHP verified in 2020 [6],

however, disease detection and surveillance is hindered in some areas due to unstable

political circumstances, difficulties associated with accessibility, and interference from

other infectious disease outbreaks, i.e., Ebola and COVID-19 [5; 7; 8; 9]. In the last 10

years (2011-2020), over 80% of all reported g-HAT cases (39 700/48 360) have occurred

within the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) [10], with this country containing

hotspots reporting the highest remaining prevalence of disease.
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of human African trypanosomiasis cases. Red line shows the
distribution of g-HAT (north of line), and r-HAT (south of line). Map created using data from
the WHO Global Health Observatory [10] and QGIS 3.16.5 [11]. In this context, sporadic
refers to countries where cases have been reported within the last 10 years, however, no
cases reported in 2019.

1.1.2 Historic burden (last two centuries)

Sleeping sickness epidemics have likely ravaged Africa since before the Middle Ages [12],

however, robust records of epidemics only start to appear within the 19th and 20th century,

with the 20th century having three important epidemics [12; 13]. The first, occurring

largely in East Africa, across present-day Uganda, DRC and Kenya during 1896-1906,

caused ∼500,000 fatalities [13; 14] and prompted scientific investigations which led to the

development of several effective therapies, i.e., Atoxyl (1905) [15] and Suramin (1916) [16],

as well as pioneering discoveries related to the understanding of disease transmission, i.e.,

vector incrimination and transmission dynamics.

The second major sleeping sickness epidemic began in c. 1920 across several Central
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and West African countries, notably present-day DRC and Cameroon among others,

ending towards the late 1940s [12]. The successful interruption of transmission during this

epidemic is often attributed towards the intensive and large-scale systematic screening

of individuals by mobile teams performing diagnostics [17]. Active population screening

was discontinued towards the 1960s as the disease was practically eliminated. Due to

a cessation of control and surveillance efforts, the third epidemic within the 20th century

began during the mid-1970s across a swathe of countries extending from Angola through

DRC, Uganda to Sudan, lasting until the late 1990s when surveillance was reinforced and

novel treatments developed [12; 18].

1.2 Epidemiology

1.2.1 Discovery of the causal parasites

The Trypanosomatidae are a family of protozoan parasites, containing 15 genera which

infect all vertebrate classes, insects and plants [3]. The trypanosomatids are primarily

monoxenous, being restricted to a single host (12 genera), however, some trypanoso-

matids are dixenous, with an invertebrate vector which facilitates transmission (three

genera) [19]. Among the trypanosomatids, species of Trypanosoma are particularly

important due to their role as human pathogens, causing HAT and Chagas disease

[20]. Trypanosoma are one of the three dixenous genera, with either zoonotic or

anthroponotic lifecycles, and are transmitted by hematophagous insects: tsetse flies

transmit Trypanosoma causing HAT and triatomine bugs transmit T. cruzi causing Chagas

[19]. When considering HAT, Trypanosoma brucei is the species of medical importance,

including three morphologically indistinguishable subspecies: T. b. brucei, causing animal

African trypanosomiasis (AAT), and two human-infective subspecies, T. b. gambiense and

T. b. rhodesiense [21]. Trypanosoma brucei, was first identified by Sir David Bruce in 1895

when investigating the cause of AAT, also known as Nagana in South Africa, later being

coined T. b. brucei [22]. T. b. gambiense was subsequently discovered within human

blood in 1901 by Robert Michael Forde and identified by Joseph Everett Dutton in 1902
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[12; 23; 24]. It was not until 1910 that the second human pathogenic subspecies of T.

brucei, T. b. rhodesiense, was detected within a sample collected from a human male, with

parasitologists John William Watson Stephens and Harold Benjamin Fantham determining

a pathology different to that of T. b. gambiense [12; 25]. The developmental cycle of T.

brucei within tsetse flies and human hosts was described in 1910 and 1957 respectively

[26; 27], and is summarised in Figure 1.2.

Figure 1.2: Life cycle of T. b. gambiense and T. b. rhodesiense within tsetse flies
and mammalian hosts. The trypanosome development cycle duration varies by species
and due to changes in microenvironments. T. brucei development may take up to three
weeks within the tsetse fly, with the development duration in mammalian hosts being less
well understood. Figure created using www.BioRender.com, text adapted from [28].

1.2.2 Infection and symptoms

Sleeping sickness is transmitted cyclically through the saliva of an infected tsetse fly

(Glossina spp.) [28], which remain infective for life. There are ∼30 species of tsetse

6
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[29; 30], all of which are found only within Africa [31]. All species are presumed to be

competent vectors of trypanosomes, however, due to varying traits such as host feeding

preference, spatial distribution, and habitat, species differ greatly in their role in HAT

transmission, with varying vectorial capacities for human-infective trypanosomes [32]. The

primary vectors of g-HAT differ geographically and are predominantly members of the

palpalis group, notably Glossina palpalis, G. fuscipes and G. tachinoides [33]. The primary

vectors of r-HAT also vary among endemic countries, however, Glossina morsitans and G.

pallidipes are regarded as being of particular importance throughout their geographical

range [33]. Alongside cyclical transmission from tsetse, other blood-sucking insects are

mechanical vectors of trypanosomes, for example Stomoxys [34] and tabanids [35; 36].

Their role and impact in transmission dynamics of HAT, however, remains undetermined

[5], with a general consensus that tsetse remain the driver of infection even in endemic

areas presumed to be ‘tsetse free’, i.e., tsetse are responsible but just haven’t been found

[35]. Instances of congenital transmission of sleeping sickness (mother-to-child placental

infection) have been reported in the medical literature [37; 38; 39], and transmission

through sexual contact is presumed possible [37], however, both of these routes of

transmission are rarely reported and are largely understudied. In addition to naturally

occurring transmission, i.e., cyclic, mechanical, congenital and sexual, cases of laboratory

acquired g-HAT infection have been reported [40].

Two stages of HAT infection exist, with these two stages applying to both g-HAT and r-

HAT. Stage one, referred to as the haemolymphatic stage, is the first stage of infection.

During this stage, parasites proliferate in the blood and lymphatic system [41]. The

symptoms of the first stage are often non-specific initially, e.g., fever, malaise, facial

oedema, anaemia, swelling of the lymph nodes, and joint stiffness, later progressing

to potentially include cardiac and endocrine problems amongst other symptoms [42].

The second stage of disease progression is referred to as the neurological or meningo-

encephalitic stage [5]. During this stage, parasites penetrate the blood brain barrier and

persist and proliferate in the central nervous system [41]. The symptoms of the second
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stage of infection include hallucinations and delirium, motor symptoms such as tremors

and muscle twitching, peripheral sensory disturbances and sleep disturbances typically

including an uncontrollable urge to sleep and insomnia [42]. If untreated, symptoms will

get progressively worse with the patient eventually dying from systemic organ failure, coma

and cerebral oedema [43]. Rhodesiense HAT is an acute, faster progressing disease which

leads to death within months of infection, whereas for g-HAT, death occurs 2-3 years after

infection if untreated.

1.2.3 Diagnosis

No prophylaxis or vaccine currently exists for either form of HAT [44], therefore, disease

prevention and control efforts concentrate primarily on the detection and treatment of

existing cases and control of the tsetse vector [45]. Diagnosis of HAT is defined as “the

demonstration of infection by T. b. gambiense or T. b. rhodesiense” [46]. Due to the long,

almost asymptomatic period of g-HAT, systematic and frequent screening of populations

is often necessary to detect early infection [17]. Diagnosing g-HAT based on clinical

symptoms is rarely possible for stage one infections, as the symptomatology is relatively

nonspecific, resembling that of other diseases, such as malaria, human immunodeficiency

virus (HIV) infection and tuberculosis, and diagnosis based on signs and symptoms is

relatively insensitive [47]. As such, diagnosis of g-HAT is done through laboratory tests

(indirect), usually by antibody test, followed by confirmation of parasites within bodily fluid

(direct), or through molecular techniques. The detection of parasites in any bodily fluid

(blood, lymph or spinal fluid) is mandatory for primary diagnosis [46].

Antibody detection tests for g-HAT focus on the serological detection of IgG antibodies,

which are detectable for three to four weeks after infection [48]. Several antibody-based

detection tests exist, for example, the card agglutination test for trypanosomiasis (CATT)

[49], individual rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) based on lateral flow immunochromatography

[50], indirect immunofluorescence tests [51], enzyme immunoassays (ELISA) [52] and the

immune trypanolysis test [53]. Molecular diagnostic tests, based on the detection of DNA
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or RNA are another indirect method used for g-HAT. Such methods include polymerase

chain reaction [54], loop-mediated isothermal amplification [55], or real-time nucleic acid

sequence-based amplification [56]. Each of the antibody-based and molecular tests

mentioned here are described in more detail by the World Health Organization [48].

Demonstration of the parasite provides direct evidence of infection; therefore, parasitolog-

ical confirmatory diagnosis generally consists of microscopic examination of cerebrospinal

fluid (CSF) or blood when a case is suspected based on clinical diagnosis or serology [48].

There are no exclusive signs indicating the evolution from stage one (haemolymphatic) to

stage two (meningo-encephalitic) disease, therefore stage determination is performed by

CSF examination, with CSF being obtained by lumbar puncture [46].

1.2.4 Treatment

The treatment available depends on the causal parasite and stage of infection, with six

drugs currently being approved [5], all of which are donated by manufacturers [57] (Table

1.1). Staging, the identification of whether infection is at stage one or stage two, is critical

to therapeutic decision making due to the range of treatments available, their mode of

action, and their toxicity, which may result in a fatal reaction known as post-treatment

reactive encephalopathy if wrongly prescribed [42]. For stage one g-HAT, two drugs are

approved, namely pentamidine and fexinidazole [58], whereas, for stage one r-HAT, only

one drug, suramin, is approved, with fexinidazole currently in clinical trial (Table 1.1). For

stage two g-HAT, four drugs are approved, melarsoprol, eflornithine, fexinidazole, and

nifurtimox, when used in combination with eflornithine (known as nifurtimox-eflornithine

combination treatment (NECT)) [59]. For stage two r-HAT, only melarsoprol is currently

approved, with fexinidazole undergoing clinical trials. After treatment, a patient should

ideally be re-examined for infection at 1-, 3-, 6-, 12-, 18- and 24-months. A patient is

considered cured of disease when no trypanosomes are detected within the blood, lymph

or CSF during the 2-year post-treatment review [46].
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Table 1.1: Drugs approved for the treatment of human African trypanosomiasis.
Modified from [5] and [60]. NECT = nifurtimox-eflornithine combination treatment.

Drug Treatment
of g-HAT

Treatment
of r-HAT

Route of
adminis-
tration

Year of
first use

Side effects

Stage 1

Pentamidine Yes No Intramuscular 1940 Minor adverse reactions:
hypotension, hypoglycaemia, and
nephrotoxicity [61].

Suramin No Yes Intravenous 1920s Nephrotoxicity, anaemia,
hypersensitivity [62].

Fexinidazole Yes In trial Oral 2018 Nausea, insomnia,
neuropsychiatric adverse
reactions [63].

Stage 2

Melarsoprol Yes Yes Intravenous 1949 Highly fatal encephalopathic
syndrome, malaise, cardiac
failure [64].

Eflornithine Yes No Intravenous 1981 Fever, pruritus, hypertension,
nausea, neutropenia [65].

Nifurtimox Yes (NECT
only)

Not
studied

Oral 1977 Similar to those of eflornithine
monotherapy, but generally better
tolerated [66].

Fexinidazole Yes In trial Oral 2018 As above.

1.3 Tsetse flies

1.3.1 Vector incrimination

Tsetse flies (Glossina spp.) were first suggested as the vectors of sleeping sickness by

David Livingstone in 1852 [12]. It took roughly 60 years before their role in transmission

was confirmed, first as mechanical vectors (∼1903, Sir David Bruce) and subsequently

as cyclical vectors (1909-1914) [67; 68]. The term ‘disease vector’ is quite loose and can

take several meanings depending on the context [69]. One generally accepted definition is

“living organisms that can transmit infectious pathogens between humans, or from animals

to humans” [70]. When incriminating the role of a species as a vector, the following criteria
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are usually used (original from [71], tsetse specific in square brackets):

1. Isolation of a specific virus [parasite] from specimens collected in nature.

2. Demonstration of infection in the mosquito [tsetse] following experimental feeding on

a viremic [infected] host or virus [parasite] suspension.

3. Demonstration of transmission of virus [parasite] by bite to a vertebrate host or

demonstration of virus [parasite] in expressed salivary fluids.

4. Field evidence confirming association of the species with the vertebrate population

in which the virus [parasite] infection is occurring.

Within the fly, there are four main stages of trypanosome development. A non-infected

fly takes a blood meal from an infected host and ingests bloodstream trypomastigotes

which transform into procyclic trypomastigotes within the midgut. There, procyclic

trypomastigotes multiply by binary fusion, eventually leaving the midgut. Subsequently, the

procyclic trypomastigotes transform into epimastigotes, which multiply within the salivary

gland of the tsetse fly. Finally, the epimastigotes transform into metacyclic trypomastigotes

which are eventually injected into a host when an infectious tsetse fly takes a blood meal

[33] (Figure 1.2).

1.3.2 Biology of tsetse

Tsetse flies belong to one genus, Glossina, of the family Glossinidae [72]. Three

subgenera exist, being the palpalis group (also referred to as the ‘riverine’ group),

morsitans group (‘savanna’ group), and the fusca group (‘forest’ group) [73]; each group

being identifiable based on a combination of morphological, distributional, and behavioural

differences [72]. Both male and female tsetse are haematophagous, with a bloodmeal

providing the necessary nutrients for growth and flight. Female tsetse ingest larger

bloodmeals, generating additional energy and nutrients for the development of larva [74].

Whilst feeding on an infected host, bloodstream trypomastigotes are ingested within the
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bloodmeal, subsequently undergoing development within the insect (Figure 1.2).

Most biting flies lay their eggs in a moist environment, where larvae develop and feed

[75]. Tsetse flies, contrastingly, exhibit adenotrophic viviparity, retaining one egg within

the uterus which hatches and is nourished through milk glands until the third-instar larvae

is ready to pupate [76] (Figure 1.3). After depositing of the larva, an adult fly requires ∼28

days to develop and emerge [77]. Following production of their first progeny, a female

adult will ovulate every 7-11 days for the rest of her life, producing 8–10 larvae within her

lifetime. Consequently, tsetse have a very low reproductive rate [78].

Figure 1.3: Lifecycle of a tsetse fly. Figure created using www.BioRender.com. Instar
larva drawn by JL, text adapted from [75]
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1.3.3 Ecology of tsetse flies

Strategies to control HAT rely on a suitable knowledge of tsetse ecology and fly distributions

[79]. It is estimated that roughly 10 million km2 of Africa is occupied by tsetse [80],

demonstrating that this genus of flies is able to inhabit a diverse range of environments

(see Figure 1.4 for broad distribution). Indeed, this is supported by the general assignment

of tsetse flies into three subgenera, introduced above, covering ‘riverine’, ‘savanna’ and

‘forest’ biomes, based on the main characteristics of their ecology. Countries and territories

in northern Africa (i.e., Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Tunisia, and Western Sahara), as

well as Madagascar, are free from tsetse flies [79]. This is related to factors associated

with vegetation and climate requirements for tsetse, discussed in more detail below.

Field and laboratory-based studies have been performed to quantify physiological param-

eters limiting tsetse survival and affecting tsetse abundance [81; 82; 83]. Climate,

specifically temperature, is seen as one of the most important factors. Unlike many other

insect species, tsetse flies do not diapause. Instead, responses to seasonal variations

in temperature include changes in adult longevity and puparial duration [84]. In general,

tsetse flies occupy temperatures within the range of 17-38°C, however, for pupae, the

range for normal development is between 16-32°C [85]. Related to these temperature

limits, elevation has been shown to be an influential factor for tsetse distribution, with

studies suggesting an upper limit of roughly 1600m above sea level [82]. The biological

studies leading to these conclusions unfortunately have not been carried out over large

geographical areas [86], with, generally, only those species being considered important

from an epidemiological and economical viewpoint being fully studied [80].

Climate has a strong relationship with elevation, ultimately influencing vegetation presence

and diversity (required for sheltering flies), which, in turn can influence the presence and

abundance of suitable hosts required for blood feeding, highlighting how distribution is

a complex interaction between numerous factors [82; 88]. As larvae pupate and burrow
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Figure 1.4: Distribution of tsetse across continental Africa. Plots are split by
subgenera. For each genera specific map, the colours represent the predicted
environmental suitability, ranging from dark green (1) to pastel grey (0). For the combined
genera map (bottom right), colours represent the number of tsetse genera predicted within
each 1km x 1km pixel, ranging from zero (grey) to three genera (dark green). Country
ISO3 codes are presented. Maps are created using outputs from the Trypanosomiasis
and Land Use in Africa (TALA) research group, hosted by the Programme Against African
Trypanosomiasis [87] and QGIS 3.16.5 [11].
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within the soil, other meteorological factors such as rainfall have limiting effects on envi-

ronmental suitability, with geographic areas of high precipitation potentially experiencing

flooding which may increase pupal mortality. Other indirect effects of precipitation include

vegetation growth which positively affects adult habitat suitability, with increased vegetation

providing sites for resting and sheltering flies during the high temperature periods of the

day. Such climatic and meteorological metrics vary spatially, which results in observed

differences in abundance and distribution across species. Below, in Table 1.2, I summarise

the broad habitats of each subgenus.

Table 1.2: Habitat types for each tsetse subgenus. Derived from data within [85; 89].

Subgenus Habitat

Broad Specific

Morsitans (‘savanna’ flies)

Woodland
‘Doka’ woodland
Open woodland
‘Miombo’ woodland

Savanna Woodland savanna
Moist savannah

Thicket Evergreen thicket
Coastal forest
Riverine vegetation
Thorn bush
Grassland
Forest-savanna mosaic
Forest Dense secondary forest

Palpalis (‘riverine’ flies)

Forest Gallery forests
Thicket
Riverine vegetation
Lakeside/lakeshore
Sacred groves
Mangrove swamps
Niayes
Secondary vegetation
Semi-artificial Plantations
Artificial/peri-domestic

Fusca (‘forest’ flies)

Forest
Rain forest
Riverine forest
Relic forest

Lakeside
Riverine vegetation Waterside evergreen thicket
Open savannah
Thicket Dry thorn bush
Semi-desert
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Table 1.2 continued from previous page

Subgenus Habitat
Broad Specific
Forest-savanna mosaic

1.3.4 Human-tsetse interactions

Tsetse flies recognise potential hosts by their visual and olfactory cues [90]. Surprisingly,

human odours, primarily lactic acid, have a repellent effect on some species of tsetse,

i.e., Glossina morsitans morsitans and G. pallidipes [82]. Other species readily feed

on humans, for example G. fuscipes and G. palpalis [33], which in turn, results in the

transmission of sleeping sickness (Figure 1.2). Due to these behavioural factors, some

species of tsetse have a more important role in transmission. Humans may be bitten

by tsetse flies in areas where their geographic distributions and behavioural interactions

overlap. Such areas and habits typically include croplands and areas of livestock, i.e.,

whilst farming, rivers whilst fishing, bathing, or collecting water, and forests, whilst hunting

and collecting wood [21]. Anthropogenic changes, such as deforestation and land-use

changes may simultaneously increase human-tsetse interaction, albeit briefly, due to

human expansion into areas occupied by tsetse flies, yet will ultimately reduce long-

term interactions by decreasing available tsetse habitat. In the context of deforestation,

particular tsetse species utilise forested areas for shade and to rest post-feed. Increased

human exploration of forest environments will result in a higher risk of being bitten by tsetse

flies, and the expansion of human settlements may reduce geographic distances between

humans and suitable tsetse habitats, increasing likelihood of interaction.

1.3.5 Sampling tsetse fly populations

Sampling of tsetse may be performed to obtain an understanding of their ecology, which

may be used to inform vector control operations, to study their population dynamics, to

determine disease prevalence/tsetse infection rates within an area, or as a means of

evaluating the efficacy of a control measure [91]. Traps are by far the most common
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method used to catch tsetse, with trapping success being influenced by a myriad of factors

such as: activity of flies, abundance of flies within the sampled location, weather, season,

trapping approach used and the nutritional and reproductive status of the population, as

well as sex and age composition. Due to the varying behaviours of tsetse across the

differing subgenera (palpalis, morsitans and fusca groups), different trapping methods are

used depending on the species of interest [92]. The type of trap used has also evolved

over time, with earlier traps including the Harris trap [93], Swynnerton trap [94], Morris trap

[95], Langridge trap [96] and the Moloo trap [97]. Subsequent traps have aimed to increase

efficiency, whilst reducing the size, weight, and cost. Contemporary trapping approaches

now include the use of biconical [98] and pyramidal traps [99] for palpalis group tsetse

(Figure 1.5), NGU [100], Nzi [101] and Epsilon [102] traps for morsitans group flies, and

H-trap [103], epsilon and NGU traps for fusca group tsetse.

Figure 1.5: Two commonly used traps for sampling tsetse flies. Both the biconical and
pyramidal traps are used for catching riverine tsetse species. Figure drawn by JL, created
using www.BioRender.com.
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1.4 Elimination targets and current stance

The WHO currently recognise 20 conditions as being NTDs (definition of a NTD given

in 1.1) [104]. In February of 2020, the WHO released a roadmap which detailed

disease-specific targets to be achieved by 2030 for each NTD, with several notable

milestones also being listed for achievement by 2023 and 2025. These targets ranged in

ambition, with each disease being assigned either ‘eradication’, ‘elimination (interruption

of transmission)’, ‘elimination as a public health problem’ or ‘control’ (official definitions of

each are given in Table 1.3). Within the 2030 roadmap, g-HAT is targeted for elimination

(interruption of transmission), with the assessment indicator being the “number of countries

verified for interruption of transmission”, which is set at 15 endemic countries achieving

this goal by 2030 (62% of all g-HAT endemic countries) [1]. Rhodesiense HAT is targeted

for elimination as a public health problem (EPHP), with the indicator being the “number

of countries validated for elimination as a public health problem (defined as <1 case/10

000 people per year, in each health district of the country averaged over the previous

five-year period)”, which is set at 8 endemic countries achieving this goal by 2030 (61%

of all r-HAT endemic countries) [1]. Given such targets, measures are required to aid

attainment, be these contemporary estimates of vector distribution, disease risk, incidence

and prevalence, a quantification of accessibility to diagnostics, and the availability and

access to treatment, inter alia.

Table 1.3: Definitions for key indicators mentioned within the WHO 2030 NTD
roadmap. Definitions taken directly from [1].

Target Definition
Eradication Permanent reduction to zero of the worldwide incidence of infection caused

by a specific pathogen, as a result of deliberate efforts, with no risk of
reintroduction.

Elimination (interruption
of transmission)

Reduction to zero of the incidence of infection caused by a specific pathogen
in a defined geographical area, with minimal risk of reintroduction, as a result
of deliberate efforts; continued action to prevent re-establishment of
transmission may be required.
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Table 1.3 continued from previous page
Target Definition

Elimination as a public
health problem

A term related to both infection and disease, defined by achievement of
measurable targets set by WHO in relation to a specific disease. When
reached, continued action is required to maintain the targets and/or to
advance interruption of transmission.

Control Reduction of disease incidence, prevalence, morbidity and/or mortality to a
locally acceptable level as a result of deliberate efforts; continued
interventions are required to maintain the reduction.

From this point within my introduction, I focus on factors relating to g-HAT only, given

that the work within this thesis pertains to this form of sleeping sickness. Some of

the approaches described within the following chapters may be applicable to r-HAT as

well, however, given differences in burden, spatial distribution, vectors/vector-behaviours,

treatment, and surveillance, it is best to divert at this point.

1.4.1 HAT-free, previously endemic countries (successes)

Whilst g-HAT does not feature within the WHO’s notifiable diseases list [105], endemic

g-HAT countries have varying national notifiable disease surveillance systems where

information on g-HAT cases are recorded, with most endemic countries reporting case

totals annually to the WHO. Several countries have reported 0 cases of g-HAT within the

last five years, i.e., Benin, Ghana, Mali, and Togo (Figure 1.1), whereas other countries

considered endemic haven’t reported data at all, i.e., Gambia, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia,

Senegal and Sierra Leone [10].

Prior NTD roadmap targets set for g-HAT in 2012, for attainment by 2020, included EPHP,

defined as below one case per 10 000 inhabitants in all districts, during a five-year period

[106]. The validation of attainment for each elimination target is assessed by the WHO. In

order to achieve validation, a complete dossier must be submitted which presents detailed

information on [107]:

1. the past and present disease incidence throughout the territory,
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2. evidence of effective, ongoing surveillance to prove that the capacity of detecting the

disease is strong

Additionally, reported cases must be below the thresholds specified by the WHO, which,

for attainment of EPHP, means below one case per 10 000 inhabitants in all districts, during

a five-year period. Having no reported cases of g-HAT since 1995 [10], Togo applied for

certification of EPHP in 2018, with this certification being validated by the WHO in June

2020 [6]. Togo is therefore the first g-HAT endemic country to achieve EPHP, proving that

continued effective surveillance, treatment, and vector control can reduce this disease to

EPHP levels.

Shortly after, in December 2020, Côte d’Ivoire was also validated as having achieved

EPHP, having fewer than 10 reported cases per year since 2009 [10]. When considering

reported case counts, future candidates for validation include Benin (no reported cases

since 2000), Burkina Faso (one reported case since 2000), Equatorial Guinea (fewer than

10 cases per year since 2009), Ghana (one reported case since 2000), Mali (no reported

cases since 1996), Nigeria (fewer than 10 cases per year since 2006) and Uganda (fewer

than 10 cases per year since 2013) [10]. As stated above, however, consideration for

validation should include evidence of effective ongoing surveillance amongst other factors,

and should also be in light of updated targets, with the aim of elimination (interruption of

transmission) by 2030.

1.4.2 Remaining hotspots and countries of concern

When investigating current disease trends, g-HAT cases remain high in several countries

which do not currently meet the criteria for elimination (interruption of transmission). For

example, DRC persists as the country with the highest burden of disease, having 613

cases reported in 2019, seven-fold the number of cases reported from the country with the

second highest case count, Guinea (86 cases in 2019) [10]. Generally, g-HAT case trends

have decreased across Africa within the last 10 years (Figure 1.6), however, there are slight
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fluctuations in reported cases annually, with four countries reporting an increase in cases

during 2019 compared with the preceding year (Cameroon, 187.5% increase [20 vs 7

cases]; Central African Republic, 50.9% increase [86 vs 57 cases]; Chad, 33.3% increase

[16 vs 12 cases], and Uganda, 100% increase [2 vs 1]). Such increases may be the result of

increased surveillance, or, in the case of Uganda, migration of refugees from neighbouring

countries for which transmission is maintained, i.e., DRC and South Sudan [108; 109].

The number of reported cases within South Sudan remains low (mean of 20.4 cases per

year, 2015-2019), however, conflict and poor health infrastructure limit surveillance and

therefore reported cases may not be a true reflection of reduced transmission [110]. In

West Africa, Côte d’Ivoire has the second highest case count [4], despite achieving EPHP

in December 2020; of note, cases detailed on the WHO GHO do not extend past 2019.

While the national trend for most countries shows a reduction in reported cases, there

does remain large spatial heterogeneities regarding surveillance intensity, treatment, and

control, nationally and sub-nationally, which means that differing administrative regions

within a country may achieve elimination at different time periods [111; 112].

1.4.3 Disease surveillance methods

Epidemiological surveillance is the process of observing disease occurrence within a

given population [113; 114]. Data collated through disease surveillance provides essential

information for the planning, execution and evaluation of public health measures, and

ensuring responses are adopted in appropriate areas of disease risk in a timely manner

[114; 115]. Health system strength and capacity varies drastically across g-HAT endemic

countries [116]. As such, capacity for g-HAT surveillance and diagnosis is variable, with

the number of facilities, and the level of diagnostics available ranging from only one active

facility in Ghana, to 524 facilities within DRC (Table 1.4, data from 2013) [117]. The

epidemiological surveillance of g-HAT is based on four main implementation approaches

[114; 118].
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Figure 1.6: Year by year change in reported g-HAT cases within the last 10 years.
Analysis of data within the WHO Global Health Observatory [10], this thesis.

i Passive surveillance is centred around fixed health posts (i.e., health centres, clinics),

where patients who seek medical assistance are examined for clinical symptoms of g-

HAT. In the event of suspected infection, a referral approach is used, and patients attend
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a specialised centre for diagnosis and treatment [114]. This approach has varying

levels of success, with referral non-completion being a severe disadvantage as patients

are required to travel elsewhere for diagnosis [119].

ii Semi-active surveillance follows the same process as passive surveillance, however,

for suspected cases, simple laboratory (or diagnostic) tests are performed to confirm

infection on site. Patients who test positive are immediately referred to specialised

centres for confirmatory testing and treatment. The reporting of suspected (tested)

patients is systematic and includes zero case reporting [114].

iii Sentinel surveillance is similar to semi-active surveillance, however, is restricted

to carefully selected health centres/hospitals. Here, the laboratory tests used to

confirm infection are more sophisticated than those used for semi-active surveillance.

Information regarding detected cases is immediately shared with national ministries of

health and decision makers [114]. Sentinel surveillance, whilst applying more robust

detection methods, is spatially biased [117], with suspected g-HAT infected individuals

rarely being willing to travel large distances for diagnosis [120]. This approach should

therefore be integrated with other approaches described here.

iv Active surveillance consists of actively searching for g-HAT cases within a given

population by mobile teams using RDTs, however, other diagnostic approaches can

be used. This approach is usually exhaustive within the population or geographic

area of interest, with all individuals being screened regardless of symptoms [114]. The

effectiveness of this approach is variable due to diagnostic efficacy [121], as well as

population attendance for testing and those receiving treatment [122].

Table 1.4: Number of active g-HAT diagnostic facilities for 18 endemic countries,
derived from [117]. CAR = Central African Republic, DRC = Democratic Republic of the
Congo, GNQ = Equatorial Guinea.

Country Total number of
sites

Passive
surveillance

Semi-active
surveillance

Sentinel
surveillance

Angola 19 19 19 18

Benin 3 3 3 0
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Table 1.4 continued from previous page
Country Total number of

sites
Passive
surveillance

Semi-active
surveillance

Sentinel
surveillance

Burkina Faso 2 2 2 2

Cameroon 9 8 0 7

CAR 11 11 9 9

Chad 10 4 4 4

Congo 10 10 10 8

Côte d’Ivoire 4 4 4 1

DRC 524 524 273 229

Equatorial Guinea 5 5 1 4

Gabon 4 1 1 1

Ghana 1 1 0 0

Guinea 3 3 2 2

Mali 6 6 1 1

Nigeria 5 5 5 5

South Sudan 10 10 6 7

Togo 2 2 2 0

Uganda 4 4 4 4

1.4.4 Methods of tsetse control

It is predicted that 90% of g-HAT transmission is due to G. fuscipes, a riverine species

of tsetse [123]. To reduce tsetse fly populations, the method of control must kill the flies

more rapidly than they can reproduce or invade the area under control [124]. Commonly

used methods of controlling riverine tsetse include lethal baits, for example baited tsetse

traps (similar in approach to those described in 1.3.3), insecticide-treated targets and

insecticide-treated cattle [125; 126]. Insecticide-treated targets, blue/black insecticide

impregnated fabric, have been adapted within the last decade to be more cost-efficient,

with field-based studies demonstrating that a reduction of target size to 50×25cm was up

to 38 times more cost-effective than pre-existing target methods [127; 128]. These smaller,

more cost-effective targets (∼$1 per target), are known as ‘Tiny Targets’ (TTs), and consist

of a square of blue pyrethroid-impregnated cloth flanked by a panel of fine pyrethroid-
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impregnated netting (Figure 1.7) [123]. Due to their efficacy and cost-effectiveness TTs are

the control method of choice for controlling riverine tsetse. Other tsetse control methods,

such as aerial spraying, sterile insect technique [129; 130] and ground spraying have also

been used on limited scales [131]. Tiny targets are typically placed at 100m intervals along

rivers within areas at risk of g-HAT transmission. The Trypa-NO! partnership currently use

TTs within four g-HAT endemic countries, i.e., Chad, Côte d’Ivoire, Republic of Guinea,

and Uganda [132], with TTs additionally being used for sleeping sickness control within

the Democratic Republic of Congo [133] and Cameroon (I. Tirados, pers. comm.).

Figure 1.7: Graphic depicting a Tiny Target. Tsetse are attracted to the visual cue of the
blue target, approach, realise it is not a host species and subsequently fly into the flanking
black netting picking up a lethal dose of insecticide. Tsetse flies not to scale. Figure drawn
by JL, created using www.BioRender.com.

1.5 Infectious disease mapping

Infection with a VBD occurs as the result of complex interactions between pathogen,

vector and host [134]. Consequently, the spatial distribution of disease, including

factors such as transmission and persistence, are determined by the overlapping spatial
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distribution and interaction of these three factors. As a result, VBDs tend to be spatially

heterogeneous, with spatially and temporally dynamic disease landscapes. Approaches

for characterising this heterogeneity come under the umbrella of ‘spatial epidemiology’ and

include infectious disease mapping (IDM), which aims to reduce the impact of the disease

in question by providing an evidence base for public health decision making [135]. Outputs

from IDM, namely maps visualising the spatial heterogeneity in disease risk alongside

associated estimates of uncertainty, are used in many areas of public health, with the

fundamental function of disease cartography being to guide geographically-prioritised

resource allocation [136]. Baseline estimates of disease risk are usually generated to

identify the current, and potential burden of a disease – a metric which can be used

to monitor disease spread [137], inform spatial targeting of surveillance and control

[138; 139], as well as to estimate the population at risk [140]. Furthermore, IDM may be

used to predict mechanics of disease introduction and spread, defining spatial limits for a

disease [141; 142], predicting the responses of diseases to climatic and/or socio-economic

change [143], as well as the response of diseases to intervention/control [144; 145].

A range of methodological IDM approaches exist for the analysis and evaluation of spatial

and temporal disease distributions. Such methods span from the simple geographic

visualisation of disease and vector occurrence data (for example dot-density and thematic

maps [146]), to techniques allowing the inference of metrics of disease from existing data to

areas where data are unavailable (spatial modelling and interpolation) [147]. The benefits

of the latter include the ability to account for biases in data (such as sampling/reporting

bias), quantify uncertainty in predictions [148], and to determine potential risk factors, i.e.,

explanatory modelling [149]. The choice of methodology depends on a variety of factors,

for example, the available data (both quantity, and data type), access to computational

resources, knowledge and understanding of the methods, as well as the purpose of the

output. Some commonly used methods within IDM are briefly introduced in Table 1.5; such

methods are typically grouped into either statistical or mathematical modelling techniques.
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Environmental and socio-economic conditions are strong predictors of risk for many

infectious diseases, with most IDM studies investigating the association of disease with

underlying risk factors such as climate, population density and poverty [150]. Such

risk factors also vary continuously over space, influencing disease heterogeneity. For

VBDs, vector dependence on environmental and climatic factors has a strong biological

relationship; determinants such as temperature influence stages of vector and pathogen

development and hence influence VBD distribution and risk [151]. Spatially varying data on

environmental and socio-economic metrics may be obtained through the process of remote

sensing (discussed in more detail later) [152]. Typically, these predictors, referred to as

covariates, are used within statistical models by extracting values at the location where the

event of interest occurs, i.e., sites of disease or vector occurrence. If these covariates are

available for other locations within the study area/area of interest, predictions of the event

likelihood can be made at these locations.

The last two decades have seen a large increase in the use of spatial methods within

epidemiology [153; 154]. This has been fuelled mostly by advances in computing, the

development of new statistical modelling methods [155; 156], and/or their increased

access by non-statisticians [157], more abundant satellites and remotely sensed data,

more open digital disease/vector data generally (i.e., sources such as ProMED-mail [158],

HealthMap [159], Global Biodiversity Information Facility [160] and VectorBase [161]),

and vast improvements in health infrastructure and digital reporting infrastructure within

endemic countries. These increases in amount and access to spatial data contribute to

the changing data landscape, with such a wealth of information frequently being termed

‘Big Data’. The application of IDMs to Big Data produced at a high spatial resolution (i.e.,

sub-1km) has been coined ’precision public health’ [162; 163].

During this thesis I explore the application of cost-distance methods, boosted-regression

trees, and spatio-temporal geostatistical models in detail. As several chapters (Chapters

3 and 4) are included as published papers, for which the methodological description of the
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spatial approach used is limited, I expand upon the descriptions of these three approaches

in more detail below. This section of the introduction will first cover the types of available

spatial data, methods for their collection, and will then introduce the modelling approaches

used within this thesis.

Table 1.5: Summary of available methods for spatial analysis. Adapted from [150].

Purpose Measure Commonly used techniques References

Event intensity/
spatial point pattern

intensity

Density based point
pattern recognition

Univariate kernel density estimation
(KDE)

[164; 165]

Multidimensional KDE [166; 167]

Empirical Bayes smoothing (EBS) [168]

Smoothing and
interpolation

Deterministic spatial
interpolation

Thiessen (Voronoi) polygons [169]
Inverse Distance Weights (IDW) [170]

Spatial modelling with stochastic partial differential equations [156; 171]

Geostatistical
interpolation and
spatial regression

Kriging [172]
Spline regression models [173]
Trend surface interpolation [174]

Estimate the
probability of

disease/vector
spread using

explanatory variables

Regression methods
not explicitly

accounting for spatial
correlation

Ordinary least square regression
(with test for spatial autocorrelation)

[175]

Spatial lag model with independent
variable representing neighbours

[176]

Spatial and
spatio-temporal error

autoregression
models for areal data

Simultaneous autoregressive (SAR)
models

[177]

Geographically weighted regression
(GWR)

[178]

Spatial or spatio-temporal
conditional autoregressive (CAR)
models

[179; 180]

Spatial and
spatio-temporal

regression models
for point-level data

Point process models with weighted
sum approximation

[181]

Conditional logistic model [182]
Model-based geostatistics (MBG)
for spatio-temporal data

[155; 183]

Estimate disease
probability when

occurrence is correlated
with environmental

variables

Ecological niche
modelling

Maximum Entropy (MaxEnt) [184; 185]

Genetic Algorithm for Rule Set
Production (GARP)

[186]

Ecological niche
modelling using

machine/ statistical
learning

Random forest [187]
Generalised additive models
(GAMs)

[188]

Boosted regression trees (BRTs) [189]
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Table 1.5 continued from previous page
Purpose Measure Commonly used techniques References

Estimate access and
healthcare utilisation

Estimate spatial
interactions

Gravity models [190]
Network models [191]

Estimate levels of
accessibility or

movement

Cost-distance analysis [192]

1.5.1 Types of spatial data

Some data may have a spatial context, i.e., relate to an observation at a relative or

absolute location; these data are termed ‘spatial data’. Technological advances in data

collection, including remote sensing and low-cost global positioning devices, are increasing

the amount and accessibility of spatial data [193]. Spatial data contain information on the

location of the observation, usually in the form of geographical coordinates represented on

a coordinate reference system, and data relating to an attribute recorded at that location.

In the context of IDM and VBDs, spatial data may refer to the location in which a disease

vector was observed, the location of an index disease case or the position of a health-

facility in which diagnosis occurred, among others.

To introduce some notation, let s be the location of the observation of an attribute Z in

d-dimensional Euclidean space (d = 2), within the study area, or domain D:

{Z(s) : s ∈ D ⊂ Rd} (1.1)

Three types of spatial data can be distinguished through characteristics of the domain D,

these are areal data, geostatistical data and point patterns [177]. The type of data obtained

determines which analysis may be performed [150].

1.5.1.1 Areal data

When data within the domain D is fixed (of regular or irregular shape) and split into a finite

number of areal units with defined boundaries, the data is referred to as areal (or lattice)
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data [194]. Examples of areal data include health zones, administrative boundaries (i.e.,

district, parish, cantons) and remotely sensed satellite imagery represented in gridded

format. A visual example of areal data is given in Figure 1.8, where the number of people

living within each administrative district in Uganda is shown.

1.5.1.2 Geostatistical data

In geostatistical data, the attribute Z can be measured at any of the infinite points of the

domain D, which in this case, is a continuous fixed set. By continuous, it is meant that s

varies continuously overD, thereforeZ(s) can be observed everywhere within the domain,

however, measurements are usually only taken at some locations [194]. By fixed, it is

meant that the locations in D are non-stochastic. The ability of the spatial index s to

vary continuously is the distinguishing feature of geostatistical data from areal and point

pattern data [177]. Examples of geostatistical data include precipitation data collected

at meteorological stations, and malaria prevalence at sampled villages across a health

district. A visual example of geostatistical data is also given in Figure 1.8, where the

temperature recorded at meteorological stations at airports within Uganda is shown.

1.5.1.3 Point patterns

A ‘spatial point pattern’ is a dataset giving the observed spatial locations of events [195].

Unlike geostatistical and areal data, the domain D in point patterns is random [194]. The

term ‘event’ can refer to any spatial phenomenon that occurs at a point location. One of

the main aims of point pattern analysis is inferring whether a given arrangement is merely

random, or the result of some process, revealing important features, such as a biological

or geographical factor [196]. Examples of spatial point processes include the locations of

Yellow Fever cases [197] and the location of deaths from cholera [194]. A visual example

of a spatial point pattern is given in Figure 1.8, where the location of Burkitt’s lymphoma

patients residing within the historic West Nile region of Uganda is shown.

Ecological and/or epidemiological spatial data relating to a species, or a disease, usually

consists of one or two types of observation:
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Figure 1.8: Examples of different types of spatial data. Left) Example of areal data,
representing the reported number of people per district, Uganda (2018). Data source:
Uganda National Planning Authority. Middle) Example of geostatistical data. Reported
temperature values at 36 airports across Uganda (2021). Data source: https://metar-taf.
com/country/UG. Right) Example of point pattern data. Location of patients with Burkitt’s
lymphoma in the West Nile region of Uganda (1960-1970). Spatial data digitised from
[198]. All maps created using QGIS 3.16.5 [11].

i counts, which can be used to derive factors such as abundance, incidence, prevalence,

and ultimately rates, ratios and denominators [199], and,

ii presence-absence, where presence is the detection of the species or disease within

the sampled area, and absence is the failure to detect the species or disease within the

sampled area.

True absence data is hard to verify, as a range of factors may influence the likelihood of

detection of the species or disease being surveyed [200] – for example, the detection

method used, e.g., type of tsetse trap, the time of sampling, e.g., midday vs evening

sampling for a diurnal periodic disease such as Loa loa [201], weather/environmental

conditions at the time of sampling, and the intensity of sampling [202]. Sampling

approaches are discussed briefly in more detail below, however, in the context of disease,
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both count and presence-absence data may be obtained through surveillance (see section

1.4.3).

1.5.1.4 Spatio-temporal data

Spatial data which is associated with a time is termed spatio-temporal data. For example,

any spatial data which is obtained from a longitudinal study will generally have a temporal

related attributed recorded, i.e., when the event was observed, e.g., day, month, year.

Spatio-temporal data can be used to investigate changes across a geographic area over

time, a factor which is important in the context of IDM when one may wish to quantify the

impact of treatment or an intervention on the incidence of disease.

1.5.2 Remotely sensed data

Remote sensing (RS) is the process of obtaining data about an object, area or phenomenon

from a distance [203]. In the context of spatial data, RS typically refers to passive RS

systems, such as polar-orbiting satellites, which measure the amount of electromagnetic

radiation (EMR) reflected from the Earth’s surface to determine surface-level characteris-

tics. Polar-orbiting satellites circle the globe at low altitudes, passing over different sections

of the earth per rotation. Satellites in a particular polar-orbit, known as sun-synchronous

orbit, are always in the same fixed position relative to the sun [204]. These satellites

constantly visit the same spot in orbit at the same local time, enabling the comparison

of remotely sensed data for that location over time. Using data collected from RS, one can

produce inferences about numerous environmental and socio-economic characteristics at

the earth’s surface. Such remotely sensed data is useful for IDM, as they may be used

alongside the location of disease/vector occurrence within statistical models to aid the

prediction of disease risk/vector distribution in unsampled locations.

Remote sensing systems have advanced significantly within the last two decades, with an

increasing number of satellites now in orbit (Table 1.6). Modern satellite-borne radiometers

(sensors) capture information at a high spatial resolution, i.e., 0.5 to 3 meters, and across a
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broad range of the electromagnetic spectrum [205]. Additionally, several commercial and

publicly deployed satellites now collect remotely sensed data at high temporal frequency,

with images being collected daily in some situations, i.e., RapidEye and PlanetScope

(Table 1.6).

There are benefits of obtaining high spatial (i.e., sub-100m) and temporal (i.e., daily)

resolution remotely sensed imagery, most notable being the ability to relate observations

to a more specific predictor, i.e., imagery which matches the date of the observed event,

and the ability to identify features on the earth’s surface with a higher level of detail

[206]. High spatial and temporal resolution satellite imagery is normally obtained by

commercial satellites and is therefore associated with a higher economical cost for the

user than publicly available data at a lower spatial and temporal resolution. Reflectance

data captured by the satellite sensor is stored as digital numbers at the smallest resolution

for which the sensor can record [203], with such data being represented as a lattice (areal

data) termed a ‘raster’. High-resolution (spatially and temporally) satellite imagery raster

files contain more data and therefore require more storage than lower resolution imagery

[207]. This is something which should be considered when choosing the spatial and

temporal resolution of remotely sensed data desired for use in IDM.

Satellites such as Landsat, Pleiades and SPOT have a temporal resolution of 16, 26 and

26 days respectively, meaning that up to 26 days may elapse between viewing the same

part of the earth’s surface [208]. During particular time periods, e.g., rainy seasons within

the tropics, imagery from these sources may be limited due to obstructions from cloud

cover [209].
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Table 1.6: Summary of some commonly used satellites for obtaining remotely
sensed data. NIR = Near Infrared, SWIR = Short-wave infrared, TI = Thermal Infrared.

Satellite Public Years of
operation

Spatial resolution Spectral
resolution

Temporal
resolution

Reference

GeoEye-1 No 2008-
present

0.46m
(Panchromatic),
1.84m
(multispectral)

Panchromatic,
Blue, Green,
Red, NIR

∼3 days [210]

Moderate
Resolution
Imaging Spec-
troradiometer
(MODIS)

Yes 1999-
present

1km (Bands 8-36),
500m (Bands 3-7),
250m (Bands 1-2)

Blue, Green,
Red, NIR,
SWIR

16 days [211]

Landsat-7 Yes 1999-
present

15m
(Panchromatic),
30m (multispectral),
TI band resampled
from 60m

Panchromatic,
Blue, Green,
Red, NIR,
SWIR, TI

16 days [212]

Landsat-8 Yes 2013-
present

15m
(Panchromatic),
30m (multispectral),
TI band resampled
from 100m

Panchromatic,
Ultra Blue,
Blue, Green,
Red, NIR,
SWIR, TI,
Cirrus

16 days [213]

Landsat-9 Yes 2021-
present

15m
(Panchromatic),
30m (multispectral),
TI band resampled
from 100m

Panchromatic,
Ultra Blue,
Blue, Green,
Red, NIR,
SWIR, TI,
Cirrus

16 days [214]

PlanetScope No 2016-
present

3.7-4.1m
(resampled to 3m)

Blue, Green,
Red, NIR

Daily [215]

Pleiades 1A &
1B

Yes 2011-
present

0.5m
(Panchromatic), 2m
(multispectral)

Panchromatic,
Blue, Green,
Red, NIR

26 days [216]

RapidEye No 2008-2020 5m Blue, Green,
Red, Red
Edge, NIR

Daily [217]

Sentinel-2 Yes 2015-
present

10m (Multispectral),
20m (SWIR)

Blue, Green,
Red, Red
Edge, NIR,
Narrow NIR,
SWIR

5-10 days [218]

SkySat-16 -
SkySat-21 -C
Generation

No 2020 -
present

0.57m
(Panchromatic),
0.75m
(Multispectral)

Panchromatic,
Blue, Green,
Red, NIR

Constellation:
sub-daily,
Satellite:
4-5 days

[219]
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Table 1.6 continued from previous page
Satellite Public Years of

operation
Spatial resolution Spectral

resolution
Temporal
resolution

Reference

Satellite pour
l’Observation
de la Terre
(SPOT)

No 2012-
present

1.5m
(Panchromatic), 6m
(Multispectral)

Panchromatic,
Blue, Green,
Red, NIR

26 days [220]

1.5.2.1 Deriving environmental covariates from remotely sensed data

The spectral data recorded by RS devices are stored as digital numbers and can be

processed using a range of formulas to derive products detailing environmental and/or

socio-economic characteristics. For example, indices detailing vegetation greenness

and density, such as the normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI), can be easily

calculated using the values recorded within the near infrared and red spectral bands [221].

Sections of my thesis i.e., Chapters 3, 4 and 5, use products obtained from RS and such

calculations. Later within my thesis, where applicable, I detail the specific formulae and

processes used to derive such products.

1.5.3 Spatial autocorrelation

When considering spatial data, it is often found that systematic spatial variation will

exist between sampled areas. This systematic spatial variation relates to a principle in

geography called Tobler’s first law, which states that “everything is related to everything

else, but near things are more related than distant things” [222], a concept coined

‘spatial autocorrelation’. To operationalise this idea, methods within geostatistics estimate

spatial variation or covariance/correlation as a function of geographic distance, using

this information to spatially interpolate data [223]. Positive spatial autocorrelation is the

tendency for adjacent areas to have similar values of the measured variable (i.e., both

high or both low) [224]. As distances between sampled areas increase, the correlation

is expected to decline. Spatial autocorrelation commonly occurs in ecological and

epidemiological data; failures to account for spatial dependence can impact inferences

made. Many common statistical tests assume that the samples are independent. For
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example, in linear regression, we write:

y(si) = α+ βxi + εi (1.2)

where y(si) is the response variable at location si, α is the intercept, β is the coefficient,

and ε is the error term. It is assumed that errors are normally distributed, with a mean of

zero and a variance, σ2, i.e., they are assumed to be i.i.d. – independent and identically

distributed. Ignoring spatial dependence can lead to inferring significant patterns in data

which do not exist, or a failure to identify patterns which do exist [223]. Consequently, there

is a need to account for spatial autocorrelation within models, such as linear regression,

when the assumption of i.i.d. samples is violated. This forms the basis of geostatistics.

There are several methods available for identifying spatial autocorrelation (see Haining

[224] and Fletcher and Fortin [223] for an in-depth overview). One commonly used

method within geostatistics is the variogram, which interprets spatial dependence based

on lag distances between the locations where data were obtained (Figure 1.9). Broadly,

a variogram is a plot of the semivariance as a function of distance [155]; semivariance

computed from observed data are used to generate ‘empirical’ variograms. Fitted

variograms are variograms obtained using methods such as ordinary least squares to

find the parameters which best fit the empirical data, estimating the spatial scale of the

spatial autocorrelation [223]. Three parameters necessary for generating the theoretical

variogram are: the range, i.e., the distance up until which spatial dependence occurs, the

sill, i.e., the variability which cannot be attributed to spatial autocorrelation, and the nugget,

representing random variation, sampling bias and measurement error, i.e., the y-intercept

at the origin which is greater than zero (Figure 1.9) [225].
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Figure 1.9: Quantifying spatial autocorrelation. Top) Interpreting spatial dependence
based on lag distances between locations, modified from [223]. Bottom) The empirical
variogram, showing the still, range, and nugget. γ represents the semivariance, and d
represents distance. Figure created using www.BioRender.com.

1.5.4 Methods of sampling

Spatial data may be collected through sampling-based approaches. These approaches

enable the estimation of characteristics representative of the whole population from a

subset of individuals within the population of interest [226]. In the context of spatial

epidemiology, the characteristics of interest may be values at unsampled sites, enabling

the mapping/spatial prediction of a characteristic, or summary statistics such as mean or

total values, i.e., total number of infected individuals within a population.
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A statistically based sampling process increases practicality by reducing cost, workload

and time when compared with complete enumeration. However, what may be the

optimal sampling strategy theoretically, may be sub-optimal in practice due to available

resources (e.g., time, financial and person). Additionally, the optimally derived choice

of sampling locations may be restricted in some way at the time of sampling, i.e., due to

inaccessibility of areas of interest (geographical barriers, conflict, and general permissions

[7; 8; 9; 109; 227]. Communication between data collectors and statisticians is therefore

essential to anticipate, and or, resolve any potential limitations during the sample design

[228].

There are a range of approaches available for informing where to position sample points

to ensure the spatial data obtained is sufficient for informing a spatial analysis, with

different sampling designs being optimal for different purposes [155]. Broadly, sampling

approaches can be subdivided into two groups: general statistical sampling methods, i.e.,

probability sampling and non-probability sampling methods, and geostatistical sampling

methods, i.e., sampling approaches which account for spatial heterogeneity. Here I

briefly introduce both general statistical sampling approaches and geostatistical sampling

methods for epidemiological and entomological data.

1.5.4.1 General statistical sampling methods

General statistical sampling methods consist of probability and non-probability-based

approaches. Probability sampling approaches leverage random sampling techniques to

deduce a sample whereas non-probability sampling methods use non-random processes.

I will use the word ‘individual’ to encompass individual members of the population,

individual geographical locations (either within a gridded or cartesian plane), or an

individual household. Probability sampling methods start with a complete sampling frame

of all eligible individuals from which a random selection is chosen. Such designs are often
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referred to as ‘non-preferential’, with the selection of locations being stochastic. Four main

probability sampling methods are commonly used, these are simple random sampling,

systematic sampling, stratified sampling, and clustered sampling (Figure 1.10).

In the case of simple random sampling (SRS), a random portion of the population

is selected, where each individual has an equal probability of selection [229]. This

random portion is representative of the entire population if the sample size is sufficient.

Advantages of SRS include ease of use, and the theoretical lack of bias in sample

selection, however, sampling errors can occur if the sample does not accurately reflect the

underlying population. Another probability-based sampling method is systematic sampling

(SYS). With this sampling approach, individuals are selected at regular intervals from the

sampling frame, with the sampling interval being chosen to ensure an adequate sampling

size. Once the first individual is selected, all other individuals are selected systematically

at an interval from this first point [226]. Advantages of SYS over SRS include ease of

execution; an approach which may be easily performed within the field, and an increased

precision over SRS, by somewhat stratifying the population, similar to a stratified sampling

approach [229].

Stratified random sampling, also referred to as proportional random sampling, is another

commonly used method of probability sampling, one which is often considered more

representative and more cost-effective than SRS and SYS. In stratified random sampling,

the individuals are divided into subpopulations called strata, which may be decided based

on an attribute or this stratification may be spatial [226]. Simple random sampling or SYS

is then performed within each stratum. Cluster sampling is the final common probability

sampling approach; here, the individuals are grouped by a shared characteristic, for

example, an administrative area like a county or village, and then all individuals within

that group (cluster) are sampled. It is a similar approach to stratified sampling, however,

all individuals are sampled opposed to taking a SRS or SYS [226].
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The above general sampling methods are mostly used within the epidemiological context,

where there are fixed sampling units available, e.g., villages, parishes, and districts.

With entomological sampling, however, approaches tend to be more opportunistic and

purposive, i.e., biased towards areas where one presumes a higher likelihood of detection

or capture (non-probability sampling) [230]. Purposive sampling may be guided by prior

knowledge of environmental of socio-economic factors thought to influence vector distri-

bution and abundance [231; 232], whereas opportunistic sampling may be driven mostly

by where is accessible/easy to sample [230]. Often, entomological sampling designs are

driven solely by resource availability rather than aiming to maximize representativeness

and precision of the metric surveyed [231], with resulting datasets containing high levels

of survey bias making them inappropriate for geospatial analyses unless such bias is

accounted for [233; 234].

Figure 1.10: Demonstration of probability-based sampling methods, applied within
Koboko district, north-western Uganda. From left to right: Simple random sampling,
Systematic sampling (every 26th gridded cell), Stratified random sampling, stratified by
administrative division and Clustered sampling. Map produced using QGIS 3.16.5 [11].
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1.5.4.2 Geostatistical sampling methods

Generally, data for use in geostatistical models requires more complex sample designs

than those described above, namely ones which account for spatial heterogeneity in

the variable or metric of interest, however, such robust data is rarely available [155].

Geostatistical analysis mainly involves two objectives: estimation, producing a model

for an unobserved spatial process given observed data at set locations, and prediction,

predicting the unobserved process throughout the region of interest [235]. Geostatistical

sampling methods, or model-based designs (MBDs), optimise some form of inference

about the spatial process or model parameters for estimation [236]. It is acknowledged that

designs which are efficient for parameter estimation are not necessarily the most efficient

for spatial prediction [237]; generally, estimation is treated as a means for prediction, rather

than the sole objective itself.

Geostatistical sampling methods may be ‘non-uniform’ if the sampling intensity varies

systematically over the study region, or ‘uniform’ if the sampling intensity varies by chance

[155]. Additionally, the methods may be described as ‘preferential’ if sampled locations are

heavily biased toward the spatial attribute of interest, i.e., non-random. ‘Non-preferential’

sampling approaches involve the random allocation of sample sites, independent of the

spatial attribute of interest [155]. Two common sampling designs for geostatistical models

include adaptive geostatistical designs (AGDs) and non-adaptive geostatistical designs

(NAGDs) [238]. Broadly, NAGDs are specified prior to data-collection, and are therefore

fixed, whereas AGDs are typically used in longitudinal studies where later sampling

locations may be modified. Later modification in AGDs is informed by data collected from

earlier locations, with the aim to include additional areas where the greatest uncertainty

remains or prediction is imprecise [238; 239]. Two examples of NAGDs are completely

random, and lattice-based designs [235]. In a completely random design, the sample

locations are an independent random sample across the region of interest, lattice designs

form a regular (typically square) lattice to cover the region of interest, where a sample is
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taken within each gridded cell [235; 240].

AGDs include singleton and batch adaptive designs, where, in singleton adaptive sampling,

one new sample location is added sequentially to the previously defined set of sampling

locations, to gain further knowledge and decrease model uncertainty [238]. In batch

adaptive sampling, more than one new location is added at a time, where these locations

are similarly the locations with the largest uncertainty in prediction. To prevent the inclusion

of multiple locations which are highly correlated, an adaptation of batch sampling includes

setting a minimum distance between the newly included sites, this is known as a spatially

inhibitive sample [235]. For in-depth descriptions of these, and additional geostatistical

sampling methods, see [235; 238; 241].

1.6 Statistical methods for disease risk mapping

Overview

As briefly introduced, IDM provides opportunities to analyse spatial and spatio-temporal

data, offering a suite of tools for unravelling geographic and temporal trends in observed

data. These tools are framed in Table 1.5, however, within this thesis I mostly utilise cost-

distance methods, boosted-regression trees, and spatio-temporal models for geostatistical

data. Two of these approaches, i.e., spatio-temporal geostatistical models and boosted-

regression trees, are based on statistical modelling concepts, where the probability of an

event can be calculated [242]. The below methods are introduced in order of appearance

within the thesis.

1.6.1 Accessibility mapping

Geospatial approaches are not solely limited to the prediction of disease risk or vector

distributions. They may also be used to quantify measures of human accessibility and

movement, determining factors such as population interactions and networks as well as
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access to diagnostics and treatment [154]. Available methods of quantifying movement

and interaction are listed within Table 1.5. Within this thesis, I am concerned with human

access and travel (Chapters 3 and 4) and therefore opt to use a common approach

termed a cost-distance analysis (CDA). CDA is a method for determining one or more

optimal routes of travel through mostly two-dimensional space, normally represented in

grid/lattice form [243], however, three dimensional space can be considered by taking into

account elevation. This gridded surface is known as a ‘resistance’, or ‘friction’ surface, and

the spatial resolution of gridded cells increases the accuracy and utility of the analysis.

Typically, resistance surfaces used to quantify land-based travel are constructed from

spatial data detailing the location of roads, and remotely sensed data for determining

terrain to allocate costs for off-road travel [244]. The cost value itself ranges based on

the question of interest, for example, it may be the time taken to traverse a gridded cell

or the amount of energy required, being either an absolute or relative value [243]. In the

example of time taken to traverse a cell, a gridded cell with the presence of a road would

be associated with a lower cost than cells associated with inaccessible dense forest for

example, with the assumption being faster maximum travel speeds on roads vs within a

forest.

Within a CDA, one can either determine the optimal route between an origin and

destination, computing the least-cost path (LCP), or may calculate an accumulated cost

surface (ACS) which calculates the cumulative travel time to each gridded cell from

one or several origin locations [245]. Two commonly used algorithms used within LCP

analysis and CDA include Dijkstra’s algorithm, a centralized routing algorithm [246] and

the Bellman-Ford algorithm [247]; both algorithms are derived from graph theory, using

directional movement within a cartesian system. The Bellman-Ford algorithm is typically

slower than Dijkstra’s algorithm, however, can process negative cost values. Movement

across the resistance surface is multidirectional, i.e., Rook’s or Queen’s contiguity [248],

with the directional parameter and grid shape being defined by the user when constructing

the friction surface and implementing the algorithm in geographic information system
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(GIS) software. A visual example of a resistance surface, and an application of Dijkstra’s

algorithm is given in Figure 1.11. Within the epidemiological setting, CDA is generally

used to quantify access to health facilities [249] and for identifying remote locations and

accessibility inequalities [250].

Figure 1.11: Visual example of producing a friction surface and performing the least-
cost path. Movement defined here assumes only Rook’s contiguity.

1.6.2 Species distribution models

Ecology has long associated environmental conditions as important determinants of a

species’ distribution [251]. For example, Hutchinson’s niche theory considers environ-

mental factors affecting population dynamics [252], and in the context of disease ecology,

Pavlovsky’s concept of nidality of disease is the concept that a disease has its own habitat

which can be represented by pathogen, vector and reservoir/host overlap [134; 253].

Methods of quantifying these associations have evolved to include species distribution
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models (SDMs), a correlative modelling approach which combines concepts from the

fields of ecology and natural history with recent developments in statistics and information

technology [254]. Due to association with ecological niche theories, this group of models

is known through a range of alternate names, including, ‘ecological niche models’ and

‘habitat models’. Dependencies between VBDs and the environment have led to SDMs

being widely applied in spatial epidemiology, mostly for producing estimates of reservoir

and vector distributions for use as covariates within disease risk models [255]. SDMs may

also be used as a method for modelling disease distribution itself and for providing an

understanding of the factors driving such distributions [254].

Species distribution models are typically fit using regression-based techniques, which

include statistical and machine learning algorithms such as generalised linear models

(GLMs), generalised additive models (GAMs), maximum entropy models (MaxEnt) and

boosted regression trees (BRTs) (Table 1.5) [150; 256]. These models typically use

species occurrence data (either presence, or presence-absence), relating the spatial

location of field observations with environmental and/or socio-economic conditions at

those locations [256]. Models using presence-absence (binary) data generally use the

Bernoulli distribution to represent the probability of presence, whereas models using

presence only data normally supplement records with ‘background’ or ‘pseudo-absence’

records where the species has not been reported [233; 257], so that presence-background

can be modelled as a Bernoulli distribution [254].

1.6.2.1 Boosted regression trees

There are many SDMs which may be applied for IDM, however, one approach often

considered superior is the boosted regression tree framework (BRTs) [189] (see [256; 258]

for comparisons of numerous SDM approaches). Due to their identification as a superior

classifier, ease of implementation, and frequent use in IDM literature [259; 260], BRTs are

the modelling framework of choice for the SDM elements of my thesis (Chapter 5). Boosted

regression tree models combine both regression trees (a type of classification tree), and
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boosting (iteratively combining a group of simple models) algorithms to build a linear

combination of many trees [189], excelling at identifying complex interactions between

covariates. The regression-tree algorithm repeatedly parses the presence-absence data

into two groups, using a series of rules to identify the most homogeneous responses

to predictors and assign the most probable class (i.e., assigned presence, or assigned

absence) (see Figure 1.12 for a visual representation) [261]. A single tree likely contains

prediction errors (misclassifications), therefore BRTs use the machine learning approach

boosting to iteratively call the regression-tree algorithm, producing an ensemble of simple

trees which are combined into one prediction with improved accuracy [189]. To avoid

overfitting to the data, a cross-validation methodology is used during model-building, where

predictive accuracy is assessed on a portion of data withheld from the initial fit, typically

10-30% of the original dataset [262]. Boosted-regression trees do not explicitly incorporate

spatial autocorrelation and do not incorporate any form of time series analysis, therefore

more robust methods are used within analyses needing to account for these factors (i.e.,

spatio-temporal models for geostatistical data, section 1.6.3).
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Figure 1.12: Visualisation of a single classification tree. Vector presence and absence
data is repeatedly split into groups using a randomly selected variable (for example,
elevation), with threshold values being used for classification (those visualised here are for
representation and not actually model thresholds). The objective is to correctly separate
presence and absences at terminal nodes of the tree; boosting includes the generation of
several trees to increase overall precision of the classification. Misclassified data (hollow
points in the plot) are prioritised when the algorithm builds the next tree. Figure created
using www.BioRender.com.

1.6.3 Model-based geostatistics

Model-based geostatistics (MBG) [155; 263] has become the preferred approach within

IDM, should geostatistical data of sufficient quality and volume exist [264]. This preference

is due to the ability of MBGs to process a range of geostatistical data types, covering

metrics such as proportions, e.g., prevalence and incidence of infection, or counts, e.g.,

amount of tsetse per trap, whilst accounting for spatial and temporal correlation. Such

models enable prediction of spatial processes in locations where there are no observed

event data. Broadly, MBG is a term encompassing geospatial modelling approaches which

combine geostatistics with the flexibility of generalised linear models (GLMs) to model non-

Gaussian spatial processes [263]. The benefits of MBG include the consideration and

explicit incorporation of spatial and temporal autocorrelation within the model (see section
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1.5.3) and estimates of uncertainty through Bayesian formulation.

MBG is an extension of GLMs; briefly, GLMs are a flexible generalization of ordinary

linear regression [265]. GLMs can be extended to accommodate dependent responses

by incorporating random effects into the linear predictor, models of this kind are called

generalised linear mixed models (GLMMs) [155]. Random effects are unobserved random

processes which account for residual variation within the outcome which may not be

explained by the covariates used, or the sample variation. For geostatistical applications,

let x = (x1, ..., xn) be locations at which response data are observed, with response yi

corresponding to data observed at xi [155]. Within a spatial paradigm, we assume that

the yi are correlated, with the strength of the correlation being defined by their proximity.

This correlation is incorporated into the modelling process through the inclusion of spatially

structured random effects. For example, assuming the yi have a Gaussian distribution, we

can specify a generalised linear geostatistical model (GLGM) as:

Yi ∼ N
(
µi, σ

2
)

µi = α+ βd (xi) + S (xi) + Zi

(1.3)

Where d(xi) is a vector of observable explanatory variables (covariates) associated

with individual i at location x, and β are the associated regression coefficients. The

random effects in GLGMs are comprised of two compartments: Zi and S(xi). Zi

are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables, characterising the spatially-

uncorrelated random effects – known as the nugget effect. S(xi) is the spatially structured

random effect characterising residual spatial variation after accounting for all known

explanatory variables, which is parameterised from the variogram, introduced in section
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1.5.3, defined as:
E [S (x)] = 0

V ar (S (x)) = σ2

Corr(S (xi) , S (xj)) = ρ (u)

u = ||xi − xj ||

(1.4)

Where the correlation is assumed to be stationary and isotropic. Here, σ2 is the partial

sill, and ρ(u) represents the correlation at distance u (see Figure 1.9 for reference).

The smoothness and range of spatial correlation are contained in the ρ (u) function.

A commonly used correlation function for ρ (u) is the Matérn correlation function, with

components represented by two parameters, κ, the shape (or smoothness) parameter,

and φ, the range (or scale) parameter. More specifically, its expression is given by [266]:

ρ(u;φ, κ) =
{

2K−1
κ Γ (κ)

}−1
(
u

φ

)κ
Kκ

(
u

φ

)
(1.5)

Where φ and κ are parameters and Kκ denotes the modified Bessel function of the third

kind of order κ. The family is valid for φ > 0 and κ > 0.

Conventional, non-MBG based methods use the prediction variance as an estimate

of model precision, without accounting for the uncertainty associated with estimating

parameters in eqs. 1.4 and 1.5 [263]. MBG is generally implemented in a Bayesian

inferential framework, providing an intuitive interpretation of parameter uncertainty. The

outputs of Bayesian modelling approaches are probability distributions, referred to as

‘posterior distributions’, which represent the probability of a parameter being within a

plausible range of values [267]. Within the MBG framework, posterior distributions can

be obtained for parameters, i.e., covariate coefficients and spatial autocorrelation, as well

as the modelled target at unsampled locations. These posterior distributions allow for the

interpretation of uncertainty using credible intervals, which is not generally possible with

classic geostatistical approaches. Bayesian credible intervals are analogous to confidence

intervals in the frequentist approach, enabling the identification of the mean, and range, of
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posterior distribution values associated with the probability of interest (e.g., 95%) [268].

Bayesian predictive inference may be implemented via Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)

based methods [155; 263], a class of algorithms which enable sampling from a probability

distribution. A full description of MCMC methods can be found in Gilks, Richardson

[269] and Brooks, Gelman [270]; some downfalls of the approach include problems with

convergence and computational time [271].

1.6.4 The Integrated Nested Laplace Approximation (INLA)

Alternative approaches for Bayesian inference include the integrated nested Laplace

approximation (INLA) [156] and the Stochastic Partial Differential Equation (SPDE) [171]

approaches, which are more computationally effective than MCMC methods. INLA

focuses on spatial models that can be expressed as latent Gaussian Markov random fields

(GMRF), estimating the individual posterior marginals of the model parameters instead of

estimating a joint posterior distribution as done in MCMC [272; 273]. This is achieved

by exploiting the computational properties of GMRF (see [274]), and using Laplace

approximations. A full description of INLA is provided within Rue, Martino [156]. Briefly,

the general premise of Laplace approximation is to approximate uni-modal functions with

a Normal density function; this problem is generally faster to solve than integrating the

same function [275]. The INLA approach defines a two-dimensional triangular mesh over

the study region which will be used to compute the approximation of the SPDE solution

[273], using a Matérn correlation function [171]. This mesh turns observed point data into

discretised sampling locations which are interpolated to estimate the continuous spatial

process (Figure 1.13). Implementation of the INLA approach is facilitated in R through the

R-INLA package [157].
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Figure 1.13: Two-dimensional approximation of a spatial process. A true spatial
field for illustration (left) and its approximated version as the result of triangulation (right).
Unaltered from [273].

1.7 Aims and structure of the thesis

Globally, the annual reported incidence of g-HAT is in decline, largely due to detection and

treatment of cases, and the control of tsetse. New targets set for 2030 within the WHO

NTD roadmap call for elimination (interruption of transmission) of g-HAT within a minimum

of 15 currently endemic countries [1]. Accordingly, countries with low case counts are

striving for this goal, and novel methods, or the novel application of existing methods, are

needed for assisting in this endeavour.

One country which qualifies for EPHP is Uganda, where historically, areas within the

northwest have been important disease foci; since 2013 <10 g-HAT cases are reported

annually [10]. As Uganda prepares their dossier for EPHP, there is a need to provide

“evidence of effective, ongoing surveillance to prove that the capacity of detecting the

disease is strong” [6]. Existing surveillance systems, surveying both tsetse flies and

human infection, may benefit from information gained through the application of geospatial

methods identifying areas of contemporary risk, or approaches which consider optimising

spatial coverage and targeting of populations most at risk. As the number of cases

decrease, treatment and control efforts should become more spatially targeted, informed

by a fine-scale knowledge of risk areas.
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Considering the g-HAT elimination goals outlined within the WHO 2030 roadmap, this

thesis aims to explore the use of geospatial approaches for assisting g-HAT elimination

efforts. This aim is explored in the context of four key research questions:

1. To what extent (spatially and temporally) have geospatial models of disease

and vector metrics been applied within g-HAT endemic countries?

Chapter 2 investigates the existing applications of geospatial models to g-HAT and

tsetse within 24 g-HAT endemic countries, providing a complete overview, for the first

time, of the use of geospatial models within this discipline. The process involved a

review of published literature detailing the geospatial modelling method used, context

(g-HAT or tsetse), spatial coverage, and year of publication, identifying knowledge

gaps which may be filled by future adoption of geospatial approaches. A framework

for prioritising future work, based on the consideration of several factors is proposed.

2. How may geospatial cost-distance approaches be used to increase the effi-

ciency of entomological sampling of tsetse flies?

Chapter 3 explores the use of remotely sensed imagery at two differing spatial

resolutions, i.e., 0.5 × 0.5m and 3 × 3m, for defining metrics of human access

and travel within Koboko district, north-western Uganda. Vector control through

the deployment of TTs is used in this district and the impact of this intervention is

assessed using a network of monitoring traps [123; 132]. The quality and accuracy

of resistance surfaces at these two varying resolutions are assessed, and the best

performing surface is used alongside a cost-distance analysis to quantify travel to

longitudinal vector monitoring sites within the district. I propose that combining

metrics of geographic accessibility with estimates of pre-intervention abundance may

be used to determine monitoring sites which are associated with a low cost of access,

and a high potential for rich entomological data. The findings of this chapter were

published within PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases [276] and are included in final

form.
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3. How can geospatial methods be applied to assist decisions relating to the

spatial positioning and optimisation of a passive disease surveillance system?

Chapter 4 expands on the concept of geographic accessibility within north-western

Uganda, producing a resistance surface for all seven endemic districts. Using

information on the spatial location of existing g-HAT diagnostic centres: passive,

semi-active and sentinel sites, and metrics of human population density and areas

at risk of g-HAT, a simulation-based approach initiating cost-distance analyses is

performed. Two objectives of the simulation were i) to determine, out of the total

set of existing facilities, what is the minimum number of facilities required to meet

provisional WHO population coverage goals, i.e., ≥50% of the population at risk

living within 1-hours travel, and ≥90% of the population at risk living within 5-

hours travel of a g-HAT diagnostic facility. The second objective was, given a pre-

determined maximum number of sites, what spatial arrangement optimises spatial

coverage. I show that the number of operational surveillance sites may be reduced

without significantly affecting population access and coverage, demonstrating a

methodology which may be useful in a scale-back situation. The findings of this

chapter were also published within PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases [277] and are

included in final form.

4. Has the use of tiny targets solely affected the distribution and abundance of

tsetse flies within north-western Uganda?

Chapter 5 describes the development of a spatio-temporal geostatistical model for

point data, which is used to estimate the abundance of tsetse flies within north-

western Uganda (2011-2019). The model incorporates information on changing

environmental suitability for tsetse over time using outputs from a species distribution

model and incorporates information on the spatially and temporally varying use

of tsetse control. I show that tsetse control using TTs has dramatically reduced

tsetse abundance within the area and identify remaining ‘hotspots’ of relative tsetse

abundance which should be prioritised for future monitoring and control.
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A graphical overview of the chapters, and how they’re connected is provided as Figure

1.14.

Figure 1.14: Schematic overview of the thesis. Square, pale blue boxes represent data.
Black, rounded boxes represent a process, i.e., geostatistical method or model. Coloured
boxes represent an output. Figure created using www.BioRender.com.
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Abstract
Background
Spatial epidemiology aids the design, implementation and monitoring of interventions
against vector-borne diseases. Spatial approaches can be used to map vector and/or
host distributions, as well as disease risk and prevalence in non-sampled locations. The
application of spatial epidemiological methods to Gambiense human African trypanoso-
miasis (g-HAT) has lagged behind that of other vector-borne diseases such as malaria,
dengue, and yellow fever. We hypothesise that there are large spatial and temporal gaps
in estimates of disease and vector metrics for g-HAT, with most studies being dated and/or
leveraging historical data. Given revised g-HAT elimination targets including geographic
indicators within the World Health Organization’s 2030 NTD roadmap, we performed a
literature review to identify the number and contemporariness of published g-HAT and
tsetse spatial models, highlighting knowledge gaps.
Methods
During March 2021, PubMed was searched for articles describing spatial estimates of
g-HAT risk (i.e., prevalence, incidence) or tsetse vector metrics (i.e., suitability, and
abundance) across 24 g-HAT endemic countries. For returned citations, the abstract and
title were screened against inclusion criteria (namely requiring a spatial analysis), and the
full texts of those articles meeting the criteria were reviewed. We extracted information
on the country, context (g-HAT or tsetse), model category, and model specifics described,
also noting the spatial resolution and coverage of predictions. Summaries of the number
of publications per country, model category used, and year were produced.
Results
From an initial list of 378 articles, we identified 46 papers meeting our inclusion criteria. Of
these 46, 25 contained spatial estimates related to g-HAT metrics, and the remaining 21
contained tsetse- related estimates. Most studies used statistical spatial models (∼60%),
although mathematical models were used in ∼40%, primarily when estimating g-HAT
metrics. We show that generally, countries with higher case counts between 1990-2019
have significantly more published studies applying spatial models (p-value < 0.003, ρ =
0.659), with Uganda and the Democratic Republic of Congo having estimates in a third
of the included studies. We show that studies vary greatly when considering method
used (14 varying methods), spatial resolution (17 administrative vs 29 gridded), spatial
coverage (16 national vs 30 subnational) and contemporariness (14/24 endemic countries
lack estimates of tsetse metrics within the last decade).
Conclusions
We summarise that for several g-HAT endemic countries, contemporary spatial estimates
of g-HAT and its associated tsetse vector are lacking, identifying knowledge gaps which,
once filled, may aid the attainment of geographically focused elimination targets set within
the WHO’s 2030 NTD roadmap. In light of our findings, we discuss priorities for next steps.
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2.1 Introduction

Updated targets for Gambiense human African trypanosomiasis (g-HAT) specified by

the World Health Organization’s (WHO) 2030 neglected tropical disease (NTD) roadmap

now strive for the “elimination of transmission” [1]. Within the roadmap, it is stated

that the “epidemiological situation is not well known in some geographical areas”, with

“understand[ing] prevalence of infection in regions with low or limited surveillance”, being

identified as a critical action required to reach the target of elimination [2]. The specification

of this explicit gap in knowledge emphasises the need for contemporary quantification

of disease and vector metrics. Collating knowledge of these factors and inferring risk

in unsampled environments is essential for guiding local-scale disease control effectively.

Such information may be used for prioritising areas of future research, especially in the era

of elimination where increased efforts are required to identify remaining cases and disease

foci [3]. Spatial epidemiology can serve as a tool to help inform such elimination efforts,

through the identification and visualisation of the geographical distribution and magnitude

of disease risk.

Despite the increasing availability of geospatial data and models, and their use in

developing global, national, and local control programmes, we hypothesise that they are

lacking for g-HAT. Within this review we provide an overview of g-HAT and briefly introduce

the suite of statistical and mathematical methods available within spatial epidemiology

for modelling disease and vector metrics. Through a literature search, we assess the

geographic completeness of existing geospatial estimates and whether they are based on

recent empirical data, providing an evaluation of publicly available information pertaining

to g-HAT and its vector, the tsetse fly.

Human African trypanosomiasis

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT, also known as ‘sleeping sickness’), is a NTD

present across sub-Saharan Africa (Figure 2.1). The causal protozoan parasite, Trypanosoma
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brucei, was first identified in 1901 [4; 5], and tsetse flies (Glossina sp.), were incriminated

as the vector [6; 7]. The disease exists as two differing pathologies. Across Central and

West Africa, a chronic form of HAT is caused by T. b. gambiense (g-HAT) whereas in

East and Southern Africa, T. b. rhodesiense causes an acute disease (r-HAT). The burden

of g-HAT, for which humans are the only hosts, is roughly 50 times that of r-HAT, which

occurs largely as spillover infections from animal hosts [8]. Both forms of the disease are

fatal unless treated [9]. Each HAT-endemic country is typically host to only one form of

the disease, apart from Uganda, which has both forms of the disease circulating within

different local level zones [10]. This review focuses on g-HAT, which remains the most

burdensome form and a priority for elimination.

No prophylaxis or vaccine currently exists for either form of HAT, so disease prevention and

control efforts concentrate primarily on the detection and treatment of existing cases and

control of the tsetse vector. Historically, several large outbreaks of g-HAT have occurred

across sub-Saharan Africa [11]. However, due to ongoing disease control efforts, the

annual number of reported cases has reduced drastically from a peak of 37,385 cases

in 1998, to <1000 cases/year since 2018 [10]. The WHO has targeted the elimination,

interruption of transmission, of g-HAT by 2030, which is defined as a “reduction to zero of

the incidence of infection caused by a specific pathogen in a defined geographical area,

with minimal risk of reintroduction, as a result of deliberate efforts” [1]. The country-

level geographic distribution of g-HAT is shown in Figure 2.1. Whilst there is a need

for identifying general trends in case reduction, visualisation at the national level masks

subnational variation and limits the utility for planning and monitoring at local levels.

Investigating sub-national spatial variation through geospatial approaches is necessary

for producing summaries and outputs which aid global, national and sub-national health

policies [12]. For vector-borne diseases approaching elimination, there is also a need for

contemporary data and contemporary estimates of persistent disease and vector hotspots

(foci) [13].
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Figure 2.1: Percentage reduction in the mean number of g-HAT cases reported
within endemic countries between the period 2000-2004 and 2015-2019. Gold country
borders highlight countries displaying a ≥ 90% reduction. Hashed countries represent
non-endemic countries as categorised by the WHO [10]. Map created using data from the
World Health Organization Global Health Observatory [10] and QGIS 3.16.5 [11].

Role of spatial epidemiology in elimination efforts

A plethora of publications describe the application of spatial methods for the quantification

of disease risk (see [14; 15; 16; 17; 18]). This article aims to review contemporary

information regarding the application of geospatial models to predict g-HAT risk (i.e.,

prevalence and incidence of cases, vector distribution and/or abundance). Geospatial

models have been used in other NTD programs to map disease prevalence [19; 20], aid

baseline survey design [21; 22], determine populations and locations requiring mass drug

administration [23], evaluate the efficacy of existing control implementations [24; 25; 26]

and for guiding post-treatment/post-control surveillance and monitoring [24; 27], among

others. For a disease such as g-HAT, which is highly focal in nature, there is a particular
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need for high-resolution spatial estimates to aid elimination. Whilst a coarse resolution is

useful for knowing how many cases are present within an administrative region, finer-scale

estimates of disease risk are required for g-HAT to enable spatially tailored interventions

targeting such focality. For the spatial components of the metric for assessing elimination,

i.e., reduction to zero of the incidence of infection in a defined geographical area, there is

a need to evaluate what spatial outputs exist, and to identify countries and localities which

are lacking contemporary estimates.

Geospatial modelling approaches

There are several commonly used approaches for geospatial risk mapping. Within this

review, we will classify the methods described within the published literature as one of the

following approaches, each discussed in more detail previously [18]:

1. Spatial interpolation methods

Spatial interpolation methods aid the visualisation of spatial trends in data, using

observed values to estimate values for nearby unsampled locations [28]. These

approaches vary in their complexity, with methods being placed into two main

classes: deterministic and stochastic. Deterministic approaches include weighted

moving average approaches, such as inverse distance weights [29], nearest neigh-

bours, and kernel density estimation [30]. Stochastic approaches cover kriging-

based approaches, encompassing simple kriging, ordinary kriging, universal kriging,

and trans-Gaussian kriging [31].

2. Spatially implicit statistical methods

Methods which do not explicitly incorporate spatial dependence and assume that

spatially- structured variability can be explained by risk factors (i.e., environmental

variables), are known as spatially implicit methods [18]. These methods include

standard regression models without spatially explicit random effects and other

correlative modelling approaches such as species distribution models (SDMs). The

term SDM includes approaches such as MaxEnt (Maximum entropy) [32], boosted
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regression trees [33] and other machine-learning techniques [34] which are used

to relate environmental and socio-economic factors observed responses. Species

distribution models originating from the field of ecology have been applied to disease

and vector mapping within the last few decades [35].

3. Spatial regression methods

Spatial regression methods incorporate spatial dependency within a regression

framework, allowing models which account for the influence of spatially varying risk

factors through the inclusion of spatially structured random effects. Spatial regres-

sion methods are the preferred approach should geostatistical data of sufficient

quality and volume exist [36]. This preference is due to the ability of spatial regression

methods to process a range of geostatistical data types, covering metrics such as

proportions, e.g., prevalence and incidence of infection, or counts, e.g., amount of

tsetse per trap, whilst accounting for spatial and temporal correlation. Common

spatial regression methods include model-based geostatistics [37] and Bayesian

hierarchical models.

4. Mathematical methods

Alongside the statistical approaches described above mathematical modelling approaches

are also used to predict disease and vector dynamics through consideration of under-

lying transmission dynamics. These approaches often simulate the progression of

individuals (human/vector/hosts) through varying states (i.e., susceptible, infected,

infectious, and recovered), known as compartments [38]. Such approaches rarely

consider spatial correlation, but sometimes have spatially varying parameters, such

as differing rates of infection within compartments in different spatial locations.

Within this review we identify the extent at which geospatial models have been applied

to g-HAT and tsetse, quantifying the number and spatial coverage of existing models.

Considering the findings, we discuss whether sufficient information exists for endemic

countries which would aid development of strategies to control or eliminate g-HAT and

support confirmation of attainment of, or enable assessments of progression toward, g-
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HAT elimination criteria. Additionally, we discuss the ways in which geospatial models may

best contribute toward filling spatial knowledge gaps to aid g-HAT treatment, prevention,

and control programmes in the era of elimination, producing a theoretical framework for

prioritising future g-HAT and tsetse geospatial efforts.

2.2 Materials and methods

Identification of endemic countries

A list of g-HAT endemic countries was obtained from the WHO Global Health Observatory

(GHO) [10]. In total, 24 countries within Africa are identified as being endemic, see results

section for the inclusion list, with these countries forming the basis of the work described

here. For each endemic country, the number of reported g-HAT cases per year is provided

between 1990-2019 through the GHO.

Search strategy

A literature search was performed to determine which countries have geospatial predic-

tions of either g-HAT incidence, prevalence or risk, and/or estimates of associated vector

suitability, distribution or abundance. On 3rd of March 2021, the bibliographic database

Medline PubMed http:// www.pubmed.com was queried to return all hits related to

geospatial models and human African trypanosomiasis. A search was conducted using

MeSH terms for each g-HAT endemic country and all returned citations alongside their

abstract, where available, were exported to Endnote X8 for screening [39]. The MeSH

terms used were “Country” AND “tsetse” OR “trypanosomiasis” AND “model”, with all

fields searched i.e., article title, abstract, keywords etc. The “Country” variable was

replaced with the name of each country within the inclusion list. The executed search

was constrained to articles indexed and published between the default PubMed period

(1966) and 28th February 2021. PubMed automatically includes variations of MeSH terms,

including translations and spelling derivations, for example, the search term “model” was

automatically extended to encompass texts involving the term “modeled”, “modelled”,
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“modeling”, “modelling” and “modelization”, inter alia. Duplicate citations were removed

from the Endnote library manually, and the title and abstract were screened for inclusion.

Inclusion/exclusion criteria and data extraction

We included articles in full-text form which described any geospatial models of g-HAT or

associated tsetse vectors. Specifically, we included modelling studies which evaluated

any of the following metrics of g-HAT: incidence, defined as the number of new g-HAT

cases over a specified time period, i.e., month, year [40] prevalence, defined as the total

number of individuals in a population who have g-HAT at a specific time period, i.e., new

and existing cases [40] and risk, defined as the probability that g-HAT infection will occur

[40], within a spatial unit, i.e., village, city, administrative region, nation. Additionally,

studies evaluating the following metrics of tsetse flies were included: suitability, defined

as the conditional probability of tsetse occurrence given the environment at a location

[41], distribution, defined as the area in which tsetse occurs [42] and abundance, defined

as the total number of tsetse within a given spatial unit [43]. Studies investigating

other pathogens, for example animal African trypanosomiasis (AAT), Rhodesian sleeping

sickness (r-HAT) and Chagas disease and their vectors, and those not reporting a

geospatial model, i.e., lab-based studies or simple cartographic methods such as point

maps and occurrence data visualisation, were excluded. An algorithm for the initial abstract

and title screen is presented as Supplementary Table A1.

For articles meeting the inclusion criteria, full texts were retrieved and assessed for

relevance. Each full text was processed in full, with a total of 13 variables being analysed

(Table 2.1). The model reported within each text was classified to one of four categories:

spatial interpolation methods, spatial regression methods, spatially implicit methods, or

mathematical modelling methods.
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Table 2.1: Variables extracted during review.

Variable Description
Reference The citation for the study, as obtained from PubMed.

Year Published The year in which the study was published, recorded in YYYY format.

Included A binary variable specifying whether the article met the inclusion criteria after review
of the full text.

Country A categorical variable specifying the country for which the reported spatial prediction
was made. This was limited to the 24 countries listed on the WHO GHO.

Entry A categorical variable specifying whether the entry referred to a spatial prediction of
“g-HAT” or “Tsetse”.

Model Category A categorical variable specifying the type of geospatial model used within the study.
Four categories were included: spatial interpolation methods, spatial regression
methods, common spatially implicit methods and mathematical methods.

Model Specifics A free text variable detailing the type of model used within the study, relating to the
selected “Model Category”.

Coverage A categorical variable specifying whether the prediction was made for the whole
country (“National”) or only for select subnational locations (“Subnational”).

Resolution A free text variable detailing the spatial resolution of the model, i.e., if a gridded
model, the size of the grid cells.

Localities A free text variable detailing the name of the localities for which predictions were
made, if the “Coverage” variable refers to “Subnational” predictions.

Tsetse spp. A free text variable detailing the taxonomic classification for the tsetse species being
modelled.

Public Data A categorical variable specifying whether the input and/or output data is publicly
available. Categories include: “Yes”, “No”, “Not stated” and “Within text”. Within text
refers to instances where the authors describe that all data used for their analysis is
available within the text or the supplementary files.

Comments A free text variable enabling the recording of any additional information deemed
necessary for extraction.

Data tabulation and analysis

Variables (Table 2.1) were extracted from each full text to produce a database detailing

which countries have geospatial estimates of g-HAT or tsetse metrics. Data concerning

g-HAT and tsetse were evaluated separately. For each endemic country, a results table

and reference list were created and summary statistics of the count and range of studies

were produced for coverage categories (national vs subnational) and resolution classes

(administrative vs gridded data). Bivariate maps were produced within QGIS version 3.16.5

(https://qgis.org/en/site/) to visualise the number of g-HAT and tsetse studies per country,

and the contemporariness of publications for g-HAT and tsetse.
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To investigate the correlation between the number of publications per country, and the

number of cases over time, a Spearman’s rank correlation test was performed within the

statistical software R [44], using the base function ‘cor.test‘. For the analysis, the total

number of g-HAT cases between 1990 and 2019, per country, was computed using data

from the WHO GHO [10]. Summaries of the category of modelling method, i.e., spatial

interpolation, spatially implicit, spatial regression and mathematical, were tabulated and

visualised as hierarchical sunburst plots generated within R.

Prioritisation framework

We hypothesised that the findings of this literature search may aid the prioritisation of

future applications of geospatial methods to g-HAT. To illustrate how these insights might

best do this, we constructed a framework suggesting a scoring system which could be

used to produce a cumulative country ranking. Three main factors considered within this

framework were: 1) how recently g-HAT cases were reported within a country, 2) the

contemporariness of publications reporting outputs from spatial models and 3) the spatial

resolution of the reported outputs. We assign numerical values to each factor, termed

prioritisation points, with lower values suggesting a lower priority. Prioritisation points were

then summed across each category to create a prioritisation total. These prioritisation

totals are generated for each country, and ordered to create a prioritisation rank, with

the lowest sum of points being the lowest priority for mapping efforts. This theoretical

prioritisation framework is shown in Figure 2.2 and may be expanded to include additional

factors as tailored for end users. For instance, prioritisation points based on the average

number of cases within the last five years may help prioritisation for countries producing

elimination dossiers.

We adopted a 3-point scale for prioritisation, i.e., low priority, medium priority and high

priority. A prioritisation classification was allocated based on the number of prioritisation

points per country, generating three equal-count (quantile) classes from the range of points
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assigned. Prioritisation classifications were visualised through mapping in QGIS.
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Figure 2.2: Theoretical framework for ranking countries for the prioritisation of
geospatial analyses. The framework contains separate sections for g-HAT factors (A-C)
and tsetse factors (D-F). Prioritisation points may be summed across A-F to incorporate
both g-HAT and tsetse factors. The final factor(s), G, is an optional prioritisation factor
which may be tailored for ranking countries for dossier (using dossier prioritisation points)
or burden (using burden prioritisation points) estimates. Figure created using www.BioR
ender.com.
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2.3 Results

Database search

The PubMed screen yielded 378 unique results. After title and abstract screening, 96

articles were identified for a full text review. Of these 96 articles, the full text was available

and retrieved for 92; following a full text screen, data on geospatial analyses for g-HAT and

tsetse were extracted from 46 articles (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Schematic showing the results of the abstract/data screen, including the
number of records included or excluded. Figure created using www.BioRender.com.

Studies assessing g-HAT metrics

A summary of the number of geospatial modelling publications extracted per endemic

country, detailing the countries of inclusion and their g-HAT case history, is provided as
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Table 2.2, and a comprehensive list of studies per country is provided as Table 2.3. In total,

25 included studies contained geospatial estimates of metrics related to g-HAT (Table 2.3).

The number of published estimates varied by country (range = 0-13 studies per country,

mean = 4 studies, Figure 2.4), spatial coverage (national = 6 studies, subnational = 19

studies), spatial resolution (administrative area = 17, gridded = 8), year of publication

(range = 2004-2021, median = 2017, Figure 2.4), and modelling approach used (most

common method = mathematical (72%, 18/25 studies)).

A study series led by Simarro and Franco, namely “Monitoring the elimination of human

African trypanosomiasis” [8; 45; 46; 47; 48; 49], was the predominant series providing

estimates of g-HAT risk (Table 2.3). These outputs are WHO models emerging from the

HAT atlas initiative [50], where the principal method applied is spatial interpolation using

a kernel density approach, applying a 30km smoother to the location of reported g-HAT

cases. A total of six studies within the series utilised this approach. Estimates for the

countries included within this series (all endemic countries reporting data to the WHO)

are generally updated biennially, allowing for the monitoring of, and response to, changing

g-HAT risk profiles. Kernel density approaches are widely used in geospatial analysis,

being easy to implement within most standard Geographic Information Systems (GIS) (i.e.,

QGIS, ArcMAP and R) enabling an estimate of density at any location. Limitations with

this approach include predictions of density in locations which may be environmentally

and/or socioeconomically unsuitable, and the use of a fixed bandwidth which does not

account for inhomogeneous risk [51]. Given the wealth of case data for some countries

(i.e., the Democratic Republic of the Congo), methods such as spatial regression, namely

model-based geostatistics, may better quantify risk in unsampled locations, enabling the

prediction of uncertainty [37]. The series by Simarro and Franco undoubtably provides the

best spatial coverage of g-HAT risk, as identified by this review, with strengths including

frequent updates in response to changing case distribution.

Nine endemic countries have no published spatial metrics for g-HAT: Benin, The Gambia,
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Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Senegal, Sierra Leone, and Togo. Togo has been

certified g-HAT free since June 2020 [52], therefore it is presumed that previous spatial

estimates of g-HAT risk have been produced within non-academic reports, such as an

elimination dossier submitted to the WHO for review. When relating the number of

published spatial metrics to the mean number of cases, the nine countries lacking g-HAT

publications either have 0 cases reported between 2015-2019, or have no data reported

to the WHO Global Health Observatory for those years (Table 2.2). For these countries it

is unclear whether there is a lack of transmission, or a lack of reporting, however, these

countries constitute the 24 countries for which the 2030 elimination target is set [1].

Table 2.2: Count of g-HAT and tsetse related publications, per country, including
total number of reported cases between 2015-2019. The following abbreviations are
used: CAR = Central African Republic, DRC = Democratic Republic of the Congo.

Country g-HAT
papers
(count)

Tsetse
papers
(count)

Latest
publica-
tion year
(g-HAT)

Latest
publica-
tion year
(Tsetse)

Total
cases
(1990-
2019)

Mean
cases
(2015-
2019)

Angola 5 1 2020 2000 61,576 36.40

Benin 0 1 2000 23 0.00

Burkina Faso 2 6 2020 2018 166 0.20

Cameroon 9 1 2020 2000 613 8.80

CAR 6 3 2020 2003 14,543 93.40

Chad 7 1 2020 2000 5,757 35.40

Congo 4 3 2018 2003 9,734 22.00

Cote d’Ivoire 5 6 2020 2018 3,286 1.80

DRC 13 3 2021 2020 302,422 1297.60

Equatorial Guinea 6 2 2020 2007 700 2.80

Gabon 6 1 2020 2000 861 10.40

Gambia 0 2 2018

Ghana 2 3 2018 2015 28 0.00

Guinea Bissau 0 3 2018

Guinea 6 4 2020 2018 2,070 83.80

Liberia 0 1 2000

Mali 0 4 2018 55 0.00
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Table 2.2 continued from previous page
Country g-HAT

papers
(count)

Tsetse
papers
(count)

Latest
publica-
tion year
(g-HAT)

Latest
publica-
tion year
(Tsetse)

Total
cases
(1990-
2019)

Mean
cases
(2015-
2019)

Niger 0 0

Nigeria 4 1 2018 2000 178 0.20

Senegal 0 5 2018

Sierra Leone 0 1 2000

South Sudan 7 2 2020 2001 21,093 20.40

Togo 0 5 2001 5 0.00

Uganda 9 7 2020 2018 17,811 2.20

Figure 2.4: Bivariate maps showing available modelling publications. Left) Number
of included studies per endemic country, split by topical focus of spatial prediction (g-HAT
and tsetse). Right) Most contemporary included study per endemic country, split by topical
focus of spatial prediction (g-HAT and tsetse).
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Studies assessing tsetse metrics

In total, 21 included studies contained geospatial estimates of metrics related to tsetse

flies (Tables 2.2 & 2.4). The number of published estimates varied by country of interest

(range = 0-7 studies per country, mean = 3 studies, Figure 2.4), spatial coverage (national

= 10 studies, subnational = 11 studies), spatial resolution (administrative area = 0, gridded

= 21), year of publication (range = 1994-2020, median = 2010, Figure 2.4), and modelling

approach used (most common method = spatially implicit (57%, 12/21 studies)).

A study performed by Wint and Rogers [72] provides the largest spatial coverage

of tsetse associated metrics, with this study containing published estimates of tsetse

suitability across 92% (22/24) of the countries included within this analysis. These

outputs were published in 2000, with the principal method applied being spatially implicit

logistic regression, predicting suitability (probabilistically) within each 5km × 5km gridded

cell. Logistic regression is generally considered one of the simplest machine learning

approaches which is computationally low-cost and provides probabilistic outputs [73],

however, some limitations include the potential for over-fitting on high dimensional data

and difficulty identifying complex relationships across variables. Whilst somewhat dated,

this study remains the only estimate of tsetse metrics for 7/24 g-HAT endemic countries

(i.e., Angola, mean 36.4 cases within the last five years, Benin, mean 0 cases within the

last five years, Cameroon, mean 8.8 cases within the last five years, Chad, mean 35.4

cases within the last five years, Gabon, mean 10.4 cases within the last five years, Liberia,

unknown case history, and Nigeria, mean 0.2 cases within the last five years, Tables 2.2

& 2.4).

When investigating tsetse coverage by species, the most mapped species was Glossina

morsitans, which was mapped across 18 countries and for 25 country-year combinations

(Table 2.5). Despite being the most mapped species within g-HAT countries, this species

is generally not considered an important vector for g-HAT, being associated predominantly

with AAT. The species with the most contemporary spatial estimate is G. fuscipes
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quanzensis, an important g-HAT vector, having estimates of distribution and abundance

generated in 2020 with the Democratic Republic of the Congo [74]. Only one WHO listed

endemic country, i.e., Niger, has no published studies spatially quantifying tsetse metrics

(Table 2.2, Figure 2.4).
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There was a significant positive correlation between the number of g-HAT publications per

country and the sum of g-HAT cases between 1990-2019 (p-value <0.001, ρ = 0.733),

whereas no correlation was observed when comparing the number of tsetse publications

and sum of cases (p-value = 0.887, ρ = -0.036). Generally, despite a lower mean number

of publications per country (3 [tsetse] vs 4 [g-HAT]), a greater number of endemic countries

feature a tsetse-related estimate when compared with those for which a g-HAT estimate

exists. In comparison to g-HAT where nine countries lack spatial metrics, only one country

(Niger) lacks published tsetse metric data (Table 2.2).

Type of modelling method used

Across g-HAT and tsetse related articles, the most common geospatial modelling cate-

gories used were mathematical methods (46%, 21/46 articles) and spatially implicit

methods (28%, 13/46 articles) (Supplementary Table A2). Within the mathematical

category, deterministic models accounted for 48% (10/21) of the models used [54; 56;

58; 60; 61; 64; 66; 67; 71; 80], with the remaining mathematical models consisting of

stochastic models (33%, 7/21) [53; 55; 62; 63; 65; 68; 69], summary measures (5%, 1/21)

[70], mechanistic models (5%, 1/21) [81], continuous time models (5%, 1/21) [59], and

probability models (5%, 1/21) [83]. Within the spatially implicit category, discriminant

analysis accounted for 38% (5/13) of the models used [75; 85; 86; 87; 88], with the

remaining spatially implicit models consisting of MaxEnt (31%, 4/13) [77; 78; 79; 92],

logistic regression (23%, 3/13) [72; 76; 91] and one article which used a combination of

both MaxEnt and logistic regression [84].

When looking at g-HAT and tsetse articles separately, mathematical approaches were

primarily used for g-HAT analyses (72%, 18/25 articles), but this approach was used less

frequently for tsetse (14%, 3/21 articles) (Figure 2.5, Supplementary Table A2). Spatial

interpolation approaches were used for both g-HAT and tsetse analyses (28% and 12%

of studies respectively), whereas spatial regression and spatially implicit approaches were

used solely within analyses investigating tsetse related metrics. In total, we identified 14
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different modelling methods used across the four categories considered. Five methods

were used within g-HAT analyses, and 10 methods were used within tsetse analyses,

with one method (deterministic mathematical models) being used within separate studies

investigating g-HAT and tsetse related metrics. The model choice used throughout these

publications depended on the study aims (see discussion), the type and amount of data

available, and given the year of publication, the computational capacity, and the progress

of methods development. For some countries, more case and/or vector data may now

be available, and more advanced methods developed since their most contemporary

publication. For example, whilst not included within this review as no modelling was

performed, comprehensive point datasets of tsetse distribution have been collated as part

of the tsetse atlas [94; 95; 96], and comprehensive g-HAT data is reported to the WHO with

access granted on a per-request basis. Geostatistical models are now more prevalent, with

model-based geostatistics only being developed in 1998 [37], and INLA (Integrated Nested

Laplace Approximations), an ‘easier’ way to fit these types of model, being introduced in

2009 [97].

Applying a potential prioritisation framework to extracted data

Using the results of the literature review and data extraction, alongside a potential

prioritisation framework (Figure 2.2), we summed prioritisation points for each endemic

country (Table 2.6), generating a prioritisation total and rank for across the prioritisation

factors listed (i.e., A-C, D-F, A-F). Applying this classification indicates that Benin, Mali, and

Togo should be prioritised for g-HAT mapping (Table 2.6, Figure 2.6). This prioritisation

is based on factors A-C given in Figure 2.2, which considers most recent reported

cases, most recent existing g-HAT spatial estimate, and the spatial resolution of the

estimate. Whilst Togo has achieved elimination certification, estimates of g-HAT risk used

to attain certification were not available within published academic literature, hence the

high number of prioritisation points for this country.

When applying this classification to assign priority to countries requiring tsetse mapping,
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Figure 2.5: Hierarchical sunburst plot showing the most common modelling
methods used. Abbreviations are as follows: INLA = integrated nested Laplace
approximation, GLMM = generalised linear mixed model, IDW = inverse distance weights,
LR = logistic regression, SM = summary measure, PM = probability model, CTM =
continuous time model.

we determine that 12/24 endemic countries are assigned the highest priority by equal

interval classes, i.e., Angola, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Equa-

torial Guinea, Gabon, Liberia, Mali, Niger, Nigeria and South Sudan (Table 2.6, Figure

2.6). This determination is based on factors D-F given in Figure 2.2, which again, consider

most recent reported cases, most recent existing tsetse spatial estimate, and the spatial

resolution of the estimate. Several of these countries have recently been the focus of data

collation efforts for the purpose of future mapping (i.e., Mali [94], Nigeria [95]).
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Table 2.6: Prioritisation totals applied for each g-HAT endemic country, considering
prioritisation factors outlined in Figure 2.2. Prioritisation totals convert to a prioritisation
rank (i.e., low, medium and high), when considering the highest total as the greatest priority
and applying an equal-class (quantile). Factors A-C are representative of g-HAT specific
factors, whereas factors D-F are representative of tsetse specific factors only. Factors
A-F produce a prioritisation based on the consideration of both g-HAT and tsetse related
factors.

Country g-HAT factors [A-C] Tsetse factors [D-F] All factors [A-F]
Angola Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

Benin High (9) Medium (7) High (16)

Burkina Faso Low (4) Low (4) Low (8)

Cameroon Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

CAR Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

Chad Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

Congo Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

Cote d’Ivoire Low (5) Low (5) Low (10)

DRC Low (5) Low (5) Low (10)

Equatorial Guinea Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

Gabon Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

Gambia Medium (8) Low (2) Low (10)

Ghana Low (4) Medium (6) Low (10)

Guinea Low (5) Low (5) Low (10)

Guinea-Bissau Medium (8) Low (2) Low (10)

Liberia Medium (8) High (8) High (16)

Mali High (9) High (9) High (18)

Niger Medium (8) High (8) High (16)

Nigeria Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

Senegal Medium (8) Low (2) Low (10)

Sierra Leone Medium (8) Medium (6) Medium (14)

South Sudan Low (5) High (9) Medium (14)

Togo High (9) Medium (7) High (16)

Uganda Low (5) Low (5) Low (10)
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Figure 2.6: Results of applying the geospatial modelling prioritisation framework.
Left: g-HAT mapping prioritisation (applying prioritisation factors A-C); Right: tsetse
mapping prioritisation (applying prioritisation factors D-F). Countries are coloured by their
prioritisation total, with greater totals indicating greatest priority.

2.4 Discussion

This review provides the first comprehensive assessment of existing geospatial models

for g-HAT and associated tsetse vectors, by screening published literature and identifying

contemporary modelling studies. We show that most endemic countries with cases

reported within the last five years, have contemporary estimates of g-HAT risk (Figure

2.4, Tables 2.2 & 2.3, date range = 2018-2021). Conversely, we show that many endemic

countries with g-HAT cases reported within the last five years, lack contemporary estimates

of associated vector distribution, i.e., the most recent estimates of tsetse distribution for

Angola, CAR, and Chad were published between 2000-2003, but these countries have

relatively high disease burdens, with an average of 36.4, 93.4 and 35.4 cases/year during

the period 2015 and 2019. If g-HAT prevention methods within these countries rely heavily

on vector control approaches, it would be beneficial to establish contemporary estimates

of vector distribution and abundance for which intervention efficacy and impact can be
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assessed. Indeed, collating a standard indicator for, and assessing coverage of, vector

control in g-HAT endemic countries is a current aim of the WHO and Food and Agriculture

Organization [13], one which would require contemporary baseline estimates of tsetse

distribution. Conducting surveys to obtain primary data for HAT geospatial modelling

is hampered in some countries by recent/ongoing civil disturbance and armed conflict

[98; 99].

Whilst the number of published studies for g-HAT and tsetse are similar (25 g-HAT and

21 tsetse related studies), the relationship between knowledge and disease burden is

varied. As expected, there is a strong positive relationship between the total number of

cases within a country (1990-2019), and the number of published studies when considering

estimates quantifying g-HAT metrics, i.e., incidence, prevalence, and risk (p-value<0.001,

ρ = 0.733). On average, each endemic country has four studies estimating g-HAT metrics,

however, exceptions to this include nine countries for which no estimates exist (Table 2.2,

Figure 2.4). Each of the nine countries lacking estimates have either a mean of zero cases

between 2015-2019 (three countries) or no data reported to the WHO GHO (six countries).

These countries are situated within West Africa and include Togo which was certified g-

HAT free in 2020 [52].

The trend of more articles in countries with a higher disease burden does not hold for the

number of tsetse-related studies, with no significant correlation being observed (p-value

= 0.887). Several countries with a high number of tsetse related modelling publications

have a low mean number of cases between 2015-2019, for example, Uganda, Burkina

Faso, and Cote d’Ivoire (Table 2.2). It is presumed that for Uganda and Cote d’Ivoire, the

high number of tsetse related publications is due to a historically high burden of disease,

however, due to enhanced control efforts, including the Trypa-NO! partnership [100], there

has been a rapid decrease in g-HAT burden within these countries in recent years, with

Cote d’Ivoire being validated for HAT elimination in December 2020 [52]. Furthermore,

the larger number of tsetse-related studies in some countries may relate to national efforts
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against AAT. There is a strong tradition of pastoralism within the Sahel, where AAT poses a

problem [101] and the relatively large number of tsetse-related studies in Burkina Faso may

be associated with AAT burden and ongoing tsetse control programmes. This is supported

by the wealth of AAT vectors modelled (Table 2.5).

Additionally, despite demonstrating that several studies do estimate spatially varying

metrics of g-HAT and tsetse, there is a large difference in the spatial resolution of the

predictions produced when each metric is considered. For instance, 100% of tsetse

publications provide gridded estimates compared to 32% of g-HAT publications. The

decision to model at a particular spatial scale is a complex one, determined, in part, by i) the

transmission dynamics of the disease being modelled [102], ii) the scale at which insightful

data is available, and iii) the scale at which control, or interventions are implemented [103].

Interpretation of spatial outputs should consider those three factors, appraising whether

the modelling aims, and approach are relevant for the problem in question. Effective

policy design requires a thorough understanding of individual and/or local heterogeneity

within geographic regions or administrative areas [104], and the need will vary based on

disease. For example, g-HAT is very variable spatially, exhibiting a strong focality, whereas

some environmental and socioeconomic factors (i.e., rainfall, temperature) will have spatial

patterns with less variability. Control programmes which plan, operate, and implement

interventions at a coarse scale face major challenges in using and acting on finer scale

insights [105].

The spatial resolution chosen is a factor of the purpose of the included studies; g-

HAT estimates mostly consisted of mathematical models which allocate the underlying

population into compartments (generally administrative regions, or health zones). Such

outputs are therefore generated at this spatial resolution. For g-HAT, whilst identifying

disease foci is important, current control and treatment decisions are made at the

administrative division and most models reflect this. The spatial coverage of predictions

also varied per modelled factor; for g-HAT, 6 studies (24%) contained estimates of g-HAT
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risk across whole countries (national), whereas 19 studies (76%) contained subnational

estimates only (partial coverage). Again, given the focality of g-HAT this is not all

too surprising, with endemic areas being limited to specific subnational areas (see

Supplementary Figure A.1 for an administrative-level map of g-HAT risk). Obtaining the

estimates produced within each study and overlaying study areas would help to elucidate

where, within each endemic country, predictions exist. Countries with a high number of

spatial estimates, for example DRC are unlikely to have numerous estimates across all

health zones or endemic regions.

Whilst contemporary estimates exist for several countries and metrics, the spatial reso-

lution used may be too coarse to identify remaining disease foci accurately, or areas for

spatially tailored vector control. The predominant contemporary g-HAT modelling series

produces estimates of disease risk through spatial interpolation methods at a 30km spatial

resolution (a distance chosen to suit the epidemiological features of HAT, the behaviour

of the tsetse vector and the mobility of people) [48]. For some endemic countries,

disease foci may be smaller than the 30km smoother applied, with this distance potentially

spanning whole administrative regions, masking potential heterogeneity. Despite some of

these limitations, the WHO series provides the only estimates of g-HAT risk for 10 of the

included countries (42%). Approaches applied as part of the HAT atlas, for example kernel

density estimation, are a significant first pass at identifying locations for fine-scale analyses

enabling the identification of disease foci and the unravelling of spatial heterogeneities

which are masked by the current approaches.

Identifying the spatial limits of tsetse assists countries in mapping the potential extent of

g-HAT. As we strive for the 2030 elimination goals, identifying the known and potentially

unknown foci of disease is important but difficult. This focality is the result of complex

interactions between parasite, vector, host, and the environment, which are not yet fully

understood [106]. However, fine-scale spatial estimates of vector and disease metrics will

contribute to our understanding. High resolution is essential for useful models of tsetse,
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especially for riverine species, which occupy a limited and specific niche. People generally

know roughly where tsetse are, however, more precise predictions are useful for planning

vector control operations.

Recent advances in computational efficiency, methodological developments such as

model-based geostatistics (1998) [37], and INLA (2009) [97], and an increase in open-

data access [96] mean that what were once the gold-standard methods and ergo the gold-

standard estimates, are now dated. Considering both the current disease status, and

the time since the latest estimates of disease/vector risk were produced, there may be a

justification for reassessing g-HAT and/or tsetse related metrics within several countries,

or at increased spatial scales.

Despite demonstrating knowledge and literature gaps in several countries, we refrain from

explicitly stating which countries should be prioritised for future work as the rationale

for prioritisation is country and context dependant. We do, however, demonstrate how

information derived from this review may be used to produce a prioritisation framework

to determine a ranking of priority countries (Figures 2.2 & 2.6), with prioritisation factors

being tailored for specific aims. If, for example, we want to know whether a focus is

isolated or part of a larger fly-belt, then mapping tsetse distribution is of high priority.

For countries approaching elimination and wishing to identify unrecognised hotspots, or

aiming to determine that existing surveillance and monitoring is adequate, then g-HAT risk

modelling coupled with updated vector distribution maps would be useful [107]. Whilst the

definition of priority is variable considering the contexts described above, we do believe

that the data produced by this study will contribute to a rational framework for prioritisation.

This review excluded studies which did not execute a geospatial analysis, or studies for

which g-HAT or tsetse were not the focus (Supplementary Table A1). Despite the large

number (378) of returned citations surrounding g-HAT and tsetse, most (87.83%, 332/378)

were aspatial or did not focus on our metrics of interest. Due to the nature in which this work
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was conceived, the screen performed does not consider grey literature, which may contain

estimates for several countries currently lacking articles indexed within PubMed. Liaison

with national ministries of health and governmental organisations may help to determine

the status of mapping within countries with no published articles, helping to identify

remaining knowledge gaps. The consideration and review of additional bibliographic

databases may also highlight analyses published within non-PubMed Central participating

journals, or additional sources such as book chapters [108].

Establishing the spatial and temporal coverage of existing geospatial models for g-HAT

highlights gaps within the knowledge of vector and disease distribution, and shows that for

several endemic countries, more can be gleamed from the application of methods within

spatial epidemiology to the sleeping sickness field. The use of geospatial methods within

this field appears to lag behind that of other vector-borne diseases, with no g-HAT models

or papers meeting our criteria being published before 2004. We highlight a shift in the

paradigm, with biennial estimates now being produced for g-HAT, however, have discussed

the ways in which further work may be prioritised to best inform and guide the path towards

2030 elimination targets.

2.5 Conclusions

To our knowledge, this is the first review to produce an inventory of existing geospatial

models applied to g-HAT and tsetse. We identify an abundance of geospatial models

quantifying spatial metrics of sleeping sickness, however, highlight countries where the

knowledge and understanding of vector and disease risk is either lacking, or dated. We

discuss ways in which the obtained insights may aid prioritisation of future geospatial

models, targeting gaps within current understanding, or prioritising countries further along

on their journey to g-HAT elimination. Ultimately, the rationale for prioritisation is country

and context dependent, and should be determined by the end-user/stakeholder. The

insights gained from this review shed transparency on the current situation and we have
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discussed potential next steps.
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3
Quantifying geographic accessibility to

improve efficiency of entomological

monitoring
The first research chapter (Chapter 2), describes the completeness of tsetse mapping

across g-HAT endemic countries. Whilst Uganda has a high number of tsetse-related

publications, they often lack in spatial resolution or coverage. Due to the country

approaching elimination, there is a need to produce fine-scale estimates which can inform

spatially targeted vector control and monitoring. Indeed, several countries identified in

Chapter 2 will require further entomological sampling and surveillance. This research

chapter consists of a publication which explores the use of cost-distance approaches to

identify optimal (in terms of access) entomological sampling sites, a method demonstrated

here within Koboko district, north-western Uganda, which is applicable to other countries

requiring tsetse monitoring.

This chapter lays the ground work for a cost-distance modelling approach used in a

subsequent research chapter to quantify access to g-HAT diagnostics within seven districts

in north-western Uganda (Chapter 4). The publication included within this chapter is

published in final form in PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases. A statement of contributions

for this chapter is given in the ’list of publications’ section.
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Abstract

Background

Vector-borne diseases are important causes of mortality and morbidity in humans and live-

stock, particularly for poorer communities and countries in the tropics. Large-scale programs

against these diseases, for example malaria, dengue and African trypanosomiasis, include

vector control, and assessing the impact of this intervention requires frequent and extensive

monitoring of disease vector abundance. Such monitoring can be expensive, especially in

the later stages of a successful program where numbers of vectors and cases are low.

Methodology/Principal findings

We developed a system that allows the identification of monitoring sites where pre-interven-

tion densities of vectors are predicted to be high, and travel cost to sites is low, highlighting

the most efficient locations for longitudinal monitoring. Using remotely sensed imagery and

an image classification algorithm, we mapped landscape resistance associated with on- and

off-road travel for every gridded location (3m and 0.5m grid cells) within Koboko district,

Uganda. We combine the accessibility surface with pre-existing estimates of tsetse abun-

dance and propose a stratified sampling approach to determine the most efficient locations

for longitudinal data collection. Our modelled predictions were validated against empirical

measurements of travel-time and existing maps of road networks. We applied this approach

in northern Uganda where a large-scale vector control program is being implemented to con-

trol human African trypanosomiasis, a neglected tropical disease (NTD) caused by trypano-

somes transmitted by tsetse flies. Our accessibility surfaces indicate a high performance

when compared to empirical data, with remote sensing identifying a further ~70% of roads

than existing networks.

Conclusions/Significance

By integrating such estimates with predictions of tsetse abundance, we propose a methodol-

ogy to determine the optimal placement of sentinel monitoring sites for evaluating control
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programme efficacy, moving from a nuanced, ad-hoc approach incorporating intuition,

knowledge of vector ecology and local knowledge of geographic accessibility, to a reproduc-

ible, quantifiable one.

Author summary

Assessing the impact of vector control programmes requires longitudinal measurements

of the abundance of insect vectors within intervention areas. Such monitoring can be

expensive, especially in the later stages of a successful program where numbers of vectors

and cases of disease are low. Efficient monitoring involves a prior selection of monitoring

sites that are easy to reach and produce rich information on vector abundance. Here, we

used image classification and cost-distance algorithms to produce estimates of accessibil-

ity within Koboko district, Uganda, where vector control is contributing to the elimina-

tion of sleeping sickness, a neglected tropical disease (NTD). We combine an accessibility

surface with pre-existing estimates of tsetse abundance and propose a stratified sampling

approach to determine locations which are associated with low cost (lowest travel time)

and potential for longitudinal data collection (high pre-intervention abundance). Our

method could be adapted for use in the planning and monitoring of tsetse- and other vec-

tor-control programmes. By providing methods to ensure that vector control programmes

operate at maximum efficiency, we can ensure that the limited funding associated with

some of these NTDs has the largest impact.

Introduction

Vector-borne diseases (VBDs) are important causes of mortality and morbidity in humans

and livestock, particularly for poorer communities and countries in the tropics, accounting for

an estimated 17% of the global burden of all infectious diseases [1]. The control of VBDs, or

their elimination as a public health problem, is dependent upon effective vector management,

which includes pre-intervention surveys and subsequent longitudinal monitoring of vector

abundance to assess the effectiveness of an intervention. Such monitoring is an important

component of the overall costs of control.

To improve the efficiency of vector control programs, there is a requirement to identify

optimal locations for longitudinal monitoring site placement. Ideally, these sites should be in

locations that maximise information on the distribution and density of vectors while minimis-

ing costs of obtaining these data. In practice, most vector surveillance is opportunistic and

lacks a rigorous framework [2]. A more rational method would involve combining informa-

tion on vector abundance with estimates of geographical accessibility, to identify sites across

operational areas where pre-intervention catches are high and sampling costs are low. Towards

this goal, we examined the utility of remotely sensed (RS) data to produce contemporary esti-

mates of geographic accessibility to entomological sampling sites, using sleeping sickness con-

trol as an example application.

Sleeping sickness control as an example application

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT) is a neglected tropical disease (NTD) affecting remote

areas of sub-Saharan Africa. The disease, also termed ‘sleeping sickness’, is caused by the pro-

tozoan parasite Trypanosoma brucei with two sub-species, T.b.gambiense and T.b.rhodesiense,
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causing Gambian (gHAT) and Rhodesian (rHAT) human African trypanosomiasis respec-

tively. The burden of the Gambian form of the disease, for which humans are the main hosts,

is>10 times that of the Rhodesian form, with annual reported cases being in the region of

2–3,000 [3]. The World Health Organization (WHO) has targeted the elimination of gHAT as

a “public health problem” by 2020, which is defined as a 90% reduction in areas reporting >1

case in 10 000 compared to 2000–2004, and<2000 annually reported cases globally [4]. Several

countries appear to be on track to achieve this target [5]. Uganda is unique in that it is the only

country where both gHAT and rHAT occur, albeit within different local level zones [6, 7]. Vec-

tor control forms an important part of Uganda’s efforts against both forms of HAT [8, 9].

The important vectors of gHAT are Palpalis-group species of tsetse, which concentrate in

riverine vegetation where, consequently, interventions are focused. In Uganda, tsetse control

is being achieved through the deployment of Tiny Targets, small (20 x 50 cm) panels of insecti-

cide-treated material which are deployed at 50-100m intervals along rivers [9, 10]. Prior work

produced estimates of tsetse abundance across Northern Uganda, identifying locations of high

pre-intervention abundance [11], which has informed the identification of operational control

areas.

Methods to quantify accessibility largely involve cost-distance analyses, which have been

widely used within the field of public health in analyses mapping accessibility to healthcare

[12–15]. Such analyses require an input surface of landscape friction (‘resistance’)–estimates of

associated travel cost for gridded cells within a Cartesian plane. The cost-distance analysis

identifies the cumulative cost of traversing each cell based on the given resistance surface and

an origin location–opting to traverse through cells associated with the lowest resistance values.

The use of accessibility mapping in the planning and implementation of control programmes

for vector-borne disease is novel and has the potential to improve the efficiency of monitoring

VBD interventions.

In this paper, we use remotely sensed (RS) satellite data to derive a contemporary road net-

work within Koboko district, Northern Uganda, where an existing tsetse control programme

is in operation. To obtain a road network within this district, we compare the utility of RS data

at two differing spatial resolutions (one source characterising locations within the district as

3 × 3m grid cells on a Cartesian plane, and another as 0.5 × 0.5m grid cells) [16, 17], and an

existing open source dataset detailing road locations [18]. Image classification algorithms, spe-

cifically maximum likelihood estimators were used to detect dirt and tarmac roads within the

RS imagery [19]. Ground truth tracking (GPS) data detailing motorbike speeds along roads

within the district were used to assign on-road travel costs to each grid cell. We used published

estimates of time taken to traverse through different densities of vegetation to assign resistance

values to off-road grid cells [20, 21]. Resistance surfaces were validated using withheld ground-

truth tracking data, comparing observed and predicted travel times within a linear regression.

The resulting resistance surfaces were used within a least-cost path algorithm to identify

cumulative costs to locations of high tsetse abundance [11]. We apply a stratified sampling

approach to determine locations which are associated with low cost (lowest travel time) and

potential for rich longitudinal data collection (high pre-intervention abundance).

Here, by combining field data on travel time along varying road types and remotely sensed

imagery, we describe the process of producing a high-resolution accessibility surface. By inte-

grating such estimates with predictions of tsetse abundance, we propose a methodology to

determine the optimal placement of sentinel monitoring sites for evaluating the efficacy of a

tsetse control programme, moving from a nuanced, ad-hoc approach incorporating intuition,

knowledge of vector ecology and local knowledge of geographic accessibility to a reproducible,

quantifiable one. The work described here is presented in the context of tsetse control, but the

methods used are applicable to a wide range of vector-borne diseases.
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Materials and methods

Study area

The focal area of this study was Koboko District, located within the West Nile Region of

Uganda. The West Nile region consists of eight districts, with current and planned interven-

tion initiatives (i.e. the Tiny Target programme), operating in seven. Koboko district covers

roughly 860km2 and has a population of 229,200 people [22]. Between 2000 and 2018, 14.6%

(620/4235) of gHAT cases reported from Uganda occurred in Koboko, but the incidence of

gHAT is in decline as a consequence of an integrated programme of screening and treatment

of the human population and, more recently, vector control [23]. A map showing the location

of existing, and planned intervention areas within West Nile Region is provided as S1 Fig,

highlighting the position of Koboko within these intervention districts.

Field methodology and data collection

To obtain data informing variation in speeds along road class, technicians making routine vis-

its to traps within Koboko were provided with GPS devices. The recording of GPS tracks was

performed during three time periods in the dry season: May-June 2017, February-April 2018,

and December 2018-January 2019. Trap attendants within Koboko operate using motorbikes;

therefore, observed speeds were representative of motorbike-based travel. Devices were config-

ured to record track points at ~15-second intervals.

Obtaining remotely sensed satellite data

To compare the effect of different spatial resolutions of satellite data on the ability to identify

roads, we used two differing sources of remotely sensed imagery. Imagery obtained from Pla-

netScope satellites, captured on February 12th, 2018 were utilised. PlanetScope imagery is pro-

vided at a 3m × 3m resolution, and includes the following four spectral bands: blue (455–515

nm), green (500–590 nm), red (455–515 nm), and near infrared (780–860 nm) [16, 24]. Planet-

Scope data are freely accessibly through an education and research program account.

Data captured through the Pléiades-1A satellite, available at a 0.5m × 0.5m resolution and

captured on 27th December 2016 were used to represent high-spatial resolution imagery [25].

Imagery captured on this date was the most contemporary data available. The Pléiades-1A

imagery similarly consists of the same four spectral bands as PlanetScope. Data obtained by

Pléiades-1A is available by request through Airbus (previously known as the European Aero-

nautic Defence and Space Company) [17].

GPS data review and cleaning

To calculate travel speeds, the time-difference between subsequent points within a track and

the Euclidean distance between these points were used within the following formula (Eq 1):

Where xi represents the GPS coordinate of point i, ti represents the time recorded for point

i and ||�|| represents the Euclidean distance:

speed ¼
jjxi � xjjj
jti � tjj

ðEq 1Þ

Recorded points with a speed <1km/hr were assumed to be stationary points (based on

average walking speeds [26]), and were removed from the track dataset. Similarly, we removed

data points for which the speed exceeded 150 km/hr (93.2 mph) as these were likely to be
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artefacts created due to errors with location positioning and are not representative of true

travel speed.

Open street map validation

To determine the accuracy of currently available open source data, OpenStreetMap (OSM)

geolocated roads, and roads visible within 0.5m and 3m satellite data were compared. Shape-

files detailing mapped roads hosted by OSM were retrieved from Geofabrik OSM Data

Extracts on March 3rd, 2018, to align with the dates during which field-obtained tracking data

were collected [18]. A 1 km × 1km fishnet constructed for Koboko district was used to produce

a random sample of 25 grid squares for manual digitisation. The digitisation process consisted

of tracing over visible roads and tracks, as seen in the 0.5m resolution imagery (metric one), or

as seen in the 3m resolution imagery (metric two). The length of digitized road obtained from

each of the three sources was calculated in metres.

Remote sensing image preparation

In total, 14 scenes covering an area of 745.8 km2 were downloaded from Planet.com. To pro-

duce one complete surface, overlapping scenes were merged using ArcGIS (version 10.4), and

the composite image was cropped to district boundaries. Imagery obtained from Pléiades-1A

(0.5m) were provided as a pre-prepared mosaic.

Image classification

To aid image classification, image segmentation utilising a mean-shift approach was first per-

formed within ArcGIS (version 10.4). Mean-shift segmentation is a process that identifies seg-

ments in imagery by grouping adjacent pixels that have similar spectral characteristics; a

detailed introduction and theory related to mean-shift segmentation algorithms can be found

within Demirović 2019 [27]. We utilised the “Segment Mean Shift” tool within the “Spatial
Analyst Toolbox” in ArcGIS, with the following default parameters: spectral detail = 15.5, spa-

tial detail = 15, minimum segment size (in pixels) = 20. Following mean-shift segmentation,

we applied a maximum likelihood (ML) classification algorithm using an equal a priori proba-

bility weighting to identify the class in which each cell had the highest probability of being a

member. The ML classification algorithm considers both the variances and covariances of pix-

els assigned to ‘classes’ (groups of pixels relating to a specific type of land-cover, in this

instance), selected within a signature training file [19]. Under the assumption that the distribu-

tion of a class sample is normal, each class was characterized by the mean vector and the

covariance matrix. Given these characteristics, for each cell value within the remotely sensed

imagery, the statistical probability of a cell belonging to each class is calculated and an appro-

priate classification is assigned [19]. We opted to use the following classes within this analysis:

dirt road and/or track, tarmac road, dense vegetation (for example: woodlands, forest, bush-

wood and shrubwood), grassland (for example: grassland, meadow, steppe and savannah) and

barren land. Signature files for use in the ML classification were produced by manually tracing

and assigning pixels within the remotely sensed imagery to one of the five classes described

above. Classification was performed using the “Train Maximum Likelihood Classifier” tool

within the “Spatial Analyst Toolbox” in ArcGIS. To account for “salt and pepper” speckling

effects representative of potentially misclassified and/or isolated cells, we performed post-clas-

sification processing. This processing stage included filtering to remove isolated cells [28],

smoothing to smooth rugged class boundaries [29], and generalizing to reclassify small regions

of isolated cells [30]. Post-classification cleaning was performed in ArcGIS.
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Classification validation

A total of 500 accuracy assessment points were randomly generated for each classified surface

(i.e. 3m × 3m and 0.5m × 0.5m imagery). A step-by-step comparison was then made for each

randomly selected point, noting the algorithm-derived class and the manually assigned

(ground-truth) class. Utilising this information, a confusion matrix was constructed for each

image source. Accuracy was calculated with respect to both omission and commission rates,

where omission refers to instances where a feature (point) is omitted from the evaluated cate-

gory, and commission refers to instances where a feature is incorrectly assigned to the category

being evaluated.

Road network update

Using the outputs from the image classification process, the GPS tracking data, and available

OSM data, two contemporary road networks (one per remotely sensed data source) were pro-

duced. Cleaned, field-obtained tracking points were used to inform estimates of average travel

speeds along selected roads as follows. Tracking points were converted to polylines, consisting

of line segments constructed from five trailing points. These segments were assigned a mean

observed speed by calculating the Euclidean distance of each segment and incorporating start

and end times. These segments were then rasterised, resulting cells were stacked, and overlap-

ping cells resulting from replicate trips across all tracking days were averaged. This produced a

surface indicating the average observed speed for each cell. Tracks obtained during December

2018 were withheld from this network and were used for validation (see below). A surface

detailing urban and rural locations [31] was used to categorise roads as being within urban or

rural areas. This classification was paired with data from the Ugandan Traffic and Road Safety

Act, detailing maximum speed limits based on roads within urban/built-up areas and rural

areas. Characterising roads by these features imply a legal maximum speed for each road rep-

resentative of true travel speeds. Classified urban and classified rural cells were assigned the

speeds given in Table 1, as informed by the official Traffic and Road Safety Act 2004 [32] and

the Highway code [33].

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index analysis

As the majority of mapped roads do not lead directly to a river or tributary, trap attendants are

required to traverse off-road in order to reach suitable habitats for trap placement. We there-

fore aimed to characterise the cost associated with off-road travel within our analysis. Utilising

the two differing imagery sources, two separate NDVI surfaces were generated (Eq 2). During

the NDVI calculation, output values were normalised to range between -1.0 and 1.0, represent-

ing greenness. Generally, output NDVI values�0 represent waterbodies including lakes and

major rivers; values between 0.1 and 0.2 represent barren land, including areas of rock, sand,

or snow; values between 0.2 and 0.3 represent shrub and grassland (areas of moderate vegeta-

tion), and values between 0.3 and 0.8 represent areas of dense vegetation (for example temper-

ate and tropical rainforest) [34, 35].

Table 1. Assigned travel speeds to roads lacking ground-obtained tracking data.

Road type Speed (km/h)

Built-up area Rural area

Paved 50 100

Gravel/dirt 50 80

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.t001
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Where NIR represents the near infrared band, and R represents the red band within the RS

imagery:

NDVI ¼
ðNIR � RÞ
ðNIRþ RÞ

ðEq 2Þ

Assigning off-road resistance values

Resistance values are values associated with a specific cost to traverse through a cell (time, in sec-

onds). For this study, off-road resistance values were assigned utilising the NDVI outputs, with

cost values ranging based on indicative terrain. Locations which contain dense vegetation are gen-

erally slower to navigate and therefore cells representative of these areas were associated with a

higher resistance value; conversely, cells which represent areas with little to no vegetation were

presumed to be easier to traverse and were assigned a lower resistance value. Average off-road

walking speeds for differing terrains were obtained from published literature [20, 21] (Table 2).

Resistance surface and cost-distance analysis

The updated road networks, featuring a cell crossing time based on assigned speeds (represen-

tative of on-road resistance), were combined with their respective off-road resistance surface.

To validate the generated surfaces, we used field-obtained tracking data (obtained December

2018) withheld from the road network construction. Sixty-three segments along the withheld

tracks were used to create validation points. Using the resistance surface, the travel time from

the start to the end point of each segment was generated utilising a least-cost path algorithm

within QGIS 3.4.4 [36], plugin “Least-Cost Path” (produced by FlowMap Group [37]). The

specific algorithm implemented is referred to as Dijkstra’s algorithm, and is an approach utilis-

ing graph theory to identify the shortest path between two nodes; the algorithm is described in

detail in Dijkstra 1959 [38]. A linear regression model was then fitted to the observed travel

time data with predicted travel time being included as the only covariate to quantify the rela-

tionship between the two measures. The ability of the predicted travel time to each validation

point to accurately predict the observed travel time was used to detect an association between

the two, and to provide a means of adjusting the generated surface values if necessary. The

accuracy of each resistance surface was defined by the coefficient p-values, and by root-mean-

square error (RMSE). Utilising these resistance surfaces, two separate cost-distance analyses

were performed (one per spatial resolution), each using the location of our district entomolo-

gist’s base as the origin. The cost-distance analysis again implemented Dijkstra’s algorithm,

calculating the cumulative cost of travel from the origin to each grid cell in the resistance

surface.

Identifying optimal sentinel site placement

We performed a spatially stratified sampling approach to aid the identification of 104 least-

cost, high abundance locations per 25km2 for sentinel site placement. Firstly, we produced a

Table 2. Resistance values (cell crossing time) associated with off-road travel.

NDVI value Off road walking speed (km/h) Off road walking speed (m/s) Cell crossing time (ti)
0.5 × 0.5m 3m × 3m

�0 Essentially impassable Essentially impassable 200 200

0.1–0.2 3.5 0.97 0.73 4.37

0.2–0.3 2.48 0.69 1.03 6.14

0.3–0.8 1.49 0.41 1.73 10.34

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.t002
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fishnet consisting of 5 km × 5 km grid squares across Koboko district, and assigned each grid

square a sequential stratum identification number (see S2 Fig for strata distribution). For each

strata within the proposed intervention area, we ranked each cell by their predicted tsetse

abundance values [11], and by their predicted travel time from the origin–as obtained from

the cost-distance output. To account for spatial clustering, and to ensure a more even spatial

distribution of sentinel sites, we retained the cell with the highest predicted abundance and

lowest associated cost per 50m × 50m area. We calculated the cumulative rank for each cell

within the de-clustered dataset, where predicted abundance values were ranked from high to

low, and accessibility values ranked from low to high. We retained two locations (paired sites)

with the lowest cumulative rank per sampled strata, with these locations being identified as the

optimal placement for sentinel monitoring sites.

Utilising the travelling salesperson problem (TSP) to identify the optimal

route

Once the optimal location of monitoring sites was identified, we applied the travelling sales-

person problem (TSP) to identify the most efficient order in which to visit each site. The TSP

is an optimisation problem in which the following question is addressed: “Given a list of cities

and distances between each pair of cities, what is the shortest possible route that visits each city

and returns to the origin city?”[39]. We adapt this problem to answer “Given a list of monitor-

ing locations and travel times between each pair of locations, what is the shortest possible

route that visits each monitoring site and returns to the origin location?”. We solve this

through the implementation of “Concorde’s algorithm” [39], through the TSP package in R

[40]. First, the 3 × 3m friction surface was converted into a transition matrix through use of

the “transition” function in the gdistance R package [41]. Second, the pairwise distances

between each site was calculated to produce a distance matrix, through use of the “costDis-
tance” function in the gdistance package. We then implemented the TSP using the function

“TSP” and the distance matrix, and solved the TSP with “solve_TSP”; both functions are from

the TSP R package. By following the route identified by solving the TSP, and incorporating

30-minute stays at each pair of sites to deploy traps and/or collect samples, we group sites into

‘clusters’ which are feasible to visit within a 5-hour sampling day.

Results

GPS data collection

To inform estimates of on-road travel cost for each 3m × 3m and 0.5m × 0.5m cell within

Koboko district, Northern Uganda, we obtained tracking data during three periods: May-June

2017, February-April 2018, and December 2018-January 2019. Tracks collected between May

2017—April 2018 were used to inform road speeds, and tracks collected between December

2018-January 2019 were withheld for validating the resistance surfaces (S3 Fig).

OpenStreetMap accuracy assessment

Analyses evaluating the accuracy of an existing, community-driven, open-source road network

(from OpenStreetMap), indicate that at least one road exists within the OpenStreetMap

(OSM) dataset for 17 out of 25 randomly sampled 1km2 grid squares across Koboko district

(mean road length = 1.97 km). Only one out of 25 grid squares contained no visible roads

across sources (i.e. 0.5m imagery, 3m imagery, and OSM). When comparing total road length

visible in 3 × 3m imagery with that charted by OSM, the two sources show close agreement

(97.43% similarity [total road length across 25km2], paired t-Test p = 0.91), however, when
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comparing the 0.5 × 0.5m imagery and the OSM dataset, only 28.16% of digitised roads are

charted by OSM (paired t-Test p< 0.001, Fig 1, S1 Table, S4 Fig). This section of the analysis

provided the rationale for the classification of 0.5m imagery, with the inclusion potentially cap-

turing up to 71% more roads than OSM within the study area.

Image classification

Classification of two differing sources of remotely sensed imagery (0.5 × 0.5m and 3 × 3m)

yielded varying accuracies across classes, and across spatial resolutions, with accuracy values

ranging from 38% to 89% for dirt roads and 5% to 84% for tarmac roads for 3m and 0.5m

imagery respectively (Table 3; Fig 2). Overall image classification accuracy, considering all five

classes utilised (dirt road and/or track, tarmac road, dense vegetation, grassland and barren

land), ranged from 53% (3m) to 78% (0.5m), with 0.5m imagery proving to be more effective

at identifying both dirt and tarmac roads than the 3m imagery.

Resistance surface and cost-distance analysis

The accuracy of the resistance surfaces was assessed by investigating the relationship between

observed travel times and predicted travel times using withheld field-obtained GPS tracks and

a linear regression. Predicted values produced utilising the 3m resistance surface have a much

closer alignment with ground truth (observed) values, root-mean-square error (RMSE) = 3.93

Fig 1. Example of composite images of digitised road networks within Koboko district. Purple roads represent roads visible in 0.5m imagery [17], as digitised in this

study; black roads represent roads visible in 3m imagery [24], as digitised in this study, and light blue roads represent roads available within the OSM dataset [18]. The

overlap of all three colours indicate areas of consistency across sources.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.g001

Table 3. Maximum likelihood classification (MLC) accuracy assessment validation values for each class. Values represent the percentage of correctly classified cells

(classified vs ground truth) for the five classes of interest.

Class 3m imagery 0.5m imagery

Correct Incorrect Accuracy (%) Correct Incorrect Accuracy (%)

Dirt road and/or track 38 62 38.00 97 11 89.81

Tarmac road 5 95 5.00 84 16 84.00

Dense vegetation 91 9 91.00 95 5 95.00

Grassland 65 34 65.65 80 20 80.00

Barren land 70 30 70.00 38 54 41.30

Overall 269 230 53.91 394 106 78.80

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.t003
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(3m) than the 0.5m resistance surface (RMSE = 6.01). In separate regressions with validation

data from both surfaces, we identify that there is a significant association between observed and

predicted values (p<0.001 (0.5m) and p<0.001 (3m)), indicating a high performance of each

surface, with the 3m surface showing a stronger relationship with less variability (R2 = 0.66 vs

R2 = 0.49, 3m and 0.5m respectively). Summaries of resistance surface validation are provided

within S5 Fig and Table 4. Output cost-distance surfaces detailing the travel time from the loca-

tion of our field station to each gridded cell within Koboko district are provided as Fig 3.

Identification of optimal sentinel site placement

Utilising the 3m cost-distance surface and a predictive surface of tsetse abundance [11], we

identified the optimal placement of 104 sentinel sites within the current intervention area (52

paired locations) (Fig 4). Such sites are positioned within the most easily accessible, high abun-

dant locations for 26 unique 5 x 5 km strata across the intervention area. Optimal sentinel-site

placement identifies locations with abundance values ranging from 0.04–19.57 (mean = 5.21)

flies per cell, and locations which are within 5.55–151.81 (mean = 68.42) minutes from the

field station location.

Identification of the optimal route

Utilising the coordinates of the 52 paired monitoring site locations, derived above, we imple-

mented the traveling salesperson problem (TSP) to identify the optimal route in which to visit

these sites. The result of the TSP is shown as Fig 5. Based on the assumption that the field-team

Fig 2. Confusion matrices for the classification of each surface (Left: 3m, Right: 0.5m). Diagonal squares (bottom

left to top right) indicate the percentage of correctly classified cells per class.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.g002

Table 4. Model summaries for resistance surface validation. Summary statistics from four separate linear regressions are provided.

3m resistance surface 0.5m resistance surface

Training data Validation data Training data Validation data

p-value < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001 < 0.001

Coefficient 1.10 0.59 0.78 0.34

RMSE 1.11 3.93 0.85 6.01

R2 0.93 0.66 0.95 0.49

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.t004
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will spend up to 5 hours sampling per day, incorporating travel times, we grouped sites to

identify sampling clusters to visit per day. We show that a sampling period of four days is

required to ensure that all sample locations are visited.

Discussion

This analysis investigated the ability of high-resolution satellite imagery to inform estimates of

accessibility to entomological sampling sites, using tsetse control as an example application.

Fig 3. Cost-distance surfaces. Figures show the cumulative travel time from the field site origin (black point), to each subsequent cell within the

surface. Left: 3m cost-distance surface, Right: 0.5m cost-distance surface. This figure was generated using ArcGIS version 10.4 [42].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.g003
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Fig 4. Optimal placement of sentinel sites (max two sites per grid square [25km2]) within Koboko district. Location of

optimal sites visualised alongside the 3m accessibility surface (this study) and tsetse abundance surface [11], dashed lines

represent the 5 x 5km sampling strata used to allocate optimal sites. This figure was generated using ArcGIS version 10.4

[42].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.g004
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We started by scrutinising the completeness of an existing open source road network for

Koboko district, Uganda, comparing charted roads with those obtainable from manual digiti-

sation of remotely sensed (RS) imagery at two differing spatial resolutions. Results from this

section of the analysis indicate that, for this region of Uganda, roads visible within 3m imagery

matched 97.43% of roads identified in OpenStreetMap (OSM) (paired t-Test p = 0.91) (Fig 1,

Fig 5. Left: Optimal route in which to sample the identified sentinel sites within Koboko district. Right: Clusters of sentinel sites are identified by

enforcing a maximum sampling and travel period of 5-hours within Koboko district. This figure was generated using ArcGIS version 10.4 [42].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008096.g005
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S1 Table). Comparing roads visible within 0.5m RS imagery, and those charted by OSM, yields

28.16% consistency across sources (paired t-Test p< 0.001) (S1 Table).

As data published on OSM is the result of community contributions incorporating local

knowledge, data coverage is often inconsistent. The recent establishment of several refugee

camps across the West Nile Region has resulted in increased road mapping efforts within this

area, which explains the high levels of coverage seen here [43]. OpenStreetMap completeness

varies globally and the analyses we have developed will be particularly useful in places where

OSM and standard sources of information on road networks are scant [44].

Part of our analysis aimed to infer the effect of including spatially disaggregated data on

estimates of accessibility, detailing whether the extra information obtainable from 0.5m imag-

ery produces refined estimates. The results of a maximum likelihood classification algorithm

indicate a high ability to identify roads and associated features within the 0.5m imagery, mir-

roring that seen by manual digitisation (Table 3; Fig 2). Results from image classification also

indicate that the spatial detail available within 3m imagery is too coarse to classify roads in this

district accurately (38% and 5% accuracy for dirt and tarmac roads respectively). This result is

to be expected as the majority of roads within Koboko district rarely exceed a width of 3m,

resulting in decreased visibility; narrow roads are likely to be common across large parts of

rural Africa [45]. The utility of 3m imagery may be greater in more developed areas, where

roads exceed 3m in width.

Despite a higher image classification accuracy and a better model fit to training data, the

0.5m resistance surface appears to under-perform when presented with withheld GPS tracking

data compared to the 3m resistance surface (Table 4, S5 Fig). Both resistance surfaces show a

significant linear relationship between observed and predicted values, however, the 3m resis-

tance surface has a lower root-mean-square error (3.93 vs 6.01 respectively). This under-per-

formance may be due to the increased number of roads within the 0.5m resistance surface, and

some of the assumptions made regarding travel along roads of differing class. While we have

used the best possible information available to us, there will invariably be additional factors

that may affect how accessible a location is. Should, in practice, a location be more difficult to

access than predicted using our approach, an alternative location will be selected based both

on the outcome of this approach and field-based information. We envisage this process to be

somewhat iterative, with new GPS data collected during the first visit to a proposed monitor-

ing site. This new data may be used to improve surface validation and refine some of the

assumptions made during the approach described here. When using the surfaces to identify

optimal placement of sentinel-sites, the relative travel-time to each cell is as informative as the

actual travel-time. Despite varying RMSEs, the significant relationship between predicted and

observed travel times, support the utility of the generated surfaces.

By combining the generated 3m accessibility surface (Fig 3) with previously published esti-

mates of tsetse-abundance [11], we provide a novel framework for the identification of efficient

locations in which to place sentinel-monitoring sites (Fig 4). Previous methods to inform the

placement of sentinel-monitoring sites have been based on intuition, incorporating knowledge

of tsetse ecology and local knowledge of roads within an intervention area. Here, we further

quantify this process, providing a more robust approach that can be applied to a range of vec-

tor-borne diseases. The movement from a nuanced, ad-hoc process to an evidence-based one

will allow for a more efficient assessment of tsetse control programmes. Although we have pro-

vided a quantifiable approach for prioritising spatial sampling of disease vectors, we are aware

that knowledge of additional country and context specific factors such as varying vector behav-

iours and geographic accessibility are invaluable for designing and implementing an effective

monitoring program. Such approaches should be tailored for the vector, disease, and country

of interest, with the work described here providing a framework from which to build. Local
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knowledge can still be useful in the design and implementation of this approach, potentially

when identifying changes in accessibility (such as the creation or disuse of roads), or through

refinement of selected sites. The application of the methods used here to the context of inter-

vention monitoring and assessment is novel, and the refinement of results has several cost-

effective implications as vector control expands to other areas within the region.

The distribution and abundance of disease vectors dynamically change in response to varia-

tions in biotic and abiotic conditions [46, 47]. The methodology described here is receptive to

new surfaces detailing expanding or decreasing species ranges, however our approach is

focused on identifying static monitoring sites based off conditions at the time of implementa-

tion of the intervention. Periodic updates to OSM data may be used to generate contemporary

geographic accessibility surfaces reflecting the creation of new road networks or the disuse of

others. Although this methodology has the potential for dynamic updates, we are aware that

our approach requires a technical understanding of GIS and remote sensing, factors which

may prevent uptake and application in developing countries outside of the framework of inter-

nationally supported programs. These factors may be addressed through capacity strengthen-

ing programmes, where GIS skills can be integrated as part of the curriculum.

Several important vector-borne NTDs have been targeted for elimination as a public-health

problem by 2020 within the WHO NTD roadmap [4]. Unfortunately, however, the burden of

numerous VBDs will continue beyond the ambitious 2020 target [48–50]. As evident within

the WHO roadmap, both disease and vector surveillance form large components of most elim-

ination strategies; however, the Strategic and Technical Advisory Group (STAG) for NTDs

also recognise the need for a better understanding of the economic aspects of NTD control. By

providing methods to ensure that vector control programmes operate at maximum efficiency,

we can ensure that the limited funding associated with some of these NTDs has the largest

impact.

Although this analysis does not serve as an economic evaluation of methods to assess con-

trol programme efficacy, previous work has shown that vehicle running and travel costs are

within the top five associated costs of running a tsetse control programme [51, 52], with staff

salaries being the most expensive element. By strategically placing sentinel-monitoring sites in

locations that are associated with a low accessibility cost, programmes can reduce costs associ-

ated with travel (e.g., fuel, maintenance) and staff expenses, with current costs of tsetse moni-

toring being ~9.0$/km2/year (10.6% of tsetse control programme budgets) [52]. The

accessibility surface may also contribute toward cost-effective planning of pre-intervention

surveys, which are responsible for roughly 6% of control program budgets [52]. Furthermore,

by informing the positioning of these sites by additional metrics, such as pre-intervention

abundance, we identify locations that may provide more accurate evaluations of control effi-

cacy. Further research should be performed to evaluate the precise economic gains of this

approach.

Accessibility, in general, is a very sought-after metric and the methodology applied here,

although currently restricted to one district in Northern Uganda and limited to the purpose of

identifying accessible tsetse monitoring sites, could inform other accessibility analyses within

the area such as access to HAT diagnostic centres, and may be applied to a range of vector-

borne diseases.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Existing and planned intervention areas. Blue areas identify both current and

planned Tiny Target intervention areas within the West Nile Region of Northern Uganda.

(TIF)
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S2 Fig. Distribution of 5 × 5 km sampling strata across Koboko district.

(TIF)

S3 Fig. Spatial distribution of ground truth data. Left: Tracks used to inform speeds along

select roads (training data). Right: Tracks used to validate the generated cost-distance surfaces

(validation data).

(TIF)

S4 Fig. Composite images of digitised road networks within Koboko district. Purple roads

represent roads visible in 0.5m imagery; black roads represent roads visible in 3m imagery,

and light blue roads represent roads available within the OSM dataset. The overlap of all three

colours indicate areas of consistency across sources.

(TIF)

S5 Fig. Regression plots. Plots from a linear regression using observed travel time data with

predicted travel time as the only covariate. Top Left: Regression using 3m within-sample

(training) data. Top Right: Regression using 3m out-of-sample (validation) data. Bottom Left:

Regression using 0.5m within-sample (training) data. Bottom Right: Regression using 0.5m

out-of-sample (validation) data.

(TIF)

S1 Table. Results of OpenStreetMap data validation.

(PDF)

S1 File. 3 meter resolution resistance surface. Available via FigShare: 10.6084/m9.fig-

share.11837019.

(TIF)

S2 File. 0.5 meter resolution resistance surface. Available via FigShare: 10.6084/m9.fig-

share.11837070.

(DOCX)

S3 File. Code used for the analysis.

(ZIP)
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4
Optimising passive surveillance of a

neglected tropical disease
Disease surveillance is essential for effective control, treatment and containment of

disease. In the eventuality of elimination, surveillance measures are often reduced or

’scaled-back’, to decrease associated economical costs, i.e., training, personnel; however,

such scale-backs need to maintain adequate coverage of the population at-risk. Methods

for informing scale-back are currently lacking.

The second research chapter (Chapter 3), details the methods for constructing resistance

surfaces used in cost-distance analyses. Such surfaces aid the determination of travel

times across, generally, 2-dimensional space. In this thesis I propose that the approach

may be applied to quantify access to existing g-HAT facilities, and, if combined with a

simulation where the number and location of facilities is allowed to vary, can identify the

number and spatial positioning of facilities required to meet population coverage targets.

This chapter details the methods and describes the outputs from applying a cost-distance

simulation-based modelling approach to aid scale-back of NTD surveillance. Here, the

approach is demonstrated for g-HAT, quantifying travel time to health facilities offering g-

HAT diagnostics within seven districts in north-western Uganda. The publication included

within this chapter is published in final form in PLoS Neglected Tropical Diseases. A

statement of contributions for this chapter is given in the ’list of publications’ section.
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Abstract

Background

Surveillance is an essential component of global programs to eliminate infectious diseases

and avert epidemics of (re-)emerging diseases. As the numbers of cases decline, costs of

treatment and control diminish but those for surveillance remain high even after the ‘last’

case. Reducing surveillance may risk missing persistent or (re-)emerging foci of disease.

Here, we use a simulation-based approach to determine the minimal number of passive sur-

veillance sites required to ensure maximum coverage of a population at-risk (PAR) of an

infectious disease.

Methodology and principal findings

For this study, we use Gambian human African trypanosomiasis (g-HAT) in north-western

Uganda, a neglected tropical disease (NTD) which has been reduced to historically low

levels (<1000 cases/year globally), as an example. To quantify travel time to diagnostic

facilities, a proxy for surveillance coverage, we produced a high spatial-resolution resis-

tance surface and performed cost-distance analyses. We simulated travel time for the

PAR with different numbers (1–170) and locations (170,000 total placement combina-

tions) of diagnostic facilities, quantifying the percentage of the PAR within 1h and 5h

travel of the facilities, as per in-country targets. Our simulations indicate that a 70%

reduction (51/170) in diagnostic centres still exceeded minimal targets of coverage even

for remote populations, with >95% of a total PAR of ~3million individuals living �1h from a

diagnostic centre, and we demonstrate an approach to best place these facilities, inform-

ing a minimal impact scale back.

Conclusions

Our results highlight that surveillance of g-HAT in north-western Uganda can be scaled back

without substantially reducing coverage of the PAR. The methodology described can
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contribute to cost-effective and equable strategies for the surveillance of NTDs and other

infectious diseases approaching elimination or (re-)emergence.

Author summary

Disease surveillance systems are an essential component of public health practice and are

often considered the first line in averting epidemics for (re-)emerging diseases. Regular

evaluation of surveillance systems ensures that they remain operating at maximum effi-

ciency; systems that survey diseases of low incidence, such as those within elimination set-

tings, should be simplified to reduce the reporting burden. A lack of guidance on how to

optimise disease surveillance in an elimination setting may result in added expense, and/

or the underreporting of disease. Here, we propose a framework methodology to deter-

mine systematically the optimal number and placement of surveillance sites for the sur-

veillance of infectious diseases approaching elimination. By utilising estimates of

geographic accessibility, through the construction of a resistance surface and a simulation

approach, we identify that the number of operational diagnostic facilities for Gambian

human African trypanosomiasis in north-western Uganda can be reduced by 70% with a

minimal reduction in existing coverage, and identify the minimum number of facilities

required to meet coverage targets. Our analysis can be used to inform the number and

positioning of surveillance sites for diseases within an elimination setting. Passive surveil-

lance becomes increasingly important as cases decline and active surveillance becomes

less cost-effective; methods to evaluate how best to engage this passive surveillance capac-

ity given facility capacity and geographic distribution are pertinent for several NTDs

where diagnosis is complex. Not only is this a complicated research area for diseases

approaching elimination, a well-designed surveillance system is essential for the detection

of emerging diseases, with this work being topical in a climate where emerging pathogens

are becoming more commonplace.

Introduction

Quantifying the spatial and temporal distribution of cases is essential for the development,

implementation and monitoring of programmes to control or eliminate infectious diseases [1–

3]. In general, costs for treatment and control of a disease scale with the number of cases, but

those for surveillance can be high even when disease incidence is low [4]. Programmes aiming

to eliminate or eradicate a disease maintain high levels of surveillance, as illustrated by the

global programmes against smallpox and polio [5,6]. Similarly, surveillance systems to detect

(re-)emerging diseases may also have relatively large surveillance costs in relation to the num-

bers of cases [7]. Maintaining adequate surveillance for diseases approaching elimination or

with potential for emergence can be prohibitively costly for national health systems, particu-

larly for resource-poor countries in the tropics [8,9], and as such, approaches for cost-effective

surveillance are required.

Neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) cause high levels of mortality and morbidity in some of

the world’s poorest countries [10,11]. A global program aims to eliminate or eradicate eleven

NTDs by 2030 and as the elimination of several NTDs approaches, globally and/or nationally,

there is a pressing need for cost-effective strategies to detect the last remaining cases [12,13].
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The new surveillance strategies will need to be adapted to the disease itself, local health systems

and the population at risk (PAR) [1].

Disease surveillance systems include active, passive, sentinel, and statistical approaches, but

the majority of reportable disease surveillance is conducted through passive surveillance

[14,15]. Passive surveillance is based primarily on compilation of case reports submitted by

healthcare facilities, produced when infected individuals present to the facility for diagnosis

and treatment. One approach to improving cost-effectiveness of passive surveillance is to

quantify the minimal number of surveillance sites that provides maximal coverage of the PAR.

Towards this aim, we combined estimates of travel time to passive surveillance sites with a sim-

ulation-based approach to determine the optimal number of sites required to ensure that 50%

and 95% of a PAR of Gambian human African trypanosomiasis (g-HAT) are within 1-hour

and 5-hours of a diagnostic facility, respectively. The aforementioned criteria come from in-

country targets [16], however, the approach described here can be adapted for a range of

NTDs in an elimination setting, with varying coverage and travel time requirements deter-

mined by national governments, NGOs or other disease surveillance operators.

Scale back in the context of human African trypanosomiasis

Human African trypanosomiasis (HAT, also called ‘sleeping sickness’) is an NTD occurring

across sub-Saharan Africa, caused by sub-species of Trypanosoma brucei transmitted by tsetse

flies. Most (>95%) cases of HAT are caused by T. b. gambiense (g-HAT), for which humans are

the primary host; the remaining ~5% of cases are caused by T. b. rhodesiense (r-HAT) for which

the primary reservoirs are animal hosts [17]. No prophylaxis or vaccine exists for either form of

HAT. Therapeutic drugs are available [18], but the toxic nature of chemotherapy requires that

infection status is confirmed before the patient is treated. Disease prevention and control efforts

focus on the detection and treatment of existing cases and control of the tsetse vector [19].

The World Health Organization (WHO) aims to eliminate g-HAT as a public health prob-

lem by 2030. The definitions of elimination include fewer than 2,000 cases reported per

annum globally, a 90% reduction in areas reporting>1 case in 10,000 per annum compared to

2000–2004, with a country-level indicator of elimination defined as fewer than 1 reported case

per 10,000 people, per annum (averaged over a 5-year period) in each health district, in con-

junction with adequate, functional control and surveillance [20]. Uganda is on track to achieve

this goal with a reduction from 2,757 (range, 310–948 cases/year) cases reported between

2000–2004 to 18 (range, 0–9 cases/year) cases in 2014–18 [21]. These reductions are mostly

attributable to active screening and treatment of the population [22,23], and, more recently,

vector control [24]. For g-HAT, active screening has been the cornerstone of surveillance in

most foci during periods of high case numbers. As case numbers decline this has become

increasingly less cost-effective and surveillance has switched to a passive system.

Plans to scale back the number of passive surveillance sites operating RDTs are ongoing in

Uganda, with the target of ensuring that by 2030,�50% of at-risk populations should live

within 1-hour of a health facility with HAT diagnostics and�95% should live within 5-hours

[16]. The number of health facilities using HAT RDTs were reviewed in July 2014 and Septem-

ber 2015, in response to the evolving epidemiological situation of g-HAT in Uganda [25]. Pre-

vious analyses utilised the Euclidean distance to facilities as opposed to estimates of travel

time. The number of facilities in operation may be further reviewed to better quantify accessi-

bility, identify the minimal number required to ensure sufficient coverage, and to maximise

cost-effectiveness.

Optimisation of passive screening capacity in NW Uganda must consider two key elements.

First, there must be evidence of reduced transmission, be this supported by active screening or
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reduced abundance of tsetse [23,24]. Second, g-HAT has a very long interval between infection

and detection of a case, and cases can remain undetected for some time [26], therefore we are

required to consider the long tail of this case distribution and any reservoirs of infection [27].

Consequently, the resource review proposed here should target a wider area that has been his-

torically at risk in order to detect any residual infections in the area. The streamlining or opti-

misation of the number of facilities might be considered a step towards establishment of a

network of sentinel screening sites to monitor post-elimination [17].

The work described here aims to utilise information on the location of operational HAT

diagnostic facilities, alongside estimates of travel time to said facilities, to inform an analysis

designed to identify the optimal number, and placement of, surveillance facilities required to

meet the in-country coverage targets defined above.

Methods

Study setting

The focal area of this study is north-western Uganda where we focus on seven districts within

the West Nile region which form Uganda’s g-HAT endemic area. These endemic districts are

Arua (2,100 km2), Maracha (693 km2), Koboko (862 km2), Amuru (3,625km2), Adjumani

(3,030km2), Moyo (1,800km2), and Yumbe (1,524 km2). Collectively, these districts have a

population of approximately 3.5 million people [28]. For the purpose of this study, from this

point onwards, we refer to these seven districts as “north-western Uganda”.

High-resolution resistance surface

To quantify travel time to diagnostic facilities, we first sought to generate a resistance surface

for north-western Uganda at a 30m × 30m spatial resolution. Resistance surfaces (also termed

‘friction surfaces’) contain estimates of associated travel cost for gridded cells within a Carte-

sian plane and are used within cost-distance analyses to quantify the effort required to travel

between each cell and an origin point [29]. To construct the resistance surface, we collated

data from a variety of sources. We obtained comprehensive road network data from Open-

StreetMap [30], and assigned travel speeds along differing road classes based off observed

speeds from GPS tracks obtained during February-April 2018 [31]. Speeds were representative

of motorcycle travel, in agreement with the most commonly used mode of transportation in

Uganda [32]. Estimates of off-road travel were generated utilising remotely sensed Landsat-8

data [33], and a normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) [34,35], paired with informa-

tion from studies detailing travel time through varying vegetation densities [36,37]. Finally, we

combined off-road and on-road travel estimates to produce a comprehensive resistance sur-

face detailing the time taken to traverse through each 30m × 30m gridded cell. We evaluated

the accuracy of the resistance surface by comparing predicted travel time along 1,000 routes

with times derived from Google Maps within a linear regression [38]. An in-depth description

of the process is provided within S1 File.

Health facility data

In 2013, a new passive surveillance strategy was implemented in north-western Uganda, which

saw the number of facilities participating in passive surveillance increase from four to 212,

which was subsequently adjusted to 170 in 2017 [25]. Each facility utilises either RDTs alone

[39], or RDTs and microscopy techniques [40], and is supplemented by mini-anion exchange

centrifugation technique (mAECT) [41], with three of these second group facilities also

equipped with loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) for identifying suspected g-
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HAT cases (Fig 1A) [42]. For facilities with available data, the number of RDTs used during

2017 is shown within Fig 1B. Facilities operating LAMP and LED diagnostics serve as referral

sites for RDT positive individuals, and are representative of larger facilities with higher quality

services [25].

Human population density data

To detail the number of individuals within HAT risk areas who live within 1-hour and 5-hours

travel time of a HAT diagnostic facility, we utilised a high-resolution population density sur-

face [28]. This surface matched the spatial resolution of the resistance surface generated above

(30m × 30m) and was re-sampled to ensure gridded cells aligned. A crude estimate of the PAR

of g-HAT within the study region was determined by creating a 10km radius buffer around

reported cases between 2000 and 2018 (Fig 2A) [21,25], representative of moderate risk (Fig

2B). Case data were obtained from the WHO HAT atlas [21], and the occurrence locations

represent either the residence of the individual (data collected through active screening), or

the location in which a case was diagnosed (if diagnosed during passive screening). Unfortu-

nately, there is uncertainty surrounding the location of infection with both collection methods,

and one of the advantages of buffering case data is that this approach accounts for some of the

uncertainty surrounding the true location of infection. Several papers quantifying g-HAT risk

similarly use a buffer around case data, albeit a more conservative distance of 30km (see

Fig 1. A: Location of existing HAT diagnostic centres across endemic districts in north-western Uganda (2017, n = 170),

coloured by type of diagnostic method used. B: Number of HAT rapid diagnostic tests (RDTs) used by operational facilities

during 2017. Maps produced in QGIS [43].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008599.g001

Fig 2. A: Spatial distribution of g-HAT cases within north-western Uganda, 2000–2018. B: Areas at risk of g-HAT,

identified as locations within 10km of a case. Maps produced in QGIS [43].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008599.g002
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Franco et al. 2014 [19], 2017 [17], 2018 [44] and 2020 [20]). The population-at-risk surfaces

within Franco et al. are generated for the whole continent and we believe that, in the absence

of a HAT-risk model, this approach is a good quantification of those at risk within north-west-

ern Uganda. Buffering case data identified 3,025,801 individuals living within at-risk areas

(PAR provided as S1 Data). The PAR surface used in this analysis captures the historic distri-

bution of g-HAT within north-western Uganda and is therefore greater than PAR surfaces

generated using only contemporary data (e.g. Simarro et al. [45]). The inclusion of historic

data (2000–2018) provides higher confidence in the detection of disease and residual cases

from across the area where transmission has occurred previously.

Simulation of accessibility to diagnostic centres under differing placements

Information on the location of existing g-HAT diagnostic facilities may be paired with the

resistance surface to answer any of the following questions:

1. What is the smallest collection of the existing facilities that would meet the coverage

requirements (i.e.�50% of PAR within 1h;�95% within 5h)?

2. What reductions in health facility numbers can be made without significantly reducing cur-

rent levels of coverage with respect to 1h and 5h travel time targets?

3. Given a fixed number of facilities (for example, informed by funding availability or from

answering questions one or two), what is the best spatial placement of said facilities to

ensure maximum coverage of the PAR?

Deriving the optimal number of facilities

To derive the optimal number of facilities required within north-western Uganda to ensure that

�50% of the PAR live less than 1 hour, and�95% of the PAR live less than 5 hours from a health

facility with HAT diagnostics respectively, we performed a simulation study. Suppose Sn is the

set of all possible combinations of n facilities from the 170 currently available. We wish to obtain

an estimate of the average PAR living within 1 or 5 hours of a facility for all possible values of n,

but once n>1, the total number of combinations of n facilities is very large and computationally

prohibitive. As such, we adopted a simulation approach, such that for n = 2,..,170 we generated

Ŝn which consisted of 1,000 random samples of n facilities. For each sample, i = 1,. . .,1000 we cal-

culated the size of the PAR within 1, (Ai
n) or 5, (Bi

n) hours of any of the n facilities using a cost-

distance analysis implemented within R (version 3.5.1). From this we can obtain Mn, the average

number of people within 1 hour, and Vn, the average number of people within 5 hours of any of

the n facilities (Eqs 1 and 2). Qn represents the proportion of simulations for which more than

50% of the PAR, (D), are within 1 hours travel to any of the n facilities (Eq 3), and Zn represents

the proportion of simulations for which more than 95% of the PAR are within 5 hours travel to

any of the n facilities (Eq 4). To avoid spatial clustering within samples, we utilised an inhibitory

sampling approach when generating Ŝn, ensuring a minimum distance of 4km between sampled

facilities [46]. The optimal facility number simulation is outlined in Eqs 1–4:

Mn ¼
X1000

i¼1

Ai
n

1000

Vn ¼
X1000

i¼1

Bi
n

1000
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Qn ¼

P
I Ai

n >
1

2
D

� �

1000

Zn ¼

P
IðBi

n > 0:95DÞ
1000

The minimal number of facilities, Nmin, was identified as the lowest value of n for which

both Qn and Zn > 0.

Deriving the optimal placement of facilities when the facility number is

known

To demonstrate how our approach can be used to determine the optimal placement of a fixed

number of facilities when the target number to retain is known (i.e. informed by the above

simulation, or when predefined by disease surveillance budgets), we implemented a further

simulation analysis. For this simulation, when given a fixed number of facilities, n, we wish to

identify the optimal subset of n facilities, from the 170 available which results in the highest

percentage of the PAR within 1-hour and 5-hour travel. N’dungu et al. [47], detail in their

work reporting on the Trypa-NO! project within north-western Uganda, that there is funding

available to retain a maximum of 51 g-HAT diagnostic facilities from the 170 facilities cur-

rently operational. Here, using 51 facilities as an example, we demonstrate how the optimal

placement of these facilities can be determined from an existing distribution using a cost-dis-

tance simulation. It should be noted that the number of available combinations (C(170, 51)) is

computationally prohibitive, therefore we employed a simulation approach utilising 10,000

random combinations of 51 facilities. For each sample, the total population within 1-hour and

5-hour of a facility was determined utilising a cost-distance analysis (Aj
51 and Bj

51 respectively,

j = 1,. . .,10000). For these simulations, we did not employ an inhibitory sampling approach,

with no minimal distance enforced between selected facilities within each sample. The optimal

selection of the 51 facilities was the combination that resulted in the largest number of the

PAR being within the pre-defined criteria, as determined by a cumulative rank assessing per-

centage coverage within both 1-hour and 5-hour thresholds.

As a baseline for which to assess the impact of a scale back on accessibility of the PAR, we

generated a cost-distance surface including all 170 facilities, representative of the situation in

2017. We then compared the predicted travel time for each 30 × 30m cell under the optimal

scale back scenario, with the predicted travel time under the scenario representative of 2017, to

determine which geographic locations would be most affected.

Results

High-resolution resistance surface

The high-resolution resistance surface generated showed good agreement when compared

with freely obtained estimates of travel time from Google Maps, for 1,000 randomly generated

validation routes across north-western Uganda (R2 = 0.902, p<2e−16) (Fig 3A). The spatial dis-

tribution of the origin and destination locations used within the validation process is shown as

Fig 3B. Whilst there is strong correlation, modelled travel times are predicted to be slightly

slower when compared to Google (root-mean-square error = 14.98), this is likely due to our

estimates relating to motorbike based travel, vs Google times being representative of car travel.

Nonetheless, this validation process provided confidence in the resistance surface, and
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subsequently in our estimates of travel time to diagnostic facilities. To facilitate reproducibility

and additional research applications within the region, the resulting resistance surface is pro-

vided as S2 Data.

Deriving the minimal number of facilities

Results from the simulation experiment defined in Eqs 1–4 indicate that within north-western

Uganda, a minimum of three facilities are required to ensure that 50% of the PAR live within

1-hours travel of a HAT diagnostic facility, and a minimum of one facility is required to ensure

and 95% of the PAR live within 5-hours travel (Fig 4), when considering a subset (1000 simula-

tions) of all possible combinations of n facilities. These results, however, may be biased toward

highly populated areas (i.e. urban centres) and it is unlikely that an initial scale back of this

magnitude would be adopted by a national program due to a range of political and contextual

factors. We present a plot showing the median percentage of the population living outside of

1-hours travel time as Fig 4B. This plot demonstrates that to maintain similar levels of coverage

to that achieved by all 170 facilities in operation, scaling back to 51 facilities would ensure that

95.25% of the PAR would be within 1-hours travel of a facility, opposed to ~50% of the PAR

with the much reduced scale back to three facilities. We focus on this 1-hour threshold, as the

5-hour threshold is easily attained across our study area. Although we demonstrate that the

�50% within 1-hour and�95% within 5-hour coverage targets can be achieved with very few

facilities, our results question the effects of such a dramatic scale back on access inequality.

Coverage targets can be easily met by a low number of facilities if such facilities are located

within urban centres; this approach, however, may further isolate remote rural populations if

care isn’t taken when planning a scale back.

Deriving the optimal placement of facilities when the facility number is

known

As a baseline for which to assess the impact of a scale back on the accessibility of the PAR, we

first generated estimates of accessibility to all 170 facilities which were operational in 2017 (Fig

5A and 5B). The results from the cost-distance analysis utilising all 170 facilities indicate that

96.15% and 99.77% of the population at risk of HAT live within 1-hour and 5-hours travel

time of a HAT diagnostic facility in 2017 respectively.

Fig 3. A: Result of a linear regression comparing observed travel times from Google Maps, and modelled travel time

(our surface) (R2 = 0.902, p<2e−16). B: Spatial distribution of origin/destination locations (black dots) used to validate

the resistance surface. Blue lines represent pairing of origin/destination locations used to inform the regression

presented in A.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008599.g003
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Fig 4. A: Results from the simulation to derive the minimal number of facilities required to ensure 50% of the

population live within 1-hour travel time of a facility with HAT diagnostics (green) and 95% of the population live

within 5-hours travel time of a facility with HAT diagnostics (blue). Results are shown as the percentage of simulations

(from a total of 1000) which meet the�50% and�95% coverage targets. B: Median population (expressed as a

percentage) living outside of 1-hours travel, across all 1000 simulations per n facilities. Grey represents the maximum

and minimum % coverage value obtained across all 1000 simulations per n facilities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008599.g004
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Fig 5. Predicted travel time, in minutes, to a g-HAT diagnostic facility. A) Predicted travel time (in minutes) to reach a diagnostic facility within north-

western Uganda, assuming the comprehensive distribution of 170 facilities. B) The predicted travel time surface detailed in A, presented as a categorical surface.

C) Predicted travel time (in minutes) to reach a diagnostic facility within north-western Uganda, using the scaled-back number (n = 51; (47)) of facilities, with

placement derived from the simulation study. D) The predicted travel time surface detailed in C, presented as a categorical surface. E) The difference in travel

time, for each gridded cell, between surfaces A and C. Red cells indicate geographic areas where the increase predicted travel time, in the event of scale back, is

greatest. F) The location of the optimal placement for the 51 facilities. Yellow pixels (30m x 30m) show the realised distribution of the population at risk, where

each pixel represents one or more individuals living inside of the mask for the buffered case data (mask shown as dark grey). The black line running through the

centre of our study area represents the Albert Nile river. Maps produced in QGIS [43].

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008599.g005
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To demonstrate the ability of this approach to identify the optimal placement of facilities

when the facility number is known, either as derived from the above simulation, or pre-

defined, we generated 10,000 estimates of travel time to facilities under varying selection com-

binations of 51 facilities, the number operating from late 2018 onwards [47]. For each simula-

tion, we evaluated the percentage of individuals living within each coverage category (i.e.

within 1-hour and 5-hours travel of a facility). The optimal placement of the 51 facilities, from

the available distribution of 170 operational facilities resulted in no significant difference in

the proportion of the PAR living within 1-hours travel of a facility, when compared to the esti-

mate utilising all 170 facilities (P = 0.91; all 170 facilities = 96.15%, 51 facilities = 95.25% cover-

age). As expected, the coverage of the PAR within 1-hour travel, when quantified using the

optimal placement of these 51 facilities far exceeds the in-country coverage target of 50%.

Although our 10,000 simulations were only a subset of the total possible combination of 51

facilities from a set of 170, (C(170, 51)), we show that multiple combinations results in cover-

age estimates with negligible differences, particularly in reference to the 5-hour threshold (Fig

6). Of our 10,000 simulations, 9920 (99.2%) are estimated to have a 5-hour threshold coverage

above 99.7% (meeting the coverage value if all 170 facilities are considered). Of these, 9028

(90.28%) have a 1-hour threshold coverage above 90%, whereas the 1-hour coverage is 96.15%

if all 170 facilities are considered. We know that the maximum possible coverage cannot

exceed that obtained using all 170 facilities (96.15%). As a result, while there may exist an

excluded combination that exceeds the coverage obtained by the best identified set in our sim-

ulation (95.25%), any improvement would be marginal and negligible (at most 0.9%).

A comparison showing the accessibility to diagnostic facilities is given in Fig 5, detailing

accessibility to all 170 facilities in operation during 2017 (Fig 5A and 5B) and the scaled back

number of 51 facilities operating from late 2018 [47], with the optimal placement determined

through our approach (Fig 5C and 5D). To aid interpretation, we visualise the cost-distance

Fig 6. Result of the simulation to determine the optimal combination of 51 facilities, from a total of 10,000

combinations. Each dot represents the result of a single simulation containing a randomly sampled combination of 51

facilities, derived from a total set of 170 unique facilities within north-western Uganda. Due to the majority of

simulations far exceeding the 5-hour target, the Y axis is shown as the range 99.700–99.800.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pntd.0008599.g006
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surfaces on a continuous scale (Fig 5A and 5C), and on a categorical scale, with travel time

binned by 30 minute increments (Fig 5B and 5D). The difference in travel time from each 30m

x 30m gridded cell, between all 170 facilities and 51 facilities is given in Fig 5E. A map detailing

the optimal placement of the scaled back facilities is provided as Fig 5F, and a table listing the

name, district and parish of facilities to preserve is provided (Table B in S1 File).

Areas of greatest travel time to a facility include those locations which have a low popula-

tion density, such as Maaji Parish in South-West Adjumani; Waka Parish in Obongi County,

Moyo District and Kei Fr Parish in Aringa county, Yumbe District South-West, among others.

Additionally, large areas of Southern Arua have populations living�1-hour of a diagnostic

facility, however, these populations are not generally considered to be living within areas of g-

HAT risk so do not affect the population coverage estimates generated here. Maps showing Fig

5 masked by the population at risk are provided as Fig B in S1 File.

Discussion

Twenty years of a global programme for active screening and treatment of g-HAT has driven the

global incidence to a historic low [17]. Building on this achievement, recent advances in methods

for detecting and treating g-HAT [18,42], combined with more cost-effective methods of tsetse

control [24], are providing the platform for achieving the WHO goals of eliminating g-HAT as a

public health problem by 2020 and interrupting transmission completely by 2030. There will be

a need for technical guidance on how to monitor the distribution and incidence of g-HAT in

this elimination setting. Establishing cost-effective surveillance systems that can be maintained

over the next decade will be crucial for the achievement of these ambitious goals.

Using a resistance surface informed by motorbike based travel, and a simulation-based

analysis, we determined that the number of operational g-HAT diagnostic facilities within

north-western Uganda could be reduced from 170 to three (Fig 4), whilst ensuring that per-

centage coverage targets of�50% of the PAR living within 1-hours travel and�95% 5-hours

travel are met. Ensuring that�95% of the PAR lives within 5-hours travel of a facility can be

achieved by retaining only one well-placed facility. This implies that such targets are easily

attainable within the geographic extent of our study area. Scaling back to this degree however

poses concerns regarding equity of access [48]. For a disease like g-HAT, which predominantly

affects rural populations, severe scaling back to achieve moderate targets could leave remote

communities without coverage. Ultimately, the degree of scale back should result from discus-

sions with programme implementers and stakeholders, utilising empirical evidence from anal-

yses such as those performed here in addition to the consideration of other operational and

contextual factors. Given that it is known that a small number of facilities is enough to achieve

the coverage targets, this methodology allows more ambitious targets of coverage to be consid-

ered. Specifically, we demonstrate that the number of facilities can be reduced by 70% with

minimal loss of coverage. Through the scale back of the number of facilities, we can improve

cost-effectiveness whilst preserving coverage of the entire PAR, including remote populations.

These simulations can be easily repeated as the spatial distribution of the PAR changes over

time, through substitution of new surfaces detailing contracting or expanding PAR in response

to case detection. This will allow a dynamic and rapid response to changing circumstances.

The PAR used in this analysis captures the historic distribution of g-HAT within north-west-

ern Uganda and is therefore greater than PAR surfaces generated using only contemporary

data (e.g. Simarro et al. [45]). Our results could however be applied to more recent infection

periods.

In this study, national borders, such as those with the neighbouring countries of South

Sudan and the Democratic Republic of the Congo, are presumed to prevent individuals who
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are citizens of either of those two countries from seeking diagnosis within Uganda. Conversely,

sub-national borders, (e.g., districts) are presumed not to prevent movement of individuals

seeking treatment. As the population density surface used to construct the PAR surface per-

tains to individuals living within Uganda only, we currently do not capture international

movement from neighbouring countries. Our friction surface would need to be expanded to

include areas within DRC or South Sudan if we wish to include these populations in our simu-

lations. The methodology described here, although applied to the surveillance of HAT, can

also be adapted for a range of elimination scenarios and can also be utilised for the monitoring

of emerging diseases as part of national early-warning systems.

Accessibility to a healthcare facility does not correlate precisely with Euclidean distance

[49]. The use of a validated resistance surface accounts for varying land cover and road net-

work accessibility, factors ultimately affecting travel time, especially for remote and rural com-

munities. Due to data limitations, associated mostly with the clarity of remotely sensed

imagery for characterising off-road travel, our resistance surface is representative of travel dur-

ing the dry season only. Travel to diagnostic facilities will be more difficult during the wet sea-

son, particularly along untarmacked roads. By producing our resistance surface at a high

spatial resolution, we also provide a more accurate quantification of travel time to a facility

than existing surfaces at coarser granularity [50], giving higher precision when quantifying

populations within each travel time category. Whilst the time taken to access a facility likely

influences an individual’s decision to seek treatment, additional factors are also at play. Future

efforts should investigate the use of spatial interaction models to quantify the influence of

other metrics on the probability of treatment seeking at a specific location, i.e. gravity models

weighted by staff capacity and their levels of training, status of the laboratory and available

materials for instance [51,52]. The construction and validation of such models requires empir-

ical measurements of treatment-seeking behaviour [53]. Our analysis investigated the optimal

retention of facilities in a specific spatial setting. The quality of services available at some facili-

ties will be different to others, however, our approach is sufficiently flexible to allow users to

retain required sites (for example, specialist referral centres), and there is scope for national

health systems to reallocate resources based on the spatial selection identified.

Although the travel time targets utilised within this analysis were pre-defined [16], further

analysis is required to determine the effects of these targets on treatment seeking behaviours.

For instance, the cost of continuous travel to a facility which is 1-hour or more from an indi-

vidual’s residence may present significant barriers to treatment [32], and our analysis shows,

that within north-western Uganda,�95% of the population are within 5-hours travel to just

one well-placed facility, questioning the value of this target for this area. Reducing the number

of accessible facilities may also influence factors such as compliance with post-treatment follow

up, with a previous study identifying costs for transportation to a facility as a reason for non-

completion of treatment [54]. Alongside any adopted scale-back approaches, there is a need

for sensitisation and information campaigns to inform the PAR of the reduced availability of

diagnostics as this information may influence treatment seeking behaviours [55]; this cam-

paign can be used alongside a referral system to address such issues.

Scale back of disease surveillance should be integrated within a national development plan

and combined with the scale back of intervention programmes. In the context of Uganda,

work is ongoing to investigate the effect of reducing the geographical extent of tsetse control

operations to areas where g-HAT persists. As disease prevalence changes within a geographic

area, approaches are required to ensure that appropriate surveillance and treatment systems

are in place. The method described here aims to ensure maximal coverage of surveillance

under the most cost-effective scenarios. For national programmes to adopt an optimised

approach and integrate this approach within health care delivery systems, it is important to
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demonstrate that the PAR remains adequately covered, health facilities are accessible, and that

a functional referral system is maintained. Providing strategic health facilities with a full range

of tests for disease confirmation is critical for elimination.

For other NTDs, plans to scale back surveillance require careful consideration of the coun-

try and disease in question, alongside additional context-specific factors [1]. As such, the alter-

ing of disease surveillance systems should be an iterative process requiring regular

reassessment of objectives and methods [9]. The approach described here provides a robust,

reproducible framework to ensure maximal coverage of the PAR through the minimal number

of sites within a passive disease surveillance system.

Supporting information

S1 File. Additional methods descriptions and supporting figures and tables. Provided in.

docx file format readable by most word processing software.

(DOCX)

S1 Data. Population at risk surfaces used within the analysis (north-western Uganda), pro-

vided in GeoTiff format at a 30m x 30m spatial resolution. The file may be viewed within

open source GIS software such as QGIS and R.

(TIF)

S2 Data. Resistance surface used within the analysis (north-western Uganda), provided in

GeoTiff format at a 30m x 30m spatial resolution. The file may be viewed within open

source GIS software such as QGIS and R.

(TIF)
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Abstract
Background
Within the last decade, Gambiense human African trypanosomiasis (g-HAT) cases have
been reduced by >90%, with such reductions being attributed to intensive screening,
treatment, and vector control programmes. With revised elimination targets set by the
World Health Organization, numerous countries are striving for elimination of g-HAT by
2030. One country approaching elimination is Uganda, where <10 cases/year have
been reported since 2013. Vector control, through the use of ’Tiny Targets’ (TTs), is
ongoing in at-risk areas within north-western (NW) Uganda, to suppress tsetse, the
vector of g-HAT. Tsetse abundance is monitored at select sites to evaluate TT efficacy.
Contemporary information regarding the distribution and abundance of tsetse across the
whole intervention area is required to ensure no ’hotspots’ of tsetse are missed; such
information can be obtained from geospatial models. The aims of this study were to
quantify the impact of TTs and environmental changes within NW Uganda, determining
spatially and temporally changing patterns of tsetse abundance.
Methods
We leverage a longitudinal catch dataset of Glossina fuscipes fuscipes collected between
October 2010 and December 2019 within seven districts in NW Uganda, to produce
estimates of environmental suitability over space and time. A boosted regression tree
model was fit to presence-absence data, and environmental suitability was estimated for
each 30m × 30m cell across the study area. Catch data from traps situated ‘outside’, ‘at
the edge’, and ‘inside’ TT intervention areas were used alongside environmental suitability
estimates and intervention coverage data to produce a spatio-temporal geostatistical
model predicting tsetse abundance. The impact of the intervention and environmental
changes were then evaluated, and outputs categorising areas of low (0), medium (1-10)
and high (>10) flies were produced alongside associated metrics of uncertainty.
Results
Environmental suitability across the study area remains relatively constant over time, with
suitability being largely driven by elevation and distance to rivers, which are temporally
static factors. By performing a counterfactual analysis using the fitted spatio-temporal
geostatistical model and varying the intervention category (inside vs outside), we show
that tsetse populations at monitoring sites have been suppressed by approximately 87.8%
between 2011 and 2019, due to TTs alone. Declines in catches were negatively associated
with TT presence, and whilst environmental suitability is positively associated with tsetse
abundance, its influence is reduced in the presence of TTs.
Conclusions
We show that TTs have dramatically reduced G. f. fuscipes abundance within NW Uganda,
and that other spatially and temporally varying factors have reduced abundance outside
of intervention areas. Our model represents the first spatio-temporal model investigating
the effects of vector control on tsetse within Uganda, and the generated outputs provide
important data for informing next steps for vector-control and surveillance within the area.
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5.1 Introduction

Routine testing, treatment of detected cases, and vector control, have drastically reduced

the incidence of Gambiense human African trypanosomiasis (g-HAT) within the last

decade, with a decline in cases from 6,973 to 565 annually (91.9% reduction, 2010-

2019 [1]). Such efforts are the result of national and international endeavours to interrupt

transmission of the causal parasite, Trypanosoma brucei gambiense, in 24 endemic

countries within sub-Saharan Africa [2]. Elimination, ‘interruption of transmission’, of g-HAT

is a World Health Organization (WHO) goal set within the 2030 Neglected Tropical Disease

(NTD) roadmap, and is defined as the “reduction to zero of the incidence of infection in a

defined geographical area, with minimal risk of reintroduction, as a result of deliberate

efforts” ; this target is set at 15 endemic countries by 2030 [2].

Tsetse flies (Glossina spp.) are the vector of g-HAT, with tsetse presence and abundance

being factors affecting disease transmission and prevalence [3; 4]. Strategies to control

g-HAT through vector control rely on a suitable knowledge of tsetse ecology and spatial

variations in distribution [5]. Tiny Targets (TTs), small (50 × 25 cm) insecticide-treated

cloth targets [6], are currently used within six countries in sub-Saharan Africa to target and

suppress riverine populations of tsetse, most notably subspecies of Glossina fuscipes,

and G. palpalis, the primary tsetse vector species within Uganda, Chad and Democratic

Republic of Congo (DRC), and Côte d’Ivoire, Republic of Guinea and Cameroon respec-

tively [7]. To interrupt transmission of g-HAT through vector control, TTs must reduce tsetse

abundance by∼70% [8; 9]. Routine sampling of tsetse is performed at select sentinel sites

across control areas to monitor fly populations and TT efficacy, with population parameters

such as indices of abundance, e.g., mean daily catch, being calculated and compared over

time [8; 10; 11].

Alongside such a decline in incidence of g-HAT comes the attainment, and certification

of, elimination. TT deployment has helped achieve g-HAT elimination in Côte d’Ivoire and
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allowed Uganda to approach elimination certification [12; 1]. Within these countries, there

is a need to maintain vector control beyond attainment of elimination, to prevent resurgence

of disease. This is especially true within Uganda, where conflict in the neighbouring

countries of DRC and South Sudan has resulted in the immigration of refugees from other

endemic foci [13]. As such, continued monitoring of both tsetse and human populations is

required, and vector control should be refined in a rapid response to case importation.

Such rapid reactive vector control responses require an updated knowledge of tsetse

distribution and abundance. Here, we focus on north-western Uganda where tsetse control

through TTs has been performed since 2011 [8]. Estimates of tsetse abundance within four

out of the seven districts enrolled in the intervention have been produced previously, using

pre-intervention data collected in 2010 [14]. There is a need to produce contemporary

estimates for all seven enrolled districts and determine the impact of TTs within this

setting to identify priority areas for further monitoring and control. As such, the main

aims of this study are to quantify the impact of an ongoing large-scale vector control

programme within Uganda and determine whether reductions in tsetse abundance are

modulated by environmental factors. To achieve these aims we first developed temporally

varying estimates of tsetse habitat suitability within north-western Uganda, using pre-

intervention entomological survey data, remotely sensed environmental data and a species

distribution model. Suitability outputs were then combined with data from subsequent post-

intervention (monitoring) surveys to measure the impact of both environmental change and

vector control on the abundance of Glossina fuscipes fuscipes, the main g-HAT vector in

Uganda, through a spatio-temporal geostatistical modelling approach.

5.2 Methods

Study area

Between October 2010 and December 2019, pyramidal traps [15] were deployed within

seven districts in north-western Uganda to monitor the presence of Glossina f. fuscipes
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[8; 16]. Each trap was deployed for 24 – 96 hours (median 48 hours) and tsetse were

collected at 24-hour intervals, with the number of males, females, or unknown G. f.

fuscipes recorded each trap day [8; 17]. Trapping was performed as part of either a

baseline survey to assess tsetse abundance, or at specific monitoring sites to evaluate

the impact of TTs on the abundance of tsetse [8; 14]. Across north-western Uganda, both

tsetse sampling and TT deployment was performed at different time periods, depending

upon the district.

Briefly, a preliminary survey to establish fly distribution and density was performed within

Arua and Maracha districts during 2010 [8; 14]. Following this, tsetse control began in

five blocks within Arua and Maracha between November 2011 and December 2012 [8],

expanding to 500km2 within these districts between December 2012 and December 2013

[8; 14]. In January 2014, control coverage expanded to ∼3500km2 within Arua, Koboko,

Yumbe and Moyo, with a final expansion to g-HAT affected areas within Adjumani and

Amuru districts in June 2017 [18]. As of 2019, the highest risk areas within all seven

endemic districts were controlled, totalling an area of ∼5000km2 [7; 18]. With each

geographical expansion, new baseline surveys were performed to ascertain where best to

focus control efforts, and longitudinal monitoring sites were established. The year in which

intervention was initiated in each district is displayed in Figure 5.1, utilising watersheds as

a nominal metric of coverage [18].

Identification of intervention areas

Tiny Target deployments are performed biannually, due to a decrease in target efficacy

over time [8]. During deployment, TTs are placed at 50-100m intervals along riverbanks

within the intervention area and the location of each target is recorded using a GPS device.

To model the influence of TTs on G. f. fuscipes abundance, we established whether

each sampling location was situated inside, on the edge, or outside of a control area.

To achieve this, a 30m × 30m resolution grid was generated for the entire study area. The

distance from the centre of each grid cell and the nearest target was then generated for
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Figure 5.1: Districts within north-western Uganda in which tsetse monitoring was
performed. The seven districts which form the basis of this analysis cover a total of
∼16,419km2. Colours represent the years in which the Tiny Target intervention was first
rolled out within each district, constructed using data from [18]. Map produced using QGIS
3.16.5 [19]

each deployment period using the target location data, and assuming a target efficacy of

6 months from the first date within that deployment (Table 5.1). These distance surfaces

were used to produce a categorical variable classifying each pixel as within 500m of a

target i.e., ‘inside’ the intervention area, >500m but <5000m from a target i.e., on the

‘edge’ of the intervention area, or >5000m from a target, i.e., ‘outside’ of the intervention

area [10].
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Table 5.1: Tiny Target deployment throughout north-western Uganda.

Deployment
date

Adjumani Amuru Arua Koboko Maracha Moyo Yumbe Number of
targets

distributed
Nov 2011 -
Dec 2012

X X X 1,336

Dec 2012 -
Dec 2013

X X X 2,872

Jan – Mar
2014

X X X X 6,8501

Nov 2014 -
Feb 2015

X X X X X 17,419

Apr - May
2015

X X X X X 21,050

Jan 2016 X X X X X 22,026

Jun - Jul 2016 X X X X X 14,826

Dec 2016 -
Mar 2017

X X X X X 16,821

Jun - Jul 2017 X X X X X X X 19,355

Dec 2017 -
Feb 2018

X X X X X X X 17,402

Jun - Aug
2018

X X X X X X X 17,4002

Jan 2019 X X X X X X X 20,205

Mid 2019 X X X X X X X 22,216

Tsetse data for model

The geographic coordinates of deployed traps were collected using GPS devices at the

time of sampling, alongside additional variables outlined in Supplementary Table D1. From

collected records, we produced two separate datasets: one for use in a species distribution

model (SDM) predicting habitat suitability, and another for use in a geostatistical spatio-

temporal modelling framework predicting tsetse abundance over time (see Supplementary

Material for more detail). The main differences between the data requirements for the two

models were the use of presence-absence data within the SDM, with observations being

limited to traps considered to be unaffected by the intervention i.e., either deployed prior

to any TT deployment or located ≥5km outside of the TT intervention area. The spatio-
1Estimated numbers
2Estimated numbers
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temporal geostatistical model was fitted to tsetse count data, incorporating data from within

and outside of the intervention area.

Assembling explanatory variables

Carefully selected environmental datasets contribute greatly to the predictive power of

SDMs [20]. Gridded surfaces covering a range of environmental covariates known to

influence the distribution of tsetse flies, i.e., temperature [21; 22], elevation [23; 24] and

vegetation [25] were assembled for north-western Uganda (extent shown in Figure 5.1,

covariates summarised in Table 5.2). Covariates were generated from remotely sensed

satellite imagery collected at a spatial resolution of 30 × 30m during the dry season –

December-February. Cloud coverage and clear scene availability affected our capability

to collate imagery for the wet season. Where available, some temporally varying covariates

were collated annually, and some covariates were included as synoptic surfaces, i.e.,

elevation, distance to rivers and slope (Table 5.2). The annually varying covariates were

generated by taking a mean across available satellite scenes across the three month period

(December-February). To account for tsetse dispersal [26], a buffer with a radius of 150m

was used to produce a smoothed mean covariate derived from averaging all 30m cells

across 300m of the true sample location. A brief overview of the covariate production

process is provided within the Supplementary Material.

Table 5.2: Description and source of covariates used within the presence-absence
modelling framework.

Temporal resolution Covariate (unit) Rationale
(reference)

Source

Synoptic

Elevation (meters) [23; 24] Shuttle Radar Topography Mission
(SRTM) [27]

Distance to rivers
(meters)

[26] Derived from Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM)

elevation data [27]
Slope (percentage gain) Derived from Shuttle Radar

Topography Mission (SRTM)
elevation data [27]

Annual (2011-2019)

Land surface
temperature (LST) day

(mean) (°C)

[21; 22] Derived from Landsat 5 [28], Derived
from Landsat 8 [29]
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Table 5.2 continued from previous page
Temporal resolution Covariate (unit) Rationale

(reference)
Source

Normalised difference
vegetation index (NDVI)

(-1 – 1)

[25] Derived from Landsat 5 [28], Derived
from Landsat 8 [29]

Proportion of vegetation
(PVI) (0 – 1)

[25] Derived from Landsat 5 [28], Derived
from Landsat 8 [29]

Species distribution model

To produce estimates of G. f. fuscipes densities across north-western Uganda in

locations for which no sampling was performed, we first generated estimates of habitat

suitability utilising a presence-absence SDM framework. SDMs are used to provide an

understanding of and/or to predict the distribution of a species across a landscape [30],

combining information on species occurrence, i.e., presence or absence at a location,

with information on environmental or socio-economic variables (covariates) at the same

location [20]. Using a temporally aggregated presence-absence dataset containing one

observation per grid cell per year, i.e., if tsetse were caught within a sampled cell at any

period within a year, the cell was assigned ‘presence’ for that year (see Supplementary

Material for more information), we constructed a presence-absence boosted regression

tree (BRT) model using the ‘caret’ package within R (version 3.5.1) [31; 32]. BRTs are a

machine learning algorithm which combine both regression trees and boosting (iteratively

combining a group of simple models) to build a linear combination of many trees [33], and

have been used to predict the distributions of a number of diseases and disease vectors

[10; 34; 35; 36]. The BRT method models a suitability index from 0 to 1 for tsetse based

on the values of environmental covariates at the locations corresponding to presence-

absence inputs [30]. In this instance ‘presence’ records refer to locations where tsetse

were observed, i.e., successfully caught, and ‘absence’ records refer to locations where

trapping resulted in the failure of detection of tsetse. It should be noted that we cannot be

certain of true absence of tsetse within a location due to a myriad of factors which may

influence trapping success, for example, type of trap used [6; 16; 37], proximity to suitable
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habitat [8; 26; 38] duration and time of trapping period [8; 39]. Probability of capture is a

stochastic process so even if tsetse are present, but in low numbers, one might not observe

them [40]. Therefore, these ‘absence’ records are commonly referred to as ‘background

points’ and serve the purpose of exposing the model to additional environmental locations

where the species is presumed to be absent [41].

To prepare the presence-absence data for use in the model, covariate values were

assigned to each observation for the corresponding sampling year. For example, a

trapping record obtained during 2015 was allocated a mean covariate value for NDVI,

LST and PVI which was deduced from available cloud-free satellite imagery obtained for

the first dry season (December-February) of same calendar year, and synoptic covariate

values for slope, distance to rivers and elevation. This was the case for most observations

except those during 2010, which were assigned 2011 covariate data, and 2012, which

were assigned 2013 data, due to the scan line corrector error associated with Landsat 7

preventing clear imagery from being obtained for those years [42]. Following assignment

of covariate values, records were checked to ensure that each observation contained a

value for each of the six covariates.

The data were partitioned into ‘training’ and ‘test’ datasets, with 70% of records being used

for model training and 30% withheld for testing purposes. We first employed Bayesian

parameter optimization to select values for three tuning parameters needed to implement

the BRT method: number of iterations (trees), complexity of the tree (interaction depth)

and learning rate i.e., how quickly the algorithm adapts, also referred to as shrinkage

[33]. During parameter optimization, the candidate models were evaluated by repeated

(three times), 10-fold cross-validation. The cross-validation process separates the data set

into k subsets containing approximately the same number of occurrence and background

points [33; 43]. The sub-model is then iteratively trained using k − 1 data subsets, and

the performance in predicting the withheld data is evaluated by the receiver operating

characteristic (ROC) [44]. The ‘optimal’ model across these parameters, as defined by
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ROC, was chosen, and the parameters from this model were then used to fit the model to

the partitioned training dataset.

The optimal model performance against the 30% test dataset was evaluated by both the

Brier score [45], and area under curve (AUC) values [46]. The Brier score measures the

difference between observed and fitted values, where values are assigned 1 if tsetse were

observed/predicted to be present, and 0 otherwise [10; 45]. More specifically, the Brier

score is defined as 1
n

∑n
i=1 (yi − p̂i)2 where yi = 1 if flies were present at location i, and

zero otherwise, and p̂i is the cross-validated predicted probability that flies were present.

As such, the Brier score lies between 0 (perfect predictions) and 1. As the Brier score

is evaluated at known locations, it can be used to visualise spatial errors and interrogate

uncertainty. The AUC represents the area under the ROC curve, where the ROC curve

is a plot of true positive rate vs false positive rate at different classification thresholds

[44]. An AUC value of 0.5 is equivalent to a ‘random draw’ prediction suggesting no

discrimination, with values ≥0.7 indicating a good model fit, and a value of 1 being perfect

discrimination. The fitted model was then used with covariates for each year between

2011-2019 to produce annual estimates of suitability across north-western Uganda at a

30m × 30m resolution, as informed by the observed data.

Spatio-temporal model

To evaluate the impact of spatial and temporal changes in intervention distribution and

environmental suitability on the abundance of G. f. fuscipes, a geostatistical spatio-

temporal model was constructed using count data obtained at all locations within the

study region. Data for this model included repeat samples at sites within the same year,

where available, and trap data collected within areas where TTs were deployed. Prior to

constructing the spatio-temporal model, a series of exploratory plots and analyses were

performed. An empirical variogram was constructed to test for spatial autocorrelation and

to obtain starting parameter values for use within the model; this variogram was fit using the

‘PrevMap’ R package [47]. A Pearson’s Chi2 test was performed to determine the level of
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dispersion within the data using the ‘msme’ R package [48]. Given the high number of zero

catches, the a priori assumption was a high level of overdispersion. This was confirmed

(dispersion = 4.79), and therefore a negative binomial distribution was most appropriate for

modelling [49]. As trapping success is highly variable, and zeros may arise due to either

the true absence of the species, or due to trapping success, we opted to model excess

zeros independently through use of a zero-inflated negative binomial (ZINB) model.

Model description

The underlying statistical model was a spatially and temporally explicit hierarchical

generalised linear regression model for ZINB data, using the log link function and a type 1

likelihood. A type 1 likelihood accounts for two different types of zeros within the dataset:

structural or true zeros which represent the true absence of the species in a location, and

sampling zeros, where a zero is recorded as a reflection of sampling effort/chance, i.e.,

a species may be present at that location however was undetected [50]. Suppose that

structural zeros occur with probability π and sampling zeros occur with probability 1 − π.

Therefore, the probability distribution of the ZINB random variable yi can be written:

Pr (yij = n) =


πij if n = 0,

(1− πij)g(yij) if n > 0.

(5.1)

Where g(yi) is the negative binomial distribution. When accounting for both space (s),

i.e., each 30m x 30m pixel across north-western Uganda, and time (t), i.e., each month

between October 2010 and December 2019, the data model utilising the negative binomial

distribution can be written as:

Y (si, tj) ∼ NegBin(µ(si, tj) = d (si, tj) η(si, tj), α) (5.2)

Where Y (si, tj) is the number of flies caught in trap i, at location s, in month j. µ (si, tj) is

the mean number of flies observed at trap i in month j, η(si, tj) is the rate of flies caught
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per trap day, the offset d(si, tj) represents the number of days over which flies were caught

at trap i, during month j, and α represents the overdispersion parameter.

The process model can then be defined as:

log (µ (si, tj)) = log (d (si, tj)) + log (η (si, tj))

log (η (si, tj)) = β0 + βTX (si, tj) + U (si, tj) + V (si, tj)

log (µ(si, tj)) = β0 + βTX(si, tj) + log (d (si, tj)) + U (si, tj) + V (si, tj)

U (si, tj) ∼ N(0, σ2)

V (si, tj) = W (si) Z (tj)

W (s) ∼ SGP (O,
∑

)

Z (t) ∼ AR1(t)

(5.3)

Where the coefficient β0 represents the intercept, X(si, tj) are covariates associated with

trap i observed at month j with βT , T = 1, . . . , n representing the associated coefficients.

U(si, tj) represents the spatially uncorrelated random effects, zero-mean Gaussian

random variables, and V (si, tj) represents the spatially and temporally structured random

effects, which consists of W (s), a zero-mean stationary Gaussian process with a Matérn

covariance function, and Z(t), defined by the covariance function corresponding to a

discrete-time autoregressive stochastic process of the first order (AR1). We construct

a separable spatio-temporal model, where the correlation between W (s) and Z(t) is

separate and additive.

Model fitting and validation

Models were fit through integrated nested Laplace approximations (INLA) and a stochastic

partial differential equation (SPDE) representation of the Gaussian-Markov random field

(GMRF) approximation to the Gaussian process model, based on a Matérn covariance

function, using the R INLA package [51]. To evaluate the significance of both fixed and
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random effects on the prediction of fly abundance at each site, an iterative process was

performed where varying combinations of fixed and random effects were used within

models to identify the optimal model construction.

A priori, we hypothesised that the effect ’suitability’, the output of the BRT environmental

suitability model, would be positively associated with the abundance of tsetse flies, with

higher suitability values (on a low-high index, 0-1) being areas of higher tsetse abundance.

We hypothesised that ’intervention’ presence, i.e. ’inside’ and ’edge’ areas, will have

a negative association on tsetse abundance, with a lower number of tsetse in suitable

areas which are subject to control. Due to the relationship between control and suitability,

i.e., tsetse control predominantly being performed in suitable habitat, an interaction term

between ’suitability’ and ’intervention’ was also included in the fitting process. Temporal

effects were included in the form of ’season’, a categorical ’wet’ and ’dry’ variable, to

investigate temporal changes in abundance. It was hypothesised that there will be intra-

annual changes in abundance, with a higher abundance of tsetse being observed in the

wet season, as identified in previous studies [3; 8].

Measures of the goodness of fit for the spatio-temporal model were obtained using the

deviance information criterion (DIC). The DIC is a Bayesian generalization of the Akaike

information criterion (AIC), where models are penalised by their deviance and the number

of parameters included [52]. Using the variables identified from the model with the lowest

DIC, we fit the separable geostatistical spatio-temporal model described above. The INLA

approach does not allow for the combined fitting of a regression model for the zero-inflation

probability of the zero-inflated model, therefore an additional function (’pred.zinb’, see A5

Supplementary Code) was defined to apply the zero-inflation probability to a posterior

sample (1000 draws) of non-zero inflated data derived from the negative binomial model

[53].

Calculating the predictive error of a model is commonly performed using a cross-validation
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approach, in which data are repeatedly split into two subsets, one used for model

training and the other for model testing [54]. When considering spatial autocorrelation,

attempts should be made to ensure that data used within training and testing datasets are

independent [55]. If training and testing data are close in space, but predictions are being

made in locations far from the training data, there is a risk of under-estimating predictive

error [56]. A common cross-validation method for spatio-temporal data, which accounts for

spatial autocorrelation and resolves under-estimation of predictive error involves leave-n-

out cross-validation approaches which incorporate a distance-based buffer around hold-

out points [54; 57]. This approach ensures that n randomly selected points, and those

correlated with it (specified by a buffer exceeding the range of spatial autocorrelation) are

removed from the training dataset and are used to evaluate model performance. Within

our work, model validation was performed using a spatial leave-one-out cross-validation

(SLOO-CV) approach, based on an adaptation of methods described in [56; 57]. Namely,

the steps performed are:

1. Remove one spatial location, and all corresponding temporal observations, from the

initial dataset (n = 416 locations).

2. Remove observations within a radius of the selected location, where the radius is a

value exceeding the range of the spatial autocorrelation, obtained from the GMRF.

3. Predict tsetse abundance at the location of the removed observation using parame-

ters estimated using the remaining data within the initial dataset.

Steps 1-3 are repeated k times. k can be less than or equal to the number of data

points, n, with k = n − 1 being the case where all data points except one are left out

once [56]. Validation statistics were then generated for the returned predictions, which

included assessing the correlation between the predicted and observed tsetse densities

through generating summaries of the root-mean-square error (RMSE), as well as the mean

absolute error (MAE) [58], across 1000 posterior predictions.
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Posterior predictive distributions (1000 draws) were simulated for each 30 × 30m cell

within north-western Uganda to determine the probability of tsetse abundance exceeding

predefined abundance categories. The abundance categories assigned were low, defined

as 0 flies, medium, between 1 and 10 flies, and high, >10 flies. These categories

were determined through discussion with field-biologists based on the most informative

categories for continued vector control. The number of draws within each category was

used to produce probabilities for each cell, pL, pM , pH respectively, and each category

was assigned a predictive score using the log-odds. As done within Lowe et al. [59], we

used the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) to define optimal probability thresholds for

assigning a final category to each cell by comparing the predictive score with the observed

class, using the ‘ROCit’ R package [60]. The probabilistic results were mapped using a

ternary plotting technique [61], and the ‘tricolore’ R package [62] to visualise the certainty

associated with the classification. Within the maps, the predicted category for each cell

was expressed as a colour determined by a combination of the three probabilities assigned,

with colour saturation used to indicate the associated certainty. Maps of the final category

per cell were also produced, using QGIS and threshold values obtained from the ROC

curves.

To explore the sole effect of TTs on tsetse abundance, a counterfactual analysis was

performed using a 50% random sample of the longitudinal trapping data, i.e., 4180 trap-

month records. Using the spatio-temporal model outlined above, all covariate values were

held fixed except for the categorical intervention variable. The predicted mean flies per trap

day was then compared for two predictions, where the value assigned to the intervention

variable was changed:

1. 50% of records were assigned the intervention category ‘inside’ for the purpose of

prediction, and estimates of the mean flies per trap day were generated for these

locations.

2. In a different model run, the same 50% of records were assigned the intervention
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category ‘outside’, and estimates of the mean flies per trap day were generated for

these locations.

The percentage difference between the two varying predictions was compared to infer the

effect of TTs on tsetse abundance. As the spatial location and all other covariate values

except the intervention value remained unchanged for the selected records, the effect of

intervention alone could be determined through this approach.

5.3 Results

Tsetse occurrence data

Within the complete G. f. fuscipes trapping dataset, there were 31,426 records collected

at 569 unique trapping locations across north-western Uganda between October 2010

and December 2019 (Figure 5.2). A total of 52,544 tsetse were captured over 31,553

trapping days (mean 1.67 flies/trap/day across all locations) (Table 5.3). Arua and Maracha

districts had the largest number of flies caught, 22,517 and 16,107 flies respectively, as

well as the largest number of cumulative sample days, i.e., 14,269 and 7,735 respectively.

Both Amuru and Adjumani had the shortest sampling periods, 204 and 426 days deployed

respectively, with these differences reflecting the timing of control operations being

introduced and associated surveillance of tsetse in each district (mid-2017, see Table 5.1).

In total, after spatial and temporal aggregation to retain one record per 30m × 30m cell per

year, 538 unique location-year records situated outside of the intervention area remained.

As intervention status changes over time, some trapping sites are classed as being ‘non-

intervention’ sites in earlier years, and transition to ‘intervention’ site status over time. The

refined aggregated dataset consisted of 376 presence and 162 absence locations for use

in the SDM; the number of records per year is provided as Supplementary Table 2. Due to

the method of predominantly sampling where we presume tsetse to be present, the number

locations outside of the intervention area reporting absences are relatively low compared
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to the number of locations reporting presence.

Figure 5.2: Location (left) and number of tsetse traps per parish (right), north-
western Uganda. Parish administrative boundaries obtained from www.GADM.org. Map
produced using QGIS 3.16.5 [19]

Table 5.3: Summaries of the collated G. f. fuscipes data, given per district.
Summaries of mean flies/trap/day consist of traps inside and outside of intervention areas
and are one mean generated for the whole sample period.

District Sampled sites Flies caught Days deployed Mean
flies/trap/day

Adjumani 91 484 426 1.14

Amuru 22 202 204 0.99

Arua 219 22517 14269 1.58

Koboko 75 10613 5589 1.90

Maracha 82 16107 7735 2.08

Moyo 41 833 815 1.02

Yumbe 39 1788 2515 0.71

Total 569 52544 31553 1.67
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Habitat suitability maps

A BRT model was fit to presence-absence data from 2010-2019 obtained outside of the

intervention area. Optimal values of the BRT model parameters based on minimising the

Brier score were number of trees = 350, interaction depth = 29 and shrinkage = 0.1. The

evaluation measures for the resulting optimal BRT are as follows: AUC = 0.81 and Brier

score = 0.21, representing a moderate model fit. The specificity and sensitivity of the

model were 0.86 and 0.59 respectfully. This indicates a greater ability to correctly identify

absence records (high specificity) and a greater error when predicting presence locations

(low sensitivity), with the BRT suitability prediction allocating ’non-suitable’ 30m x 30m

pixels with a higher accuracy than ’suitable’ pixels. The BRT model may be calibrated to

favour optimising either sensitivity or specificity or may be calibrated to equally prioritise

both, depending on the desired outcome. For this study, we used default settings for

balancing sensitivity and specificity.

The relative importance of each of the environmental variables included, with respect to

their contribution to the final BRT, is presented in Supplementary Table D3. Elevation

(m) and NDVI were the most important contributors (19.14% and 18.57% respectively),

followed by distance to rivers (m) (18.47%). Given what we know about G. f. fuscipes

ecology, the importance of these predictors is expected, with current control programmes

focusing on TT deployment along rivers and areas of riverine vegetation. Using the fitted

BRT model, and annual covariates for each 30m x 30m cell within our area of interest,

predictions of habitat suitability for G. f. fuscipes were made across north-western Uganda

for the following years: 2010, 2013:2019. Maps showing the predicted suitability of G. f.

fuscipes for the years 2010 and 2019 are presented in Figure 5.3; maps for the additional

years for which covariates were available are provided as Supplementary Figure 1. As

expected, areas of high suitability follow rivers in much of Koboko, Yumbe and Aura

districts, with additional predictions of high suitability throughout the centre of the study

extent, in vegetated and high-elevation areas neighbouring the Albert Nile and in the north
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of Amuru and Adjumani districts, with such trends being visible across years. Areas within

northern Amuru and Adjumani district have a higher predicted suitability for tsetse in 2019

than during 2010, in the absence of any control.

Figure 5.3: Predicted habitat suitability for Glossina f. fuscipes within north-western
Uganda, for 2010 and 2019. Dark green locations indicate areas of higher environmental
suitability; whiter areas indicate areas of lower environmental suitability. Map created using
QGIS 3.16.5 [19]

Spatio-temporal model

After collating all sampling records, a 100-month longitudinal dataset consisting of 416

sampled sites was produced for north-western Uganda. The series consisted of records

from September 2011 to December 2019 and included 8360 trap-month combinations

(total flies [count] reported at a trap, for a specific month). These data formed the basis of

the spatio-temporal model.

To identify which fixed and random effects optimise the performance of the spatio-temporal

model, a range of ZINB generalised linear geostatistical models (GLGMs) were fitted

to the series data, varying the fixed and/or random effects across models. A list of

considered models, alongside their corresponding evaluation metrics (DIC, WAIC and

CPO) is provided as Table 5.4. The optimal ZINB had an DIC of 35538, compared with a

median and maximum DIC of 36100 and 37064, respectively (Table 5.4). The variables
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identified from the optimal model, model 10 as determined by the lowest DIC, were additive

fixed effects for environmental suitability, intervention category (inside, edge, outside),

season and a linear temporal trend, with interaction terms (which allow trends to differ

within the different intervention categories [63]), being included for environmental suitability

and intervention category, season and intervention category and linear temporal trend and

intervention category, as well as a site-level random effect (model 10, Table 5.4).

The equation for the final model is as follows:

log (η (s, t)) = β0 + β1suitabilitys,t + β2interventions,t+

β3seasons,t + β4LTTs,t + β5suitabilitys,t ∗ interventions,t+

β6seasons,t ∗ interventions,t + β7LTTs,t ∗ interventions,t+

Us + Vs,t

(5.4)

βn, n = 1, . . . , 7 represents the coefficients for each covariate associated with obser-

vations at location s at time t. The abbreviation LTT refers to a linear temporal

trend, representing the sequential month in the continuous time series. Us represents

the spatially uncorrelated random effect (siteID), and Vs,t represents the spatially and

temporally structured random effects defined in Eq. 5.3.

Table 5.4: Summary of model evaluation statistics for the varying spatio-temporal
models explored.

Model Fixed effects Random effect DIC WAIC CPOAdditive fixed
effects

Interaction term

1 Site ID 37064.59 37128.27 19710.57

2 Intercept, Suitability Site ID 37008.64 37066.98 19493.13

3 Intercept, Suitability,
Categorised
intervention

Site ID 36661.47 36713.62 19111.56

4 Intercept Suitability*Categorised
intervention

Site ID 36618.51 36683.19 18757.23
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Table 5.4 continued from previous page

Model Fixed effects Random effect DIC WAIC CPOAdditive fixed
effects

Interaction term

5 Intercept Suitability*Categorised
intervention,

Season*Categorised
intervention

Site ID 36599.59 36657.30 18831.86

6 Intercept Suitability*Categorised
intervention,

Season*Categorised
intervention,Linear

temporal
trend*Categorised

intervention

Site ID 35547.63 35593.69 17908.93

7 Intercept Suitability*Categorised
intervention,

Season*Categorised
intervention, Linear

temporal
trend*Categorised

intervention

35556.95 35605.43 17909.37

8 Intercept Suitability*Categorised
intervention,

Season*Categorised
intervention

35590.95 35632.27 18154.46

9 Intercept, Suitability Suitability*Categorised
intervention,

Season*
Categorised
intervention

35601.33 35659.7 17870.5

10 Intercept, Suitability,
Categorised
intervention,

season, Linear
temporal trend

Suitability*Categorised
intervention,

Season*
Categorised

intervention, Linear
temporal

trend*Categorised
intervention

Site ID 35538.97 35583.8 17899.82

Table 5.5 displays the posterior mean estimates and 95% Bayesian credible intervals

(CrI) for the effects included within the optimal spatio-temporal model, model 10, fit to

all observed locations and time periods (100-month series). Posterior distributions and

CrI are visualised as Supplementary Figure 2. Starting parameter and hyperparameter

values for priors used within the model are provided within Supplementary Table 4.
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Table 5.5: Posterior mean estimates and credible intervals (CrI), alongside rate
ratio estimates for the best fitting model (Model 10, Table 5.4). Blank (dashed) rows
represent the reference category used with each interaction term.

Variable Mean 2.5%
CrI

50% CrI 97.5%
CrI

Rate ratio (95% CrI)

Suitability 0.089 -0.079 0.089 0.257 1.09 (0.92, 1.29)

Inside intervention area
(<500m)

0.420 -30.647 0.420 31.461 1.52 (4.90e-14, 4.61e13)

Edge of intervention area
(>500m, ≤5000m)

0.769 -30.299 0.768 31.810 2.16 (6.94e-14, 6.53e13)

Outside of intervention area
(>5000m)

-0.036 -31.104 -0.036 31.006 0.96 (3.30e-14, 2.85e13)

Season: Dry - - - - -

Season: Wet 0.011 -0.070 0.011 0.092 1.01 (0.93, 1.10)

Linear temporal trend (LTT) -0.025 -0.027 -0.025 -0.023 0.98 (0.97, 0.98)

Suitability*Inside of
intervention area

- - - - -

Suitability*Edge of
intervention area

0.387 0.035 0.388 0.734 1.61 (0.96, 2.69)

Suitability*Outside of
intervention area

1.463 1.056 1.464 1.867 4.72 (2.66, 8.36)

Wet season*Inside of
intervention area

- - - - -

Wet season*Edge of
intervention area

0.044 -0.135 0.044 0.223 1.06 (0.81, 1.37)

Wet season*Outside of
intervention area

0.269 0.098 0.269 0.439 1.32 (1.03, 1.70)

LTT*Inside of intervention
area

- - - - -

LTT*Edge of intervention
area

-0.009 -0.012 -0.009 -0.005 0.97 (0.96, 0.97)

LTT*Outside of intervention
area

-0.009 -0.013 -0.009 -0.005 0.97 (0.96, 0.97)

Spatial range of the RF: ρ 0.097 0.095 0.097 0.715 -

Marginal standard deviation
of the RF: σ2

1.597 1.578 1.597 1.616 -

Size for nbinomial
zero-inflated observations:

α

0.704 0.699 0.704 0.710 -

Zero-probability parameter
for zero-inflated nbinomial:

φ

0.039 0.039 0.039 0.040 -

LTT = Linear temporal trend, RF = Gaussian random field, CrI = Credible interval
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We then performed a SLOO-CV using the optimal spatio-temporal model configuration.

In total, 415 separate sub-models were produced (k − 1). Each sub-model was fit to

data excluding one randomly selected trap, and all traps within a radius of 0.097 decimal

degrees from that trap. This radius was equivalent to ∼12.8km, the value defined by

the posterior range of spatial autocorrelation (ρ) identified within the optimal model (Table

5.5). The zero-inflation probability (π = 0.039, 95% CrI = 0.039, 0.040) was applied to a

posterior sample consisting of 1000 draws of non-zero inflated data within each model, and

the mean predicted values across all 1000 draws for the excluded data were compared to

the observed values. Resulting validation statistics include a RMSE of 15.99, and MAE of

6.21, similar to another model from the region (RMSE = 15.2) [14].

Through the conversion of posterior mean values into rate ratios (by exponentiating the

coefficients), one can determine the mean effect of each variable on the predictions.

Habitat suitability is significantly and positively associated with fly catches outside of the

intervention area (Rate Ratio [RR] = 4.72, 95% CrI = 2.66, 8.36). This effect weakens

at the edge of intervention areas (RR = 1.61, 95% CrI = 0.96, 2.69) and inside the

intervention areas (RR = 1.09, 95% CrI = 0.92, 1.29) (Table 5.5). On average, after

adjusting for other covariates through a counterfactual analysis using a random sample

of 50% of the data, i.e., 4180 trap-month records, fly numbers outside of the intervention

area were 8.19 times greater than those inside the intervention area (mean = 9.61 vs 1.17),

implying an 87.8% reduction in tsetse catch due to the deployment of TTs. Other significant

predictors within the model include the linear temporal trend (significant negative effect,

RR = 0.98, 95% CrI = 0.97, 0.98), the interaction between season (wet) and intervention

(significant positive effect, edgeRR = 1.06, 95%CrI = 0.81, 1.37; outsideRR = 1.32, 95%

CrI = 1.03, 1.70) and the interaction between intervention and the linear temporal trend

(significant negative effect, RR = 0.97, 95% CrI = 0.96, 0.97) (Table 5.5, Supplementary

Figure 2).

To determine threshold values for converting predictions into categorical estimates, a
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sample of 1000 draws were taken from the posterior distribution of the fitted model for

each gridded cell. The probability of the prediction belonging to low, medium, and high

fly categories was produced (pL, pM and pH respectively). These probabilities were

compared with the true category from observed data, and ROC curves were generated

(Figure 5.4). The model appears to be able to distinguish between ‘low’ and ‘high’

categories with high accuracy, with AUC values of 0.83 and 0.91. In the operational setting,

identifying these extremes are of primary interest for prioritising control and monitoring.

The ability to correctly identify the ‘medium’ category (between 1-10 flies) was somewhat

lower than the other two, with an AUC value of 0.7 (Figure 5.4). Using the ROC curves,

threshold values were obtained for assigning predictions to a specific category. If pL ≥

0.44, a cell was assigned the category ‘low’ abundance, if pL < 0.44 and pM ≥ 0.468,

a cell was assigned the category ‘medium’ abundance, if pL < 0.44 and pM < 0.468, a

cell was assigned the category ‘high’ abundance. The distribution of data per category is

shown within Supplementary Figure 3.

Figure 5.4: Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for prediction categories.

Predictions of tsetse abundance were produced for four time periods across north-western

Uganda: February 2012, 2015, 2017 and 2019, representative of early-intervention,
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first intervention expansion, second intervention expansion and current day, respec-

tively. Predictions were produced at a ∼700m spatial resolution, owing to computational

constraints predicting across the region at a higher spatial resolution. The outputs are

visualised as ternary maps, displaying the assigned G. f. fuscipes abundance category

(low, medium, and high) and associated certainty per gridded cell (Figure 5.5). Plots

showing the relative abundance of tsetse for each period are provided as Figure 5.6.

Comparing the categorical predictions from 2012 with those produced for 2019 (Figure

5.5) highlights a striking reduction in tsetse abundance over time. Generally, throughout

the study extent, many ‘high’ abundance areas transition to areas of ‘low’ abundance

between the two periods, starting with Yumbe district (2015) and expanding to areas

of Adjumani, Arua and Amuru in 2017. The overall distribution of tsetse, as shown by

the relative abundance, does not appear to change across years (Figure 5.6), despite

reductions in abundance being observed throughout north-western Uganda (Table 5.6).

Persistent tsetse populations, albeit with a lower relative abundance, can be seen within

northwest and eastern Arua, Maracha, central Adjumani and north-eastern Amuru (Figures

5.5 & 5.6). Several of these relatively high to very-high abundance areas, such as central

Adjumani and eastern Arua, are situated in areas outside of active TT intervention during

February 2019 (Figure 5.6). Maps representing the categorical prediction after applying

the threshold values determined by the ROC curves are given as Supplementary Figure

4.

Table 5.6: Quantile values for the relative abundance points used in Figure 5.6

Year Relative abundance (quantiles)
Very Low Low Moderate High Very high

2019 0 2.5 5 7.5 10

2017 0 5.5 11 16.5 22

2015 0 11 22 33 44

2012 0 38.75 77.5 116.5 155
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of categorised (low, medium, and high) G. f. fuscipes
abundance during four time periods. The prediction period relates to February of
each year (2012, 2015, 2017 and 2019). The continuous colour palette portrays the
probabilities assigned to low, medium and high-abundance categories, with the low
category representing 0 flies, medium 1-10 flies and high >10 flies. The greater the
vibrancy, the more certain the prediction. Vibrant pink represents a high probability of
a high-abundance of tsetse, vibrant green represents a high probability of low-abundance.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison of relative abundance of G. f. fuscipes abundance during
four time periods. The prediction period relates to February of each year (2012, 2015,
2017 and 2019). Abundance categories are based off quantiles (values for each year
presented as Table 5.6). Grey dotted polygons represent the watersheds covered by the
TT intervention during February of the corresponding year, watershed data obtained from
[18]

.
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5.4 Discussion

Tiny Targets are a highly cost-effective method of controlling g-HAT vectors [64; 65] and

are currently being used to suppress tsetse populations in several endemic countries

[7]. Whilst changes in vector abundance as a response to TTs have been demonstrated

at select monitoring sites within Uganda [8; 66], there is a need to interrogate impact

and trends in non-sampled areas, identify potential sources and locations of persisting

populations, and quantify spatial and temporal hotspots of abundance for targeted control

expansion. Here, we produced a spatio-temporal model which aids the identification of

these locations with a high precision, enabling an evidence-driven response.

We leverage one of the most data-rich longitudinal datasets of abundance of riverine

tsetse in existence (31,553 trapping days), to produce a high-spatial resolution spatio-

temporal geostatistical model of tsetse abundance within north-western Uganda. This

approach expanded upon earlier work performed in select districts, and for one time

period (2010) [14]. Here, we produce a separate model which considered both spatial and

temporal variation, as well as the incorporation and assessment of intervention measures

on abundance, through information on the deployment of TTs over 2011-2019. Model

performance for the spatio-temporal model was similar to that for the previous spatial

analysis when looking at metrics of predictive power for known trapping locations , i.e.,

RMSE of 15.99 flies vs 15.2 [14]. However, the RMSE for our model is inflated due

to the generation of mean estimates across posterior samples containing high numbers

of zeroes. Metrics looking at the accuracy of categorised predictions, i.e., low (0 flies),

medium (1-10), and high (>10) indicate greater accuracy than direct counts (Figure 5.4),

providing confidence in the use of categorised predictions for the design of tsetse control

operations and informing policy and programmatic decisions.

By performing a counterfactual analysis using the fitted ZINB geostatistical model and

varying the intervention category (inside vs outside), we show that tsetse populations at
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monitoring sites within north-western Uganda have been suppressed by approximately

87.8% between 2011 and 2019, due to TTs alone. Such results are in-line with previous

analyses from trials of TTs. For example, a study investigating the effect of TTs on G.

f. quanzensis in the Democratic Republic of Congo demonstrated a 85.5% reduction

attributed to TTs [10]. The levels of control we observed in Uganda are not as pronounced

as those in Chad, where a 99.5% reduction in G. f. fuscipes was observed [11]. This

probably reflects local agro-ecological differences. The intervention in Chad was directed

against a relatively small and isolated population of tsetse associated with a wetland

whereas in Uganda the tsetse population is distributed throughout a complex and extensive

river network. Nonetheless, this finding validates analyses performed on datasets from a

smaller geographic extent and time period within Uganda, which suggested a reduction of

tsetse abundance by between 90-98% in response to TTs during initial trials [8].

Despite the significant negative influence of TTs on the predicted count of tsetse (RR

= 4.72, 95% CrI: 2.66, 8.36), and ongoing, continued control initiatives, there are

several hotspots within the intervention areas where tsetse are predicted to persist (Figure

5.6). Indeed, whilst the abundance of tsetse declines across north-western Uganda over

time (Figure 5.5), we do not see complete elimination within areas which have been

subject to prolonged control, for example, areas of Maracha and Arua district which have

been controlled since late 2011. The reasoning for this requires further exploration and

discussion; an ongoing research project involves investigating the effects of TTs on the

abundance of tsetse along rivers with different stream orders and sources, i.e., major

and minor tributaries [66]. Results from that work imply that tsetse persistence may be

due to the migration of tsetse from neighbouring uncontrolled areas, especially if smaller,

uncontrolled rivers are nearby. This theory may explain why despite blanket reductions in

abundance over time, there appears to be no shift in relative abundance when comparing

areas inside vs outside of the intervention (Figure 5.6). Armed with spatial outputs

predicting persistent populations, programme operators may perform tsetse monitoring to

validate these findings in the field. It should be noted that the aim of this control programme
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is not to eliminate tsetse, rather to reduce abundance to interrupt transmission. Modelling

analysis indicates a ∼60% population suppression is required to achieve interruption of

transmission within DRC [9], therefore we believe this aim has been met within Uganda

when interpreting the findings of 87.8% suppression shown here.

The predicted reduction of tsetse abundance in areas not under TT control, for example

central Adjumani and southern Arua (Figure 5.5), may be attributable to temporal changes

not explicitly incorporated within our model but which were captured via the inclusion of

a temporal random effect, i.e., noise within the auto-regressive order 1 model, and a

linear temporal trend (RR = 0.98, 95% CrI = 0.97-0.98). Additional temporally varying

covariates to consider incorporating within future iterations of the model include human

population density and land-use change, which may further explain the temporal trends

observed within the data [67; 68]. North-western Uganda has experienced large levels

of development within the last decade, primarily due to an influx of refugees resulting in

land-use change, i.e., degraded grasslands, woodlands and tree plantations [69; 70] and

human population growth (averaging 3.4% between 2010 and 2020) [71], among other

factors.

Further research is required to determine the link between suitable tsetse habitat and/or

tsetse abundance and the geographical distribution of reported g-HAT cases. Prior work

has shown that TT usage within north-western Uganda has a significant positive effect on

g-HAT risk [18], with reductions in abundance affecting g-HAT transmission dynamics [9].

However, not all tsetse infested areas are areas of g-HAT risk, with tsetse also transmitting

trypanosome species pathogenic to livestock but not to humans within north-western

Uganda [17; 72]. Modelling the spatio-temporal variation in g-HAT risk requires not only

the accurate quantification of the distribution and abundance of parasite, vector, and host

populations but also treatment seeking behaviours and diagnostic accessibility. Complex

interactions occur between each of these factors. Quantifying each of these factors

enables a refined method of control. Gambiense HAT cannot persist in locations without
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the tsetse vector, and surveillance for imported disease events which may initiate local-

level transmission should continue post-elimination certification, unless tsetse populations

are maintained at low levels of abundance.

Limitations

The results of this work should be interpreted in the context of several key limitations.

Here, we used trap catches to infer population-level changes in abundance. Part of the

changes in the abundance of catches may result from changes in vector behaviour. Within

our model, we assume a relationship between catches from traps, and the abundance

of the tsetse population, a common assumption given the data available. Our findings

add to the knowledge and understanding of tsetse in northern Uganda and should be

interpreted in the context of relative abundance, with this being a common limitation in

ecology and spatial epidemiology [73]. Given the stochastic nature of tsetse fly behaviour

and movement, it is hard to quantify true absence within an area [40]. We aimed to

account for differences between ‘true’ absence and absences observed due to varying

catch success within the spatio-temporal model by using a type 1 zero-inflated model,

which associates a probability with zero predictions [50].

Depending on the stage of disease elimination there are different needs for the balancing

of sensitivity and specificity within the species distribution model, and when choosing

threshold probability values for categorising abundance. Generally, within disease control

programmes, there is a need for high specificity – the ability to identify absences with a

high precision. When the amount of disease cases are low, or in this context, number

of tsetse are low, there is a need for high sensitivity. The current BRT model potentially

over-estimates areas of G. f. fuscipes suitability, which may provide additional expense

when screening for flies [64], however, ensures that no pockets of high abundance go

undetected.

The suitability model described here was constructed using dry season covariates, due to
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limitations associated with remotely sensed data. The addition of temporal components

to the spatio-temporal model somewhat overcomes this limitation by enabling rigorous

assessment of time and seasonal effects on tsetse abundance and observed catches.

Here, spatio-temporal model validation was performed by using withheld test data within

a SLOO-CV framework. Unfortunately, no in-field assessment of abundance and of

persisting tsetse foci has yet been performed, however, plans exist for field validation within

future work.

5.5 Conclusions

As countries prepare dossiers for elimination, there is a greater need to identify and

monitor remaining tsetse populations [5]. Methods to scale back tsetse control need

to be justified by evidence showing either slow regeneration of tsetse within a locality,

or local-level population suppression. Such evidence requires effective and sustained

monitoring of tsetse. The predictions described here may be combined with estimates of

geographic accessibility to provide a rationale for the placement of cost-effective sentinel

monitoring sites to monitor and confirm tsetse population suppression, as demonstrated

by Longbottom et al. 2020 [74]. Additionally, the models produced identify locations for

which we have the least certainty regarding abundance of tsetse, aiding the identification

of areas where baseline data may improve our understanding, quantifying a process which

was previously driven solely by expert opinion and ease of sampling.
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6
Discussion

”And the end of all our exploring

Will be to arrive where we started

And know the place for the first time.”
T. S. Eliot

The broad aim of this thesis was to investigate the micro-level spatial epidemiology of HAT

within north-western Uganda, a historic focus within an endemic country now approaching

g-HAT elimination. Specifically, this aim consisted of several objectives:

1. Examining what has already been done with regards to the application of geospatial

models to the context of g-HAT (Chapter 2),

2. Investigating the potential of high-resolution data to guide tsetse sampling and

monitoring for an active vector control programme (Chapter 3),

3. Determining the ability of geospatial approaches to improve estimates of geographic

accessibility to g-HAT diagnostics (Chapter 4), and,

4. Using a spatio-temporal geostatistical model to estimate tsetse abundance and

determine the impact of an ongoing vector control programme (Chapter 5).

To achieve these aims, a range of geospatial methods were used, some for the first time

within this context, e.g., cost-distance analyses (CDA) for assessing tsetse entomological

sampling, and the application of a spatio-temporal model to explore the effects of vector
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control on tsetse abundance within Uganda.

The outputs generated within this thesis provide insights into the use of high-resolution

data for optimising passive disease surveillance and vector control, and, by engaging

with programmatic officers and national ministries of health throughout the course of my

PhD, demonstrate the potential uses of these outputs in policy-based decision making.

In this discussion chapter I will summarise the key findings of each chapter, highlight the

strengths and limitations of the research performed, and contextualise the results with

regards to g-HAT elimination and the WHOs elimination targets, as outlined within the 2030

NTD roadmap [1]. Implications, alongside limitations are given within the Methodological

discussion (6.2) and Utility of outputs in policy (6.3) sections.

6.1 Recapitulation

Chapter 2 reviews existing applications of geospatial models for quantifying g-HAT risk

and tsetse related metrics. The findings demonstrate that several endemic countries

lack either contemporary, or high spatial-resolution (<100m) estimates of g-HAT and/or

tsetse, identifying geographies which would benefit from further geospatial analyses. I

demonstrate how the results obtained may be incorporated with other published metrics,

such as reported case data, to develop a prioritisation framework for targeting future

applications of geospatial models within the g-HAT and tsetse setting. This framework, and

the prioritisation itself, may be tailored to the individual needs of a country and policymaker,

which I acknowledge is very context dependent. Whilst this chapter forms quite a broad

scoping exercise, the results represent an initial evidence-base for prioritising future

applications of geospatial models, which may aid the progress toward, and assessment of

attainment of, elimination targets set by the WHO within the 2030 NTD roadmap [1].

Chapter 3 explores the use of CDA, performed at two spatial resolutions, for identifying

the optimal spatial placement of longitudinal entomological sampling sites. The method is
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applied to Koboko district, north-western Uganda, but is applicable to all settings where a

system for monitoring tsetse is being developed. I show that 3m remotely sensed imagery

represents field-obtained travel better than a surface generated with 0.5m imagery, despite

the higher accuracy of the latter when identifying uncharted roads. Using the resulting 3m

resistance surface, and an estimate of tsetse abundance produced for Koboko district

using data from 2010 [2], I identify candidate longitudinal monitoring sites which are

situated in areas which are easily accessible and are associated with a predicted high

abundance of tsetse.

Within Chapter 4, I adapt the cost-distance methodology used in Chapter 3, extending

the geographic extent to include all seven districts in north-western Uganda. Using a

resistance surface at a 30m × 30m spatial resolution and information on the spatial location

of operational g-HAT diagnostic sites, the percentage of the population at risk (PAR) of g-

HAT living within 1-hour and 5-hours of a diagnostic site is quantified. By varying the

number and selection of facilities within a simulation-based approach, I show that the

number of operational facilities can be massively reduced whilst still ensuring that ≥50%

of the PAR live within 1-hour travel, and ≥95% of the PAR live within 5-hours travel of

a diagnostic facility. Given a predetermined number of facilities, I establish the optimum

spatial arrangement which maximises coverage of the PAR when considering the 1-hour

and 5-hour travel targets.

Finally, in Chapter 5, I use a 10-year dataset of tsetse (Glossina fuscipes fuscipes)

catch data across north-western Uganda to quantify the effect of Tiny Targets on tsetse

abundance. I first assess changes in habitat suitability over time in the absence of

vector control, using a species distribution model (SDM). Such surfaces reflect changes

in vegetation and climate during the period. Using the SDM outputs alongside spatially

and temporally varying data of Tiny Target deployment, a zero-inflated negative binomial

spatio-temporal geostatistical model was produced to quantify the influence of vector

control on tsetse abundance. The model identifies a strong negative relationship between
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the presence of Tiny Targets and tsetse abundance, with a counterfactual analysis

demonstrating that Tiny Targets have suppressed tsetse populations within the area by

∼88%.

6.2 Methodological discussion

6.2.1 Prioritisation of future geospatial modelling efforts

There are large spatial and temporal gaps in the contemporary knowledge of tsetse

distribution, suitability, and abundance within g-HAT endemic countries. In this thesis, I

quantify these gaps and present an example framework for prioritising future geospatial

modelling efforts related to g-HAT and tsetse. As stated within the discussion of Chapter

2, the decision of what to model, i.e., g-HAT or tsetse, and where, i.e., nationally or select

sub-national areas, is country and context dependent. Some g-HAT endemic countries,

however, are approaching elimination and geospatial models may aid the identification of

remaining disease or vector foci representative of risk. The geospatial modelling needs for

these countries will differ greatly to those with a high remaining incidence of g-HAT, where

broad disease patterns are generally known [3].

Alongside context, future modelling efforts are unfortunately limited by data availability.

For some countries, and for some species of tsetse, important spatial data required for

geospatial modelling do not exist. Furthermore, in some instances, the data which do

exist are either dated, or are associated with high levels of geographic uncertainty, e.g.,

expert opinion range maps only, not meeting the stringent quality necessary for producing

accurate and contemporary geospatial models. Ongoing efforts by the WHO and FAO

have resulted in the collation of spatial databases detailing g-HAT case-distribution [3]

and tsetse occurrence and infection data for some countries [4; 5; 6]. Such data will

prove an asset for future modelling efforts should these data become publicly available.

Although the results from Chapter 2 primarily inform where geospatial analyses have been

performed, the absence of models in some countries may imply an absence of available
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data and/or knowledge, prompting future meta-analyses and data collation, or primary data

collection should screening and monitoring data not currently exist.

An assessment of the reporting rate and detection rate was not included within the review.

Some countries, for which no g-HAT case data have been reported to the WHO GHO [7],

may indeed be countries where g-HAT is absent. However, some may be countries where

the surveillance quality and capacity is not adequate for detecting g-HAT cases should

they exist [8; 9]. Furthermore, the reporting of cases to the WHO is not an indicator of the

intensity of surveillance. Quantifying spatial variation in the detection and reporting rate

is necessary for constructing accurate assessments of disease incidence and prevalence

[10; 11]. Disease surveillance may be highly localised in some areas, for example locations

of humanitarian response [12], and treatment seeking may be biased based on socio-

economic factors [13; 14; 15]. An updated assessment of the number and location of

diagnostic facilities performed by Simmaro et al. in 2014 [9] would highlight geographic

gaps in contemporary surveillance coverage. Quantifying passive surveillance coverage

is something I explore within north-western Uganda within Chapter 4. Potential methods

for increasing case detection and reporting include the integration of disease surveillance

with that of other NTDs in areas of co-endemicity [16; 17], and approaches which improve

the quality and coverage of healthcare within g-HAT endemic countries, echoing Goal 3.8

within the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, namely ‘achieving universal healthcare

coverage’ [18]. Within low-prevalence settings, active screening of a population is an

important yet relatively costly method [19]. In an elimination setting, surveillance networks

should be optimised for continued passive surveillance after transmission has ceased, to

ensure that any disease importation events are detected and contained within a timely

manner [20].

One of the primary aims of public health research is to produce outputs which have

the potential to support and inform policymaking, ultimately benefitting the underlying

populations of study by enacting positive change [21]. The effective communication
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of results and engagement with policymakers, programmatic staff, and stakeholders is

therefore vital to this process [22]. To build upon Chapter 2, one may incorporate the

obtained results into a user interface (for example an R-shiny app [23]), which would allow

users to interactively view the number and spatial coverage of existing outputs and produce

a customised ranking tailored to individual needs. Such tools would enable increased

interaction with the outputs of Chapter 2, bridging gaps between the utility of academic

outputs and policy [24; 25; 26]. Furthermore, by producing an open-source tool, such

as an R-shiny webapp, the database of existing geospatial models for g-HAT and tsetse

can be frequently updated as and when new geospatial modelling studies are published.

Within the open-source setting, there is scope for others to expand the database to

incorporate information on geospatial analyses quantifying intervention usage and access

to diagnostics. Indeed, limitations of the existing review include the explicit search for

publications mapping g-HAT incidence, prevalence, or risk and associated tsetse metrics;

I did not consider articles which had applied other geospatial methods, for example, those

quantifying geographic access to diagnostics or treatment seeking behaviour. Additionally,

by only including published articles within the review, I will have missed non-published

analyses performed by national ministries of health or other governmental bodies and non-

governmental organisations. Communicating with these organisations during the review

process may help to fill some existing data gaps.

The review of existing geospatial models for other NTDs and infectious disease may

also help inform the prioritisation of future modelling efforts in these disciplines. Indeed,

in the sleeping sickness context, one could expand the review in Chapter 2 to also

consider models of r-HAT and associated tsetse species. Broader scoping exercises have

previously been used to identify potential infectious disease candidates for mapping (see

[27] and [28]), however, such reviews do not assemble information on modelling efforts

at the country level, and may now be outdated due to increased data and additional

publications released within the last decade.
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6.2.2 Quantifying geographic access – entomological monitoring

Within Chapter 3 & Chapter 4, I apply CDA to quantify geographic access within Koboko

district and across north-western Uganda respectively. The selection of entomolog-

ical monitoring sites within Koboko has previously been based on convenience-based

approaches, reliant on subjective expert opinion of where tsetse are expected to be

present, and where is deemed feasible to travel from a field station within a fixed period

of time. These are approaches which may not necessarily be replicable in different

geographic areas or by other individuals, due to nuanced behaviours such as intuition and

ad-hoc decision making. Whilst opportunistic data collection, i.e., intensively sampling

in easily accessible areas, is known to introduce biases within data [29], it is generally

associated with the least economical costs when considering factors such as fuel and

personnel, etc. Opportunistic sampling is therefore frequently performed in ecological

studies [30]. Within this thesis I aimed to move entomological monitoring design from a

convenience-based approach to a more rational and objective one, factoring travel time to

identify locations which are easy to access, yet are associated with a high potential for rich

data.

I show that the accuracy of resistance surfaces is related to the spatial resolution and

the assumptions made regarding travel speeds and associated costs. For resistance

surfaces quantifying both on-road and off-road travel, the completeness and accuracy of

road network data is paramount, however, this completeness is highly variable, particularly

in developing regions of the world [31]. Open-source gazetteers, such as OpenStreetMap

(www.openstreetmap.org) have helped to improve coverage completeness over time,

and newly emerging applications of artificial intelligence and classification algorithms have

resulted in increased road charting and ease of mapping in data sparse locations [32].

The methods of resistance surface validation applied within this thesis evolve through

the research chapters. Within Chapter 3, I use a limited amount of highly accurate

field-obtained GPS tracking data to both inform and validate the resistance surface
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generated. Unfortunately, these data were constrained to roads which were traversed by

entomologists and technicians during the period May 2017 - January 2019, with several

roads within Koboko lacking any validation routes or GPS data. Within Chapter 4, I

leverage a rich dataset compiled by Google to validate the 30m × 30m surface [33]. Such

data was available for areas lacking field-obtained GPS data, and enabled a more rigorous

assessment of accuracy, including the calculation of travel between a greater number of

origin and destination locations.

Some of the limitations of using a cost-distance approach to inform entomological sampling

include the prerequisite for estimates of vector abundance. This may be negated by using

ecologically stratified land-use data which can serve as a proxy for the environmental

suitability of a species, as seen in a study optimising sample site selection for malaria

vectors [34]. Additionally, there is a requirement for the knowledge of travel speeds along

roads within the area of interest, something which is highly variable across and within

countries, with national speed limits also not being representative of observed speeds

(this thesis, Chapter 3). Regardless of travel speed accuracy, the relative travel time to

locations will remain consistent, demonstrating the advantages of this approach even in

localities where assumptions regarding travel speed are made.

Whilst I identify that current tsetse sampling approaches within Koboko are biased and

generally opportunistic, the described approach also leverages convenience sampling,

biasing toward sites which are associated with the lowest travel costs. By pairing this

metric with abundance of tsetse, and including a stratified sampling approach, I do reduce

this bias somewhat, whilst ensuring that greater information on the effects of vector control

may be observed. Targeting high-abundance locations pre-intervention, where trends can

be followed longitudinally, will provide a rigorous assessment of intervention efficacy and

effects on tsetse populations within the area. Future work may consider combining the

resistance surface generated with a more robust geostatistical sampling methodology, for

example, utilising spatially inhibitory sampling to maximise spatial coverage over the area
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of interest [35], or methods which incorporate spatial dependence to increase knowledge

gain in areas with the greatest uncertainty [36].

Despite demonstrating how this method can be used to increase efficiency of entomolog-

ical monitoring, this approach was not adopted within Uganda as longitudinal monitoring

sites had already been established [37]. The approach, however, may still be implemented

in areas where tsetse control is being initiated, for example future phases of tsetse control

or within additional countries providing that comprehensive data on existing road networks

exist [38]. Impediments to the uptake of this approach in areas outside of Uganda include

the need for researchers trained and versed in the methods used. Indeed, training and

capacity strengthening within endemic countries is an important issue, and the lack of

training, and training opportunities, may perhaps be one of the biggest barriers preventing

the analyses performed within this thesis from being applied by other researchers within

endemic countries [39; 40].

6.2.3 Quantifying geographic access – surveillance optimisation

Similarly, by utilising a resistance surface expanded across north-western Uganda, I

demonstrate that CDA can be a powerful tool for estimating population coverage for

passive surveillance systems (Chapter 4). Whilst previous approaches within Uganda have

considered the Euclidean distance [41], there are some key limitations associated with this

method. Varying terrains and geographic barriers greatly influence travel time, especially

in the absence of a road [42]. Moving from estimates of distance to estimates of travel

time may better represent barriers to treatment seeking, as seen for other diseases within

Uganda [43]. The application of CDA to the context of quantifying accessibility to g-HAT

diagnostics is not a novel one; a study performed by Simarro et al. in 2014 [9] produced

a 1km × 1km friction surface to estimate travel time within g-HAT endemic countries. That

analysis, however, did not focus on identifying the optimal number of facilities needed

to meet population coverage targets, and analyses at 1km resolution may mask some

of the spatial heterogeneities in geographic access. By honing in on a specific country,
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increasing the spatial resolution, and incorporating contemporary information detailing the

number and location of active facilities, I conclude that the number of facilities can be

drastically reduced.

Some limitations of the use of CDA for optimising passive surveillance, as performed in

Chapter 4, include the selection of surveillance sites from an existing set. Within this thesis

I optimise placement based on the location of pre-existing health facilities, choosing the

combination which maximises the population size within two travel time categories (1-hour

and 5-hours travel). Improvements in maximising the population coverage may be seen in

different contexts, if the location of facilities were not fixed and could be optimised by spatial

arrangement, i.e., determining where new facilities may be included. This optimisation

approach, however, would be representative of a different scenario to that explored within

Chapter 4, where the current application is the scale-back of facilities, i.e., retaining a fixed

number of existing facilities, opposed to the introduction of new surveillance sites. Indeed,

the methodology developed here does have the potential to determine which gridded cells

would be best suited for the introduction of a diagnostic facility or surveillance site; however,

this problem would require the consideration of additional factors such as economics,

capacity, and knowledge of existing cell occupancy and land use, inter alia, and is perhaps

unrealistic for the monitoring HAT. Applications beyond HAT include optimising surveillance

of other NTDs or emerging infectious diseases, where new facilities, or sentinels may need

to be determined.

Another limitation includes the lack of data on treatment seeking for g-HAT within north-

western Uganda. Should such data exist, one may implement a gravity model approach

[44], where use of, and travel to, a facility is associated with metrics of ‘attractiveness’ [45].

Within this context, attractiveness may be defined by the number of doctors, diagnostic

method used or the historic number of g-HAT cases diagnosed at a facility, amongst other

reported metrics [41]. Such an approach would enable the allocation of weights to facilities,

ensuring that those facilities most utilised have a greater likelihood of being retained within
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the optimisation simulation. Such data is available for Guinea; however, this would require

the digitisation of patient records before being available for analysis (Paul Bessel, pers.

comm.). This is something which may be explored in future work.

Human behaviour, particularly treatment-seeking, is influenced by a variety of factors. With

cost of treatment, quality of care, and time being large influential drivers [46; 47], treatment-

seeking behaviours may change considering new drugs being developed and approved

for treatment. For example, the recently approved drug, fexinidazole, is an oral based

medicine which may be administered at home [48], without the need for IVs or prolonged

care of the individual within a medical setting. This may change rates of observed referral

non-compliance [15] and may also influence the likelihood of seeking diagnosis due to less

invasive treatment methods; further studies beyond the scope of this thesis are required

to investigate these factors.

6.2.4 Species distribution models and spatio-temporal geostatistical modelling

Tiny Targets have had a massive reduction on the abundance of tsetse flies within north-

western Uganda. Field-based trials have continually shown the impact of TTs on tsetse

abundance within g-HAT endemic countries (see [37; 49; 50; 51; 52]). Hitherto, such

results and interpretations have previously been limited to fixed trapping points, with little

quantification of the effects of targets within surrounding, non-sampled locations. The

exception to this is a study performed by Tirados et al. which investigates the impact

of TTs on tsetse abundance across intervention areas within DRC using a geostatistical

model [52]. Within this thesis, I demonstrate how species distribution models (SDMs) and

spatio-temporal geostatistical models can be used to provide inference on the effects of

TTs at non-sampled locations, accounting for the spatial and temporal structure of the

data, something which has not been done in previous analyses. Within north-western

Uganda, one published study has produced estimates of tsetse abundance across four

g-HAT endemic districts [2]. This previous analysis was limited to data obtained during

pre-intervention surveys in 2010 [37], and produces estimates of G. f. fuscipes abundance
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in the absence of TTs at a 30m × 30m spatial resolution.

The work performed within Chapter 5 of this thesis expands on the previous approach, i.e.

[2], leveraging, to my knowledge, the most data-rich longitudinal dataset of G. f. fuscipes

abundance available. The need for high quality data within geostatistical models is integral,

with the aphorism ‘garbage in, garbage out’ being commonly used within the modelling

and machine-learning sphere [53]. Researchers from the Liverpool School of Tropical

Medicine (LSTM) have been involved with the primary collection of these data, opposed

to this dataset being the result of amalgamation from several sources. I have had explicit

knowledge of the specific data collection processes involved. This direct involvement and

engagement with field-based entomologists has reduced assumptions made regarding the

data, including factors such as spatial accuracy, collection date, and species identification

etc., providing a higher confidence in the use of this data within my thesis.

The amount, quality, and spatial coverage of sampled data influences what analyses

can be performed. Having access to such a comprehensive series of catch data meant

that I could produce a spatio-temporal geostatistical model to explore the impact of both

environmental change and TT deployment on tsetse abundance, across space and time.

By first fitting a SDM, I was able to quantify the effects of environmental and climatic change

on tsetse suitability. Modelling environmental suitability prior to inclusion within the spatio-

temporal geostatistical model reduced the complexity of the model by incorporating fewer

covariates, a factor which additionally helps to reduce the computational burden [54].

The temporal resolution of the SDM was restricted by the availability of cloud-free remotely

sensed satellite imagery. Publicly available sources of remotely sensed data at a 30 × 30m

resolution were limited to the Landsat series, i.e., Landsat-5, Landsat-7, and Landsat-8,

which have a repeat cycle of 16 days [55]. Cloud cover greatly affected the useability of

scenes collected during the wet season (March-May and September-November), forcing

the allocation of sample data to annually varying dry season covariates only. This limitation
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is overcome using a temporal random effect within the spatio-temporal geostatistical

model, namely an autoregressive model. Whilst the SDM constructed included covariates

with known influences on tsetse suitability, additional predictors for example precipitation,

measures of soil acidity and distribution of potential predators or competitor species may

have improved predictive performance of the model; factors which may be explored within

future work.

SDMs model habitat suitability in environmental space, identifying correlations between

variables and observations irrespective of their geographic location [56]. Spatial depen-

dence, however, is often a key factor to consider when estimating species distributions

[57]. Geospatial methods which incorporate spatial dependence are more robust and

enable inference at unsampled locations, with model-based geostatistics being the method

of choice should data of sufficient quality exist [36]. Utilising the longitudinal time

series, covariates detailing intervention coverage, and the SDM outputs, I construct a

spatio-temporal geostatistical model, which was implemented using R-INLA, an open-

source R package [58]. R-INLA employs a stochastic partial differential equation (SPDE)

approach to quantify spatial dependence, producing an approximation of a gaussian

random field (spatial random effect) [59; 60; 61]. Benefits of INLA (integrated nested

Laplace approximations) include computational efficiency, ease of use, and the ability to

incorporate a range of likelihoods [60]. The INLA approach has been used in numerous

high-impact spatial epidemiological applications, such as the assessment of under-5

mortality [62] and determining the effects of intervention use on malaria prevalence [63].

The large amount of data available allowed for the use of cross-validation approaches

to assess predictive performance of the spatio-temporal geostatistical model. Due to

the presence of spatial dependence within the data, I adopted a spatial leave-one-out

cross validation approach [64]. This method accounts for spatial dependence by iteratively

removing one location, and all points within the range of the observed spatial dependence,

training the model to remaining data and assessing the predictive power on the withheld
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location [65]. Such methods provide a more accurate assessment of model performance

than approaches not accounting for spatial dependence, with the model produced showing

similar levels of accuracy to the spatial model published in 2018 [2].

Unfortunately, due to restrictions posed by the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, I was unable

to perform planned in-field validation of the outputs generated in several chapters of this

thesis, most notably Chapter 5. Whilst assessment of model performance using withheld

data is a good proxy and a standard approach [66], there is a need to explore areas of

remaining high relative abundance through in-field sampling, and to generate additional

data in areas of greatest model uncertainty to inform refined estimates [67]. This ground-

truthing will provide improved confidence in the use of such outputs and methodologies in

programmatic decision making.

Findings from this analysis, namely the ∼88% reduction in abundance due to TTs alone,

are in accordance to results observed within other countries and from other analyses, for

example a 85.5% reduction attributed to TTs within DRC [52] and earlier work in Uganda

suggesting a 90-98% reduction during initial trials [37]. Additionally, the results support

a separate analysis within north-western Uganda which attributed a significant reduction

in g-HAT cases to TT use [68]. By applying these methods, I not only demonstrate that

TTs have had a significant impact on tsetse abundance, I also showcase the flexibility

of spatio-temporal models for incorporating intervention data and attributing reductions

in abundance to varying risk factors. Next steps should include the further investigation

of the relationship between tsetse abundance and g-HAT risk. Whilst contemporary

incidence of g-HAT is low within north-western Uganda, case data from early 2000 could

be used to construct spatio-temporal geostatistical models predicting g-HAT incidence,

using estimates of tsetse abundance as a covariate.
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6.2.5 High spatial resolution satellite imagery – what resolution is enough?

Within this thesis, I use a range of sources of satellite imagery at varying spatial

and temporal resolutions (Table 6.1). In Chapter 3, I show that whilst 0.5m imagery

performs better within image classification algorithms for detecting ground-type, i.e., roads,

vegetation, barren land, there is a greater potential for propagation of errors when using

higher resolution imagery within cost-distance analyses. This propagation of error occurs

when assumptions made about travel, i.e., speeds and costs, have the greatest uncertainty

or are variable in nature. As the spatial resolution of satellite imagery increases, the

number of cells, and therefore number of additive steps required to traverse across

a resistance surface, also increases. I show that resistance surfaces produced from

3m imagery, with the same assumptions of speed and cost, better match travel times

observed within the field. Such imagery is therefore still adequate for the generation of

CDA, demonstrating the ability to identifying primary, secondary and tertiary roads within

uncharted areas and represent ground truth data.

Table 6.1: Summary of the sources and spatial-resolution of remotely sensed
imagery used within this thesis.

Chapter Source Spatial
Resolution

Temporal Resolution
(repeat cycle)

Reference

Chapter 3 Pléiades-1A 0.5m × 0.5m 26 days [69]
PlanetScope 3m × 3m Daily [70]

Chapter 4 Landsat-8 30m × 30m 16 days [55]

Chapter 5
Landsat-5 30m × 30m 16 days [71]
Landsat-8 30m × 30m 16 days [55]
Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission
(SRTM)

30m × 30m One-off mission (11
days)

[72]

There are, however, several advantages of using higher resolution imagery within infec-

tious disease models and when applying geospatial methods. Benefits include generating

outputs with an increased precision allowing for a more refined public health response to

observed/predicted disease risk, enabling enhanced targeting and treatment of ‘hotspots’,
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an approach which is beneficial for rarer, emerging diseases, as well as those approaching

elimination [73]. Additional benefits include an increased ability to correctly discern risk

factors due to spatial heterogeneity being represented at a higher spatial resolution [74]

(Table 6.2). However, considerations must be given toward some of the disadvantages of

high-resolution imagery. Obtaining high-resolution imagery usually comes with a higher

economical cost [75]; imagery within the public domain is generally at a coarser spatial

resolution than that collected by commercial grade satellites (see Table 1.6, Chapter 1).

Higher resolution imagery is also associated with higher computational and storage costs.

For example, when considering 1m × 1m imagery and 100m × 100m imagery, there are

10,000 pixels within the 1m dataset for every 1 pixel within the 100m dataset. Storing such

multitudes of data requires greater storage capacity [76], and processing requires more

computational input. Depending on the area and geographic extent, the computing power

available may limit higher resolution applications.

Computing power and demand is a limitation I encountered within several chapters of my

thesis; the number of simulations for deducing the optimal number of and placement of

diagnostic facilities was limited by the processing time and processing demand (Chapter

4), and the spatial resolution of predictions across a landscape were limited by available

memory for storing and processing large matrices of covariate data (Chapter 5). Analyses

performed on the 0.5m imagery in Chapter 3, for example, included the processing of

∼4.08 billion pixels within one district alone (43343 × 94322 pixels). Processing speeds,

and costs, are however improving at high rates; Moore’s Law estimates that computer

‘power’ doubles every 18 months due to technological advances [77].

When considering high-resolution analyses, one must also know the provenience and

accuracy of the spatial location data being used within the model. If, for example, the

location of disease occurrence or the position of a tsetse trap is associated with large

spatial uncertainty, then there is no merit in using high-resolution covariates as it is unlikely

that the true variable value is assigned [78]. As cases are often associated with a treatment
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centre or village, rather than the place where the person was infected, there is often

uncertainty surrounding the true site of infection. With tsetse trapping records, I account for

factors such as dispersal by generating a moving average across cells within the observed

daily range of tsetse (∼350m), thus characterising environmental factors surrounding the

trapping site (Chapter 5).

Table 6.2: Advantages and disadvantages of geospatial applications utilising high
(<100m) spatial resolution imagery.

Advantages Disadvantages
Greater ability to accurately identify ground-based
features, such as roads and rivers [79]

Increased processing requirements

Increased potential utility of outputs, i.e., ‘Precision
public health’ [80]

Increased storage requirements

Increased ability to correctly discern risk factors Imagery is often associated with a high economical
cost due to being commercial products

Commercial satellites have a quicker repeat cycle,
allowing for ‘real-time’ data collection

Greater uncertainty in predictions due to smaller
population denominators [81]

Concerns regarding the confidentiality of
individuals within fine-scale unit areas (for
example, grids, villages or neighbourhoods) [10]

Predictions produced at a fine scale may not easily
be aggregated to a scale useful for policy due to
the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP), where
units chosen produce variable estimates and
inferences [82]

Whilst the 30m imagery used in Chapter 4 & Chapter 5 may seem significantly coarser than

the 3m imagery used within Chapter 3, pre-existing spatial predictions of tsetse suitability

within Uganda span from a spatial resolution of 30m-5km, median 1km (Table 2.4, Chapter

2). The predictions produced in Chapter 5 are still at the highest spatial resolution

produced, particularly for locations not-mapped within the other existing 30m resolution

publication [2]. This resolution is also more than adequate for the control programme

operating within north-western Uganda [38]. Prior analyses estimating travel time to g-HAT

diagnostic facilities were produced at a ∼1km spatial resolution [9], or quantified access

based on Euclidean distance [41]. No other studies, to my knowledge, investigate access
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to g-HAT diagnostics at such a high spatial-resolution.

Ultimately, the decision of what spatial resolution to use within IDM should consider factors

such as: i) certainty surrounding the precision of recorded event data, ii) disease, vector,

and host dynamics, i.e., dispersal and movement [83], iii) computational storage and

processing capacity available to the user, iv) availability of cloud-free imagery, including

associated costs of obtaining said imagery, and v) the intended use of the outputs [84].

Control programmes which plan, operate, and implement interventions at a coarse scale

face major challenges in using and acting on finer scale insights [39]. Effective policy

design requires a thorough understanding of individual and/or local heterogeneity within

geographic regions or administrative areas [85], and these needs will vary based on

disease and per country.

6.3 Utility of outputs in policy

Whilst this thesis does not directly explore the potential uptake of the described outputs

within policy and programmatic decision making, the present findings do have important

implications for practice and policy. With a focus on the WHO 2030 NTD roadmap [1],

and elimination targets for g-HAT set within, the aims and avenues explored within this

thesis have had the overall goal of contributing knowledge which may benefit public health.

Chapter 2 presents an assessment of existing knowledge gaps relating to g-HAT and tsetse

spatial metrics and demonstrates a prioritisation framework which may be easily adapted

to meet the needs of any policymaker. Within section 6.2.1 I discuss how a potential

interactive tool may enable increased interaction with the outputs of this chapter, bridging

gaps between the uptake of academic outputs and policy [24; 25; 26].

Outputs from geospatial analyses can generally be misinterpreted or misused by policy-

makers due to the complexity of methods, or issues relating to how such methods are

described [86]. There is a need for results to be reported transparently, and for limitations
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with the methods applied to be explicitly stated. It is commonly recognised within the

field of spatial epidemiology that metrics such as exceedance probabilities provide one of

the most effective ways of conveying uncertainty in modelled estimates [87], with outputs

visualised this way being easily interpretable by public health officials [54]. As such, to

aid interpretability and utility by programmatic decision makers, I present estimates of

tsetse abundance within Chapter 5 categorised by low (0 flies/trap/day), medium (1-10

flies/trap/day) and high (>10 flies/trap/day), visualising the uncertainty in the associated

estimates via ternary maps. Maps showing the prediction category after applying a

probability threshold are also reported. Outputs from this chapter are contributing to the

design and implementation of existing control and monitoring of tsetse through the Trypa-

NO! programme [38].

At the time of development, interest in the optimisation methodology demonstrated within

Chapter 4 had been shown from the non-governmental organisation Drugs for Neglected

Diseases Initiative (DNDi). DNDi enquired about using this approach to determine the

optimal placement of surveillance sites to detect T. b. rhodesiense (r-HAT) within DRC,

where a new drug, fexinidazole, is undergoing phase 3 clinical trials (Olaf Valverde, pers.

comm.). Contact was also made with HAT representatives at the WHO, who additionally

expressed interest in the methodology described, with the view to re-run the model in

Chapter 4 using PAR surfaces for Uganda as detailed in Franco et al. [3] (Jose Ramon

Franco Minguell, pers. comm.). During this thesis, stakeholder input was mostly sought

at the end of the analysis, which may have shaped the usefulness and adoption of the

generated outputs. In the future, collaboration and engagement with policymakers should

occur earlier in the research process to ensure the maximum usefulness and uptake of

generated results [88].

Although I have provided quantifiable approaches for prioritising spatial sampling of

disease vectors, and the spatial optimisation of passive surveillance, I acknowledge that

additional country and context specific factors are invaluable to these processes; what
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may be the optimal theoretical approach may not be the case in practice. Further work is

required to explore receptivity and uptake of these approaches, ensuring that the results

described not only add to existing knowledge, but also advance g-HAT elimination.

6.4 Conclusions

By providing novel applications of existing geospatial methods, I demonstrate how such

approaches may be used to inform existing g-HAT vector control and surveillance programmes.

As several endemic countries strive for elimination targets set within the WHO 2030

NTD roadmap, the methods described here will help to identify remaining disease foci

and minimise risks associated with failed case and vector detection. Notably, whilst

the applications within this thesis mostly relate to Uganda, where sleeping sickness is

approaching elimination, these methods will also have the greatest impact in locations

which still experience a proportionately high burden of disease, advancing efforts to

eliminate human African trypanosomiasis in these areas. Several methods explored within

this thesis are also applicable to other NTDs, infectious diseases, and emerging infections,

with applications extending beyond just the elimination context.

Moving forward, further efforts should be made to identify the ways in which additional

geospatial methods may benefit the road to g-HAT elimination. Generally, increases in

data availability [89; 90], improved computation, and recent methodological developments

[36; 60] have resulted in a litany of data and tools at our disposal, however, applications

to g-HAT lag behind that of other vector-borne diseases such as malaria, yellow fever,

and dengue. Applying approaches from other diseases, and from other disciplines, will

ensure that all available weapons are leveraged in the fight for g-HAT elimination [91].

This thesis demonstrates how such approaches may be implemented, producing several

policy-relevant outputs in the process.
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A.1 Supplementary Tables

Table A1: Algorithm for the initial abstract screen. Questions are processed in order
of appearance. All five criteria must be met to include the study within the review.
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Table A2: Summary of modelling methods used within the included publications.

Model Category Model specifics g-HAT Tsetse Total
N % N % N %

Mathematical

Continuous time models 1 4 0 0 1 2.17
Deterministic 9 36 1 4.76 10 21.74
Stochastic 7 28 0 0 7 15.22
Summary measure (DALY) 1 4 0 0 1 2.17
Mechanistic 0 0 1 4.76 1 2.17
Probability model 0 0 1 4.76 1 2.17

Spatial Interpolation
Kernel density 7 28 0 0 7 15.22
Inverse distance weights 0 0 2 9.52 2 4.35
Ordinary and universal kriging 0 0 1 4.76 1 2.17

Spatial regression GLMM 0 0 1 4.76 1 2.17
INLA 0 0 1 4.76 1 2.17

Spatially implicit

Discriminant analysis 0 0 5 23.81 5 10.87
Logistic regression 0 0 3 14.29 3 6.52
MaxEnt 0 0 4 19.05 4 8.70
MaxEnt & logistic regression 0 0 1 4.76 1 2.17

A.2 Supplementary Figures

Figure A.1: An administrative-level map of g-HAT risk. Produced by digitising maps
available via the HAT Atlas: https://www.who.int/teams/control-of-neglected-tropical-dise
ases/human-african-trypanosomiasis/atlas-of-hat.
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Table B1: Results of OpenStreetMap data validation.

Grid Length of road digitized (m) Percentage similarity (%)
0.5m 3m OSM OSM vs

0.5m
3m vs 0.5m OSM vs 3m

1 7804.60 1459.33 0.00 0.00 18.70 0.00

2 3471.12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

3 7759.08 3738.06 333.07 4.29 48.18 8.91

4 9146.50 1843.44 1817.94 19.88 20.15 98.62

5 2718.92 0.00 937.76 34.49 0.00 0.00

6 5515.98 2856.50 3483.76 63.16 51.79 121.96

7 3840.01 676.79 2254.52 58.71 17.62 333.12

8 10131.97 4607.29 1962.63 19.37 45.47 42.60

9 6053.58 1703.86 0.00 0.00 28.15 0.00

10 2034.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

11 12067.40 4540.82 3612.87 29.94 37.63 79.56

12 8940.11 2704.17 2082.35 23.29 30.25 77.01

13 14452.65 7053.10 9911.33 68.58 48.80 140.52

14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

15 6650.08 3311.35 4432.14 66.65 49.79 133.85

16 3473.59 1370.35 5389.54 155.16 39.45 393.30

17 6779.36 772.51 7997.38 117.97 11.40 1035.25

18 5637.56 1214.75 649.64 11.52 21.55 53.48
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Table B1 continued from previous page

Grid Length of road digitized (m) Percentage similarity (%)
0.5m 3m OSM OSM vs

0.5m
3m vs 0.5m OSM vs 3m

19 9459.31 1912.29 0.00 0.00 20.22 0.00

20 2429.74 0.00 730.74 30.07 0.00 0.00

21 4846.82 2094.06 1343.11 27.71 43.20 64.14

22 8722.51 1564.75 0.00 0.00 17.94 0.00

23 8715.20 204.00 0.00 0.00 2.34 0.00

24 15891.30 4044.70 1064.19 6.70 25.45 26.31

25 8491.67 2918.87 1285.66 15.14 34.37 44.05

Total 175033.09 50590.99 49288.63 28.16 28.90 97.43

B.2 Supplementary Figures

Figure B.1: Existing and planned Tiny Target intervention areas. Blue areas identify
both current and planned Tiny Target intervention areas within the West Nile Region of
Northern Uganda.
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Figure B.2: Distribution of 5 × 5 km sampling strata across Koboko district.

Figure B.3: Spatial distribution of ground truth data. Left: Tracks used to inform speeds
along select roads (training data). Right: Tracks used to validate the generated cost-
distance surfaces (validation data).
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Figure B.4: Composite images of digitised road networks within Koboko district.
Purple roads represent roads visible in 0.5m imagery; black roads represent roads visible
in 3m imagery, and light blue roads represent roads available within the OSM dataset. The
overlap of all three colours indicate areas of consistency across sources.
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Figure B.5: Regression plots. Plots from a linear regression using observed travel time
data with predicted travel time as the only covariate. Top Left: Regression using 3m
within-sample (training) data. Top Right: Regression using 3m out-of-sample (validation)
data. Bottom Left: Regression using 0.5m within-sample (training) data. Bottom Right:
Regression using 0.5m out-of-sample (validation) data.
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High-resolution accessibility surface
To quantify travel time to diagnostic facilities, we first sought to generate a friction surface
for north-western Uganda. Friction surfaces contain estimates of associated travel cost
for gridded cells within a Cartesian plane, and are used within cost-distance analyses,
which identify the cumulative cost of traversing each cell based on the given resistance
surface and origin (or destination) locations. To construct the resistance surface, data
from a variety of sources were pooled, as per the steps below.

Road network
Shapefiles (geospatial vector data) detailing mapped roads hosted by OpenStreetMap
were retrieved from Geofabrik OSM Data Extracts on July 15th, 2019. Roads within this
source are categorised based off of their social and economic importance, and as such,
are classified as being either primary, secondary, tertiary, unclassified, residential, service,
track or path when digitised [1]. A previous study compared the completeness of OSM data
with roads digitized from 3m resolution remotely sensed imagery, identifying a 97.43%
agreement between sources within Koboko district, Uganda [2]. The referenced study
provided confidence in the completeness of the network across the region.

Off-road resistance values
High-resolution (30m × 30m) remotely sensed imagery for the West Nile Region were
obtained from the Landsat 8 satellite [3]. The imagery consisted of four tiles for the
West Nile Region captured between the 25th January and 1st February 2018, containing
minimal cloud cover. Separate tiles were merged to create one scene, utilising ArcGIS
version 10.4 [4]. The mosaicked image was clipped to administrative boundaries for north-
western Uganda. A normalised difference vegetation index (NDVI) was calculated using
the processed imagery [5, 6], and off-road resistance values were assigned for different
vegetation densities as per a previously described methodology [2]. Resistance values
represent the time taken (in seconds) to cross each 30m × 30m gridded cell.
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Tracks
To obtain data informing variation in speeds along road class, technicians making routine
visits to tsetse traps within Arua, Maracha, Koboko and Yumbe districts, north-western
Uganda, were provided with GPS devices. The recording of GPS tracks was performed
during February-April 2018 and were representative of travel during the dry season. Trap
attendants operate using motorbikes, therefore, observed speeds were characteristic of
motorbike-based travel. Devices were configured to record track points at ∼15-second
intervals. Further detail can be found in Longbottom et al. 2020 [2].

Speeds
Tracking points were converted to polylines, consisting of line segments constructed
from five trailing points. These segments were assigned a mean observed speed by
calculating the Euclidean distance of each segment and incorporating start and end times.
Tracks were overlaid on top of the OSM data, and were classified in the same manner,
with segments assigned as being primary, secondary, tertiary or unclassified. These
segments were then used to derive a mean observed speed for each OSM road class
(Supplementary Table 1).

Resistance surface
The updated road network, featuring a cell crossing time based on assigned speeds
(representative of on-road resistance), was combined with the NDVI off-road surface to
produce one surface detailing associated travel cost (travel time in seconds) for each 30m
× 30m cell within north-western Uganda.

Validation
To assess the accuracy of the resistance surface, a random sample of 1000-paired
locations were generated across north-western Uganda. Each pair consisted of an ‘origin’
and ‘destination’ coordinate in decimal degrees, with each ‘origin’ and ‘destination’ being
drawn from one of 500 randomised ∼2.5km2 gridded cells across the study extent. In the
selection of these validation points, we assume that people will not cross the river Nile
in seeking diagnosis, so origin and destination sites occur on the same side of the river.
Utilising the ‘gDistance R’ package [7], and the resistance surface, the travel time from
each origin and destination was computed. This resulted in a modelled estimate of travel
along the resistance surface. To compare performance, the predicted travel time between
the same origin and destination locations was obtained from Google Maps [8], using the
distance matrix API, facilitated through use of the ‘mapsapi’ R package [9].

Simulation to determine inhibitory sampling distance
When generating random samples of facilities for use within the simulation to identify the
minimum number of required facilities, we adopted a discrete inhibitory sampling approach,
as described by Chipeta et al. [10]. To determine the minimum distance to utilise within this
inhibitory sampling approach, we performed a simulation where we produced a random
sub-sample of facilities from the set available and calculated the mean distance between
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facilities in the draw. The value used to inform the inhibitory sample is the value in which
the mean distance stabilises when the value of n (number of facilities) increase, as per the
following:
Suppose Sn is the set of all possible combinations of n facilities from the 170 currently
available. We wish to obtain an estimate of the distance between facilities for all possible
values of n, however once n > 1, the total number of combinations of n facilities is very
large and computationally prohibitive. As such, we adopted a simulation approach, such
that for n = 2, .., 170 we generated Ŝn which consisted of 1000 random samples of n
facilities. For each sample, i = 1, . . . , 1000 we calculated the mean distance (Di

n) between
the n facilities using the Euclidean distance. From this we can obtain Hn, the average
distance between n facilities, across all 1000 random samples. The inhibitory distance
value was derived when there was negligible change in Hn across all values of n, as
defined byHn−Hn−1 < 0.01. The value derived from the above simulation was 4068.37m,
shown as Supplementary Figure 1.

C.1.1 References
1. OpenStreetMap. East Africa Tagging Guidelines 2019. Available from: https://wiki.openstreetmap.org
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C.2 Supplementary Tables
Table C1: Speeds assigned to different OpenStreetMap classified roads.

OpenStreetMap classification Mean speed (km/hr) observed Number of segments
Primary 55.95 325

Secondary 53.50 1149

Tertiary 50.57 1468
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Table C1 continued from previous page
OpenStreetMap classification Mean speed (km/hr) observed Number of segments

Unclassified 37.08 815

Table C2: Name and location of spatially optimal facilities to retain. Facilities identified
include private (non-government and faith-based) health centres, and governmental health
centres. HCII refers to health centre level II (lowest quality), HCIII refers to health centre
level III, HCIV refers to health centre level IV, RMF refers to centres operated by the
Real Medicine Foundation and IRC refers to centres operated by the International Rescue
Committe.

Facility
name

District County Sub-
county

Parish Latitude Longitude

Alere HCII Adjumani East Moyo Pacara Jikwa 3.460130 31.757700

Aliapi HCII Yumbe Aringa Kuru Aliapi 3.425850 31.255740

Aliba HCIII Moyo Obongi Aliba Indilinga 3.193720 31.526490

Aripea HCIII Arua Terego Aiivu Aripea 3.173060 31.040760

Ariwa HCIII Yumbe Aringa Ariwa Rigbonga 3.242740 31.395220

Arua
Regional
Hospital

Arua Arua
Municipality

Municipality Municipality 3.022860 30.912040

Atiak HCIV Amuru Kilak Atiak Kal 3.261464 32.122844

Aya HCII Moyo West Moyo Metu Aya 3.673630 31.827300

Belameling
HCII

Moyo Obongi Itula Legu 3.476120 31.611310

Belle HCIII Moyo Obongi Itula Waka 3.409472 31.540556

Bibia HCIII Amuru Kilak Atiak Bibia 3.472460 32.067370

Carlos
Medical
Centre

Koboko Koboko Koboko TC Mengo
Ward

3.406917 30.956467

Dufile HCIII Moyo West Moyo Dufile Lebubu 3.568930 31.924350

Eria HCIII Moyo West Moyo Moyo Eria 3.631280 31.656600

Ewanga
HCIII

Arua Madi-Okollo Rigbo Roga 3.177240 31.464790

Friends
Clinic

Koboko Koboko Koboko TC Apa Ward 3.406367 30.954917

Gichara HC
II

Yumbe Aringa
North

Kei Gichara 3.481056 31.112944

Ibakwe HCII Moyo West Moyo Itula Palorinya 3.521100 31.655110

Igamara HC
III RMF

Yumbe Aringa
South

Odravu Abara 3.311611 31.250111

Imvepi HCII Arua Terego Odupi Imvepi 3.234180 31.281750
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Table C2 continued from previous page
Facility
name

District County Sub-
county

Parish Latitude Longitude

Iyete HC III
RMF

Yumbe Aringa
North

Romogi Onoko 3.461222 31.362222

Kamaka
HCIII

Maracha Maracha Oluffe Kamaka 3.247060 30.859010

Kuluba HCII Koboko Koboko Kuluba Kuluba 3.505940 30.941960

Liwa HCII Moyo Obongi Gimara Liwa 3.253260 31.492980

Locomgbo
HCII

Yumbe Aringa Romogi Locomgbo 3.484760 31.444210

Luzira HC
III RMF

Yumbe Aringa
South

kululu Yoyo 3.395167 31.347694

Midigo
HCIV

Yumbe Aringa Midigo Midigo 3.610100 31.233690

Moli HC II Yumbe Aringa
South

Odravu Moli 3.411806 31.229056

Morobo
Clinic

Koboko Koboko Koboko TC Teremunga
Ward

3.416967 30.956033

Moyo
Mission
HCIII

Moyo West Moyo Moyo Vura 3.657180 31.713430

Mungula
HCIV

Adjumani East Moyo Itirikwa Mungula 3.189920 31.794830

Munu HCII Moyo West Moyo Lefori Gwere 3.560450 31.583250

Nicu HCII Arua Terego Bileafe Nicu 3.050580 31.130270

Nyumanzi
HCII

Adjumani East Moyo Dzaipi Adjugopi 3.453700 31.945980

Obongi
HCIV

Moyo Obongi Gimara Gopele 3.241400 31.551580

Ocea HCII Arua Madi-Okollo Rigbo Katiku 3.076610 31.282210

Oduobo
HCII

Arua Madi-Okollo Rigbo Oduobo 3.132100 31.347230

Oleba HCIII Maracha Maracha Oleba Bango 3.300810 30.928270

Ombachi
HC II

Yumbe Aringa
North

Kochi Ombachi 3.526944 31.318611

Omugo
HCIV

Arua Terego Omugo Angazi 3.279450 31.115110

Opiro HCII Moyo West Moyo Moyo Ebihwa 3.670570 31.740940

Oriajin
Hospital

Arua Terego Katrini Ochopi 3.100120 30.968050

Otumbari
HCIII

Arua Terego Odupi Otumbari 3.342222 31.212181

Pagirinya
HC III

Adjumani East Moyo Dzaipi Logoangwa 3.369611 32.002806
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Table C2 continued from previous page
Facility
name

District County Sub-
county

Parish Latitude Longitude

St. Francis
Ocodri HCIII

Arua Terego Bileafe Ajiraku 3.074100 31.066870

Swinga HC
III IRC

Yumbe Aringa
North

Kochi Yayari 3.530944 31.373778

Tuku HCII Arua Terego Bileafe Adripi 3.108620 31.027470

Vienna
Medical
centre

Adjumani East Moyo Adjumani
TC

Central 3.371340 31.785840

Wadra HCIII Maracha Maracha Yivu Okuvu 3.260210 31.007800

Waka HCII Moyo Obongi Itula Waka 3.407130 31.507720

Yinga HCIII Arua Terego Odupi Lugbari 3.260630 31.241970

Yivu Abea
HCII

Maracha Maracha Yivu Alarapi 3.240960 30.975820

Yoyo HC III
Govt RMF

Yumbe Aringa
South

kululu Yoyo 3.388472 31.361750

Yumbe
Hospital

Yumbe Aringa Kuru Omba 3.439850 31.187520

C.3 Supplementary Figures

Figure C.1: Result of the inhibitory sampling simulation.
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Data preparation
Dataset one: To ensure that we were modelling suitability in the absence of tsetse
control, only data collected between 2010-2019 from traps located ≥5km outside of the
Tiny Target intervention area were used. Data was split using the ’intervention’ variable
described above, retaining trapping records situated outside of an intervention area. A
binary presence (1) absence (0) indicator variable was produced using the total number
of flies caught during each 24-hour sampling period. Trapping records were spatially
and temporally aggregated to produce presence/absence data, such that for each unique
sampling location, as defined by a unique 30m × 30m grid cell, only one record was
retained per calendar year (January – December). If, for the same grid cell, both presence
and absence were recorded within the same year, the location was deemed a presence
location, and absence records for that location and year were removed. This ensured
that no ambiguity occurred within the model when determining suitability at each gridded
location.
Dataset two: The raw occurrence dataset, with the addition of the binary and continuous
intervention variables, was used for the spatio-temporal model. No spatial-temporal
aggregation was performed, with each row in the dataset being representative of a unique
24-hour sampling period and site.

Covariate generation process
Elevation (expressed as meters above sea level) was obtained from the Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission [1]. Utilising the elevation surface and hydrological tools in ArcMAP
10.4, a flow accumulation surface was generated from the imagery to derive a river
network. An accumulation value of 3000 was selected for the stream order, this defined
the detail of the constructed network. Using this river network, the Euclidean distance
from the network to each 30 × 30m pixel within the study extent was calculated, this
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produced a ‘distance to rivers’ covariate, where cell values represented distance in meters.
Additionally, utilising the SRTM data, a slope surface was calculated using the ‘Slope’ tool
in the ‘Spatial Analyst’ toolbox within ArcMAP, this was represented as percentage gain
across the study extent. Utilising Landsat 5 and Landsat 8 imagery [2, 3], land-surface
temperature (LST, °C), proportion of vegetation (PVI, range = 0-1) and a normalised
difference vegetation index (NDVI, range = -1-1) were calculated in R, following the steps
outlined by the United States Geological Survey [4, 5] (eqs. given below). Synoptic
surfaces were generated for elevation, slope and distance to rivers, and annual surfaces
were created for LST, PVI and NDVI, for each year between 2011 and 2019.

Equations used for processing raw satellite imagery are as follows.
Conversion to top of atmosphere (TOA) reflectance values for red (RED) and near- infrared
(NIR) bands were performed using rescaling factors in the metadata files:

TOARED = 0.0021283 ·RED − 0.004514 if Landsat 5

TOARED = 0.00002 ·RED − 0.1 if Landsat 8

TOANIR = 0.002576 ·NIR− 0.007016 if Landsat 5

TOANIR = 0.00002 ·NIR− 0.1 if Landsat 5

Conversion to TOA radiance for thermal (TB) bands:

TOATB = 0.055375 · TB + 1.18243 if Landsat 5

TOATB = 0.0003342 · TB + 0.1 if Landsat 8

Then the TOA red and near-infrared products were corrected for the sun angle, which
varies per scene. In the below equation I refer to the sun angle as θSE :

TOARED =
TOARED
sin(θSE)

TOANIR =
TOANIR
sin(θSE)

Using the TOA corrected red and near-infrared products, the NDVI was calculated as:

NDV I =
(TOANIR − TOARED)

(TOANIR + TOARED)
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To calculate the land surface temperature (LST), the thermal band needed to be converted
to TOA brightness temperature (TOABT ) using thermal constants:

TOABT =
1260.56

ln(607.76/TOATB + 1)
− 273 if Landsat 5

TOABT =
1321.0789

ln(774.8853/TOATB + 1
− 273 if Landsat 8

The proportion of vegetation (PV ) is then calcuated, and used to calculate emissivity (em)
for use in the final LST calculation:

PV =
(NDV I −min(NDV I))

max(NDV I)−min(NDV I)

2

em = (0.004 · PV ) + 0.986

LST =
TOABT

1
+ TB · TOABT

14380
· ln(em)
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D.2 Supplementary Tables

Table D1: Variables collected at the time of sampling.

Variable Description
SITEID Unique identifier for the site in which sampling was performed.

NORTHING The northward-measured y-coordinate of the trap location (recorded in the UTM
36N coordinate reference system).
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Table D1 continued from previous page
Variable Description

EASTING The eastward-measured x-coordinate of the trap location (recorded in the UTM
36N coordinate reference system).

DISTRICT The district in which the trap was situated.

RIVER The name of the river along which the trap was deployed (if applicable).

DATE SETUP The date of deployment for the trap (recorded in serialized date format).

DATE COLLECTED The date of collection for the trap (recorded in serialized date format, traps visited
after 24 and 48 hours).

MONTH The month in which the trap was deployed.

YEAR The year in which the trap was deployed.

SPECIES The species of tsetse obtained through sampling at that location.

MALES The number of male tsetse obtained through sampling at that location.

FEMALES The number of female tsetse obtained through sampling at that location.

UNKNOWN The number of tsetse obtained through sampling at that location for which a sex
identification was not possible.

TOTAL The total number of tsetse obtained through sampling at that location (sum of
males, females and unknown).

Table D2: Number of presence and absence records available per year.

Year Presence Absence
2010 102 51

2011 50 3

2012 22 0

2013 28 1

2014 15 3

2015 18 3

2016 42 17

2017 69 77

2018 12 4

2019 18 3

Table D3: The relative influence of each covariate on the boosted regression tree
model.

Covariate Relative influence (%)
Elevation 19.14
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Table D3 continued from previous page
Covariate Relative influence (%)

NDVI 18.57

Distance to rivers 18.48

LST 16.28

PVI 15.86

Slope 11.67

Table D4: Parameter/hyperparameter values for priors within the spatio-temporal
model.

Function Prior Parameter/hyperparameter Value
Matérn SPDE
model

Penalized Complexity
(PC) prior

Spatial range of the random field: ρ
Marginal standard deviation of the
field: σ2

0.0115, 0.1√
1.792362, 0.05

AR1 model LogGamma
Normal

Log precision: θ1
Logit lag one correlation:θ2 (also
known as ρ)

Initial = 0.75, fixed
Default: 0, 0.15

D.3 Supplementary Figures
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Figure D.1: Environmental suitability for G. f. fuscipes within north-western Uganda,
2010:2019.
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Figure D.2: Posterior distributions for model parameters, including 2.5% and 97.5%
credible intervals (CrI). Black shaded areas represent the 2.5% and 97.5% intervals.
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Figure D.3: Distribution of observed vs predicted categorised tsetse fly count data.
Numerical categories represent: low (1), medium (2) and high (3) categories of flies; i.e.,
0, 1-10 and >10 flies respectively.
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Figure D.4: Categorised predictions of the number of tsetse per cell. Results are
produced for February of each year, and represent the mean number of flies per trapping
day.
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D.4 Code for the analysis

D.4.1 Code for covariate smoothing
To account for species dispersal, and neighbouring cells which are likely occupied by
tsetse, the 30m x 30m covariates were smoothed so that each 30m cell contained an
average value across neighbouring cells within a buffer radius of 150m. The code to
perform this moving average leverages the ’focal’ function in the ’raster’ R package, and
is given below:

1 ## script to apply a moving , radial buffer to covariates prior to modelling

2 ## load required packages

3 pacman ::p_load(raster)

4

5 ## read in a csv listing file paths to rasters to perform the spatial

smoothing on

6 path_table <- read.csv("C:/Users/Joshua.Longbottom/Dropbox/PhD/1. Uganda/

Tsetse mapping/covariate_paths.csv",

7 stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

8

9 ## loop through the covariates in the path , and perform the spatial smooth

10 for(i in 1:nrow(path_table)){

11

12 message(paste0("Processing: ", path_table$covariate[i]))
13

14 ## get the path for that covariate , and read it in as raster format

15 raster_i <- paste0("C:/Users/Joshua.Longbottom/", path_table$root[i])
16 raster_i <- raster(raster_i)

17

18 ## generate a moving mean , using an 11x11 matrix (~300m2)

19 raster_smoothed <- focal(raster_i, w = matrix(1, nrow = 11, ncol = 11),

fun = mean , na.rm = TRUE)

20

21 ## generate an outpath for the raster

22 path_out_i <- paste0("C:/Users/Joshua.Longbottom/Dropbox/PhD/1. Uganda/

Tsetse mapping/data/smoothed_covariates/",

23 path_table$covariate[i],
24 "_smoothed")

25

26 ## write out the raster

27 writeRaster(raster_smoothed ,

28 path_out_i,

29 format = "GTiff",

30 overwrite = TRUE)

31

32 ## remove and garbage collect

33 rm(raster_i, raster_smoothed)

34 invisible(gc())

35

36 }
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D.4.2 Code for the BRT model
The below code is a simplified, cleaned version of the code use to generate the boosted
regression tree modelling environmental suitability of tsetse across north-western Uganda.
The model was implemented using the ’caret’ R package, and the ’train’ and ’trainControl’
functions. Predictions were made using covariates assembled in raster stacks and the
’predict’ function. The process is shown for one prediction year:

1 #### script to run a presence -absence model for tsetse across WNR of Uganda

2 ## clear workspace

3 rm(list = ls())

4

5 ## load required packages

6 pacman ::p_load(raster , caret , MLeval ,

7 pROC , dismo , maps , rgeos)

8

9 ## set working directory

10 setwd("D:/Dropbox/PhD/1. Uganda/Tsetse mapping/data/")

11

12 ## load the data for modelling

13 data_covariates <- read.csv("clean_presence_absence.csv")

14

15 #### code model ####

16 ## set seed for reproducibility

17 set.seed (30072020)

18

19 ## split dataset into training and testing

20 ## use a 70-30 split

21 train_index <- createDataPartition(data_covariates$presence , p = .7,

22 list = FALSE ,

23 times = 1)

24

25 ## assign training

26 data_train <- data_covariates[train_index , ]

27 ## assign testing

28 data_test <- data_covariates[-train_index , ]

29

30 ## convert from binary to a labelled factor variable

31 data_train$presence <- ifelse(data_train$presence == 1, "Yes", "No")

32 data_train$presence <- factor(as.character(data_train$presence))
33 data_test$presence <- ifelse(data_test$presence == 1, "Yes", "No")

34 data_test$presence <- factor(as.character(data_test$presence))
35

36 ## specify that the resampling method is ten -fold cross -validation

37 fit_control <- trainControl(method = "repeatedcv",

38 number = 10,

39 repeats = 3,

40 summaryFunction = twoClassSummary ,

41 classProbs = TRUE)

42

43 ## fit a BRT model (using gbm)
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44 brt_fit <- train(as.factor(presence) ~ .,

45 data = data_train ,

46 method = "gbm",

47 trControl = fit_control ,

48 metric = "ROC",

49 na.action = na.pass ,

50 tuneLength = 30)

51

52 ## predict the outcome on a test set

53 brt_pred <- predict(brt_fit , data_test , type = "prob")

54

55 ## compare predicted outcome and true outcome

56 gbm.ROC <- roc(predictor = brt_pred$Yes ,
57 response = data_test$presence ,
58 levels = rev(levels(data_test$presence)))
59

60 ## area under the curve:

61 gbm.ROC$auc
62

63 ## plots

64 plot(gbm.ROC , main = "GBM ROC")

65 histogram(~brt_pred$Yes|data_test$presence ,
66 xlab= "Probability of poor segmentation")

67

68 ## brier score:

69 f_t <- brt_pred[,2]

70 o_t <- as.numeric(data_test$presence) -1
71 mean((f_t - o_t)^2)

72

73 #### read covariates for predictions across whole extent ####

74 stack_2011 <- brick(’clean/raster/stack_2011. grd’)

75

76 #### make a mess using the covariate data ####

77 # mess = ’multivariate environmental similarity surface ’

78 mess_2011 <- mess(stack_2011, data_covariates [2:7], full = FALSE)

79

80 ## convert to a binary "interpolation/extrapolation" surface

81 mess_2011_binary <- mess_2011

82 mess_2011_binary[mess_2011_binary >= 0 ] <- 1

83 mess_2011_binary[mess_2011_binary < 0] <- 0

84 mess_2011_binary <- mask(mess_2011_binary , stack_2011[[1]])

85

86 #### predict using raster stacks ####

87 Sys.time()

88 brt_spatial_pred_2011 <- predict(object = stack_2011, model = brt_fit ,

progress = "text", na.rm = TRUE , type = "prob")

89 Sys.time()

90

91 ## convert from probability of absence to probability of presence (inverse)

92 brt_spatial_pred_2011 <- 1 - brt_spatial_pred_2011

93

94 ## write out the predictions

95 dir.create(paste0("output/suitability_surfaces/", Sys.Date()))
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96 out_dir <- paste0("output/suitability_surfaces/", Sys.Date())

97 writeRaster(brt_spatial_pred_2011,

98 paste0(out_dir , "/sdm_pred_2011_", Sys.Date()),

99 format = "GTiff",

100 overwrite = TRUE)

D.4.3 Code for the spatio-temporal model
The below code is a simplified, cleaned version of the code used to construct the spatio-
temporal model predicting tsetse abundance across north-western Uganda. The model
was implemented using the ’R-INLA’ R package. Fitting a spatial model in INLA requires
a particular set of steps:

1. Create a mesh to approximate the spatial effect: INLA meshes are made from
Delaunay triangulations, with mesh quality being decided by two criteria: 1) minimum
allowed angle in a triangle and 2) maximum allowed triangle edge length. The size
and complexity of a mesh determines the accuracy of the prediction.

2. Create a projection matrix to link the observations to the mesh: After the mesh has
been constructed we need to translate the spatial locations on the mesh into vectors
in the model. This uses something called an “A matrix”.

3. Set the stochastic partial differential equation: The SPDE is constructed using the
mesh, and the spatial autocorrelation parameters from the semivariogram. Required
parameters are: range, sigma. phi.

4. Optionally specify a dataset to derive model predictions.

5. Put everything together in a stack object: The A matrix is combined with the model
matrix and random effects in a format called a stack. The stack includes (in this
order):
i) The response variable total (coded as “y”), alongside an offset based on the number
of trap days.
ii) A vector of multiplication factors. This is generally a series of 1’s (for the intercept,
random effects, and fixed effects), followed by the spatial A matrix.
iii) The effects. You need to separately specify the intercept, the random effects, the
model matrix, and the SPDE.

6. Fit the model.

1 ## load required packages

2 list.of.packages <- c("raster", "plyr", "ggplot2", "RColorBrewer",

3 "lme4", "PrevMap", "geoR", "knitr",

4 "dplyr", "kableExtra", "MASS", "dismo",

5 "rgeos", "INLA", "geostatsp", "ggregplot",

6 "INLAutils", "formula.tools", "tmap", "lubridate",

7 "zoo", "forecast", "urca", "tufte", "reshape2",
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8 "tidyverse", "TSA", "HarmonicRegression", "geosphere"

)

9

10 new.packages <- list.of.packages[!(list.of.packages %in%

11 installed.packages ()[,"Package"])]

12 if(length(new.packages)) install.packages(new.packages)

13 lapply(list.of.packages , library , character.only = TRUE)

14

15 ## set working directory

16 setwd("C:/Users/joshua.longbottom/Dropbox/PhD/1. Uganda/Tsetse mapping/code

/tsetse_uganda")

17

18 ## load required data

19 data_covariates <- readRDS("data_covariates.RDS")

20

21 ## aggregate by month

22 data_temporal <- data_covariates %>%

23 group_by(site_id , year , month) %>%

24 summarise(total = sum(total),

25 easting = mean(easting),

26 northing = mean(northing),

27 trap_days = sum(days_deployed),

28 suitability = mean(suitability),

29 intervention = mean(intervention),

30 int_distance_c = mean(int_distance_c))

31

32 #### INLA model ####

33 ## first make a mesh; thin the data to remove duplicates

34 trim_spdf <- SpatialPoints(coords = data_temporal[c("easting", "northing")

],

35 proj4string = CRS("+proj=utm +zone =36 +datum=

WGS84 +units=m +no_defs"))

36

37 ## thin the dataset to just have one observation per lat/long

38 trim_spdf <- remove.duplicates(trim_spdf)

39

40 ## transform to WGS84

41 trim_wgs <- spTransform(trim_spdf , "+proj=longlat +datum=WGS84 +no_defs")

42

43 ## make the INLA mesh

44 mesh <- inla.mesh.2d(trim_wgs , max.edge = c(10, 20))

45

46 ## identify groups where each is a particular month within a year

47 Groups <- "sequential_month"

48 NGroups <- length(unique(data_temporal[,Groups ]))

49

50 ## make the A matrix (temporal model)

51 a_matrix_temporal <- inla.spde.make.A(mesh_choice ,

52 loc = as.matrix(data_temporal[,c("

longitude", "latitude")]),

53 group = as.numeric(as.factor(data_

temporal[,Groups ])),

54 n.group = NGroups)
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55

56 ## make the SPDE

57 model_spde <- inla.spde2.pcmatern(mesh = mesh_choice ,

58 prior.range = c(0.0115 , 0.1),

59 prior.sigma = c(sqrt (1.792362) , 0.05))

60

61 ## make the temporal W

62 w_model_temporal <- inla.spde.make.index(’w’,

63 n.spde = model_spde$n.spde ,
64 n.group = NGroups)

65

66 #### making the model matrix ####

67 ## add a duplicate month variable

68 data_temporal$month_dup <- data_temporal$sequential_month
69

70 ## add a "season" variable

71 dry_season <- c(12, 1, 2, 6, 7, 8)

72 data_temporal$season <- ifelse(data_temporal$month %in% dry_season , "dry",

"wet")

73

74 ## make the model matrix

75 inla_mm_t <- model.matrix(as.formula(" ~ -1 + suitability + int_distance_c

+

76 sequential_month + month_dup + season"

),

77 data_temporal)

78

79 ## convert to a data frame

80 inla_mm_t_df <- as.data.frame(inla_mm_t[, -which(colnames(inla_mm_t) %in% c

("seasondry"))])

81

82 #### making the stack ####

83 StackModl_temporal <- inla.stack(data = list(y = data_temporal[, 4], #

specify the response variable

84 E = data_temporal[, 7]), # add

offset based on no. of trap days

85 A = list(1, 1, 1, a_matrix_temporal), #

vector of multiplication factors for random and fixed effects

86 effects = list(Intercept = rep(1, nrow(

inla_mm_t_df)), # specify the manual intercept

87 X = inla_mm_t_df , # attach

the model matrix

88 ID = data_temporal$site_id,
# insert vectors of any random effects

89 w = w_model_temporal), #

attach the w

90 tag = ’stdata_temporal ’, # tag so I can

index later if needed

91 remove.unused = TRUE)

92

93 ## final formula for spatial -temporal model

94 f15 <- as.formula("y ~ -1 + Intercept + suitability +

95 as.factor(int_distance_c) +
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96 suitability*as.factor(int_distance_c) +

97 seasonwet*as.factor(int_distance_c) +

98 month_dup*as.factor(int_distance_c) +

99 month_dup + seasonwet +

100 f(ID , model = ’iid ’) +

101 f(w, model = model_spde , control.group = list(model = ’

ar1 ’,

102 hyper = list(theta1 = list(initial = 0.75, fixed = TRUE))

))")

103

104 #### model fitting ####

105 ## first fit the hyper -parameter model

106 fit_inla <- inla(f15 ,

107 family = "zeroinflatednbinomial1",

108 data = inla.stack.data(StackModl_temporal),

109 Ntrials = StackModl_temporal$E,
110 control.compute = list(dic = TRUE , config = TRUE ,

111 waic = TRUE , cpo = TRUE),

112 control.predictor = list(A = inla.stack.A(StackModl_

temporal),

113 compute = FALSE),

114 quantiles = c(0.025 , 0.5, 0.975))

115

116 #### simulate 1000 draws from the posterior negative binomial distribution

####

117 pred.zinb <- function(l, nsample = length(StackModl_temporal$y)){
118 ## extract the linear predictor in log scale

119 lp <- l$latent [1: nsample]
120 ## extract the zero inflation probability

121 z <- rbinom(nsample , size = 1, 1-l$hyperpar [2])
122 ## apply the link function. I think the offset is

123 ## already included in lp

124 lambda <- exp(lp)

125 ## posterior sample of non -zero inflated data

126 y <- rnbinom(nsample , mu = lambda , size = l$hyperpar [1])
127 ## apply zero inflation

128 z *y

129 }

130

131 ## https://groups.google.com/g/r-inla -discussion -group/c/KywB6rpWEyQ

132 posterior_pred_ZINB <- inla.posterior.sample (1000 , fit_inla)

133

134 ## simulated draws from the zero -inflated negative binomial distribution

135 samples_posterior_ZINB <- sapply(posterior_pred_ZINB , pred.zinb)
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